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INTRODUCTION
Is recruiting volunteers part of your job? Is this an assignment that you like? Or do you feel dread at the thought
of "twisting people's arms" to do you "the favor" of helping your organization?
Like so many other things in life, success as a recruiter of volunteers is highly dependent on attitude. If you can't
imagine that anyone will volunteer for you, they probably won't. On the other hand, if you approach recruiting
with a positive set of expectations, you will find that people will indeed join up.
Inexperienced volunteer program managers think that recruitment is going to be the hardest thing they do. Here's
some good news: recruiting volunteers is generally not hard. People will come forward and offer their help if
you actively spread the word about your organization's needs. The actual problem is something altogether
different:
Having meaningful work for people to do once they've joined up!
After all, the best recruiter in the world will soon get burned out if a revolving door has new recruits enter,
become disillusioned, and then leave. For this reason, we will focus carefully in the first few chapters on
designing volunteer work. If you are constantly recruiting new people because current volunteers are departing,
stop recruiting until you have analyzed why retention is a problem.
Another thing that may be difficult is: Eliciting applications from the most qualified prospective volunteers.
Your goal as a recruiter is not to elicit hundreds of inquiries from folks with unknown and unproven skills.
Instead, the most successful volunteer recruiters are those who can focus so specifically on vacant assignments
that only qualified candidates come forward. If one prospective volunteer applies, but that person suits the
position to a tee, then you've done your recruiting job splendidly.
The inexperienced recruiter prints 5,000 brochures and then muses: "where can I distribute these?" The
experienced-and more effective-recruiter first asks: "where might I find the right volunteers for each job?"-and
then selects the best technique to match each potential source. So this book will guide you through the process
of targeted "mini-campaigns," always organized around the best places to look for volunteers, rather than on
"how" to get a message across. Blanketing your community with recruitment messages is rarely time- or costeffective.
It is possible that you have been generally successful at recruiting volunteers for most available assignments but
that you have found certain positions extremely difficult to fill. Or, your recruitment obstacle may be an
inability to attract a particular type of volunteer, or someone in another geographic area, or some other needed
variable. Clearly some volunteer roles are more attractive than others and you may have to expend more energy
on those that seem less desirable. But the suggestions in this book should help you to refine both what you are
asking volunteers to do and where you look to recruit prospective candidates.
Finally, another possible challenge is: The world is changing and volunteerism is changing with it.
This truism is only a "problem" if you want to fight the tide. In the recent past, many agency volunteer programs
relied on just a few sources of volunteers. If your organization's volunteer force has been mainly "traditional,"
you may well hear others tell you that "volunteering is dying out." Well I, for one, cannot bemoan the women's
movement nor many of the other trends that have shaken the paid and unpaid workforce. Chapter 5 will look at
these and other issues more closely. The bottom line is that many volunteers are still available to those
organizations willing to adapt and diversify. How aware is your organization of social changes and does your
recruitment reflect this?
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Much of the material in this book is relevant to any marketing challenge. You may, in fact, find it useful to do
some reading of business-oriented marketing textbooks to supplement some of the points raised here. Do not be
turned off by the concept of "marketing." It is not out of place in the nonprofit or government environment.
Classically, marketing is the process of understanding your customers, developing products they want and need,
and finding the ways to tell them about the opportunity to do business with you. Is this not one way of
describing volunteer recruitment? I'll use volunteer-related vocabulary more familiar to you, but occasionally I
will refer to marketing concepts.
It is probably worthwhile to note that the term recruitment is used for searches other than for volunteers. Some
of you will be in organizations recruiting people who can use your services: a literacy program may be looking
for reading students or a women's health center may want to attract pregnant teenagers. The tips on volunteer
recruitment here work for any type of recruitment-including finding good employees!
This book will examine the tasks of recruitment in depth. But recruitment does not exist in a vacuum. If you are
unfamiliar with the skills of developing and running a volunteer effort, you will need to add other knowledge to
your repertoire. For example, how to prepare your organization for volunteer involvement, how to develop
teamwork between volunteers and employees, orientation and training for volunteers, techniques of volunteer
supervision, recordkeeping and reporting, evaluation, recognition-all of these must be in place or your
recruitment will be hollow. In fact, word will spread rapidly if you put out a call for volunteers before you are
ready! Ultimately, the best recruitment strategy is to make sure that each and every volunteer has a great
experience with your organization. That will make future recruitment much easier.
Volunteer recruitment is one element in a broader picture of how your organization wants to function in the
community. In a very real sense, the involvement of volunteers is a form of resource development and, as a
recruiter, you are engaged in "people raising" just as a development officer is engaged in fund raising. I
therefore believe that a leader of volunteers has a double mandate:
1. To identify the needs of the organization's clients/public and paid staff; and, then
2. To mobilize noncash resources in the community to meet those needs.
This is a strong and ambitious vision for the role of volunteer manager and for the goals of volunteer
recruitment. Note that this approach is based on meeting needs in noncash ways, which opens the door to a wide
variety of assistance regardless of whether it is labelled "volunteer." Most of the time, you will be mobilizing
noncash, human resources, but in-kind services and donated items may also fill a critical need. I hope that this
book will broaden your horizons about the range of potential resources and about you as catalyst.
The variety of organizations seeking volunteers is enormous and so each reader will have different needs and
concerns. However, I strongly feel that the basic concepts in this book are equally relevant to large and small
agencies, urban and rural settings, and to any field of endeavor. The similarities simply outweigh the differences
when it comes to the principles of why people volunteer. However, when there are some pointers more reevant
to an urban or to a rural setting, I have tried to address them throughout the chapters.
As with any book for a broad audience, I have tried to present the most common scenarios shared by the
majority of settings involving volunteers. This means that I have assumed you are either with an agency wishing
to integrate volunteers with the work of a paid staff or that you are with a predominantly all-volunteer
organization. But some of you may be on the edges of the bell-shaped curve. For example, if you need three
hundred volunteers for a two-day event such as a golf tournament, the suggestions here should help you but will
need special adaptation. Similarly, if all of your volunteers come from within a pre-established set of client
participants, as in a senior center, you will also have to pick and choose the pointers most relevant to you.
An ethical principle: This book is not designed to help one organization be better at recruiting than another. In
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an ideal world, all worthy organizations would have all the volunteers they need. The point is not to convince
prospective volunteers that the deaf need more help than the blind. All your causes and clients deserve attention.
Rather, the goal of a recruiter is to show individuals where they might best contribute their special talents.
If you are an officer of an all-volunteer organization and are hoping that this book will help you with
"membership development," take heart. I will do my best to say "volunteers and members" whenever possible,
but do not let vocabulary put you off. All of the concepts of volunteer recruitment are meaningful for allvolunteer efforts who want to expand their membership rolls ... and who want to transform "members" into
active workers. Even though all of Chapter 13 is written specifically for you, I recommend that you work your
way through the chapters that precede it, to set the context. (I also hope that agency-related readers will not skip
Chapter 13! Many of the ideas there are relevant to working with volunteers in any group, including auxiliaries
or special committees.)
The point of view of The Volunteer Recruitment Book is that of one organization seeking volunteers. But you
may be with a Volunteer Center, RSVP, student community service office, or other program with the mission of
recruiting many volunteers and then referring or placing them into a ariety of sites in the community. You may
also be working at the national level of an organization with state or other local affiliates-all of whom want to
find more volunteers. In your situation, you have the challenge of "paving the way" for your constituents,
making sure that a large number of people learn and get excited about the potential of volunteering. You work
on behalf of all the placement sites you represent, but you are once removed from the actual things volunteers
will do. I think that much of the material in this book will be helpful to you, though some things such as job
design may be out of your control. Of course, you can really help your placement sites if you assist them to be
ready for the volunteers you will find together. In the last analysis, however, the greatest support you can give is
to raise the public's awareness of volunteering. By the way, you will find yourself referred to in this book as
both a source of volunteers and a technique of recruitment for individual agencies! It's all a matter of
perspective.
In the last analysis, the only way to get volunteers is to ask people to volunteer! As we are about to discuss, it is
easy to confuse publicity or public relations with volunteer recruitment. Until you are actively asking people to
help, you cannot evaluate the results of your recruitment efforts. Also, while one-to-one recruitment of new
volunteers by current volunteers is an excellent way to identify new people, you cannot rely on such word of
mouth alone to bring in new volunteers with diverse skills, of both sexes, or of different ethnic groups. You
must purposely seek out such candidates and tell them that you want their involvement.
The chapters that follow will guide you, step by step, to a successful recruitment effort. I guarantee it. I cannot
promise that you will fill every position nor that all the volunteers you will find will have the perfect schedules
or the perfect credentials. But the techniques described here do work. They are logical and welcoming. Best of
all, you will find them manageable ... maybe even fun. (And here's a secret: if you enjoy recruiting volunteers,
you'll be better at it!)

Recruitment Is the Third Step
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It is common for veterans in the volunteer management field to be approached by newcomers with worries about
being able to find volunteers. "Please give me hints about how to recruit" is the plea. The proper response is:
"First tell me what you want volunteers to do."
Recruitment of volunteers is only one step in a process that begins with thoughtful planning and ends with
genuine teamwork of everyone, paid or not, working toward common goals. When done at the right time and in
the right way, recruitment will produce results. But all too often organizations jump the gun, spreading word of
their hope for volunteer help prematurely. And then the trouble starts. Without the preparation we are about to
discuss in the next few chapters, you run the risk of bringing out people who do not really meet your needs and
therefore are the wrong volunteers for you. And having the wrong volunteers may be worse than having no
volunteers at all.
Here is an overview of the basic steps of recruitment which we will then cover in greater detail in the following
chapters.
The First Step: Know Why Your Organization Wants Volunteers
This is not a foolish question and the answer is often not self-evident. Too many people assume that the major
reason organizations recruit volunteers is that there is not enough money to do the necessary work and so
volunteers are the next best thing. As I have discussed at length in From the Top Down: The Executive Role in
Volunteer Program Success (Energize, 1986), this is a negative perception. It makes volunteers a "second
choice." The corollary would be: "If we had enough money, we wouldn't need (or even want) volunteers. "
An organization that has not articulated why it wants volunteers in the first place may find recruiting difficult.
Whether intentional or not, people may hear the message: "we don't necessarily want volunteers, but since we
don't have more money, would you do us a favor and help out?" Hardly a motivating sales pitch!
Conversely, if an organization values volunteers for the unique benefits they bring, the recruitment message
changes considerably. For example: "We welcome volunteers because your support shows that the community
really wants this organization to succeed." Or, "volunteers diversify and expand the skills we can offer to our
consumers." Or, "it really matters to our clients that volunteers want to help; they sometimes feel that staff
members only help because it's their job." Such "first choice" reasons for involving volunteers show everyone
that money plus trained employees plus concerned volunteers together equal the best service to consumers.
The issue of limited money is valid, of course, but only as one factor. Never say or imply that volunteers "save"
money because that is not true. Instead, consider such descriptions as: "Involving volunteers allows us to stretch
the budget way beyond what we otherwise might be able to afford," or "volunteers let us spend every dollar we
have and then do more." Such statements are motivating to prospective volunteers as well as being accurate.
I am recommending that you take the time to articulate your organization's reasons for involving volunteers,
write these down, and make sure everyone agrees. This gives you a foundation on which to define the work
volunteers will do, to create better teamwork between employees and volunteers, and -the key point for us hereto use this statement of purpose in your recruiting presentations.
Once you have articulated why your organization wants volunteers at all, the next challenge is to determine what
volunteers are expected to accomplish. After all, having volunteers is not an end unto itself. Volunteers are a
resource and a strategy for fulfilling the organization's mission. Set specific goals and objectives for volunteer
achievement-and I don't mean just numerical quotas for how many volunteers you want. How will volunteers
make a difference in service delivery?
On an annual basis, evaluate whether volunteers have indeed accomplished something meaningful. Review and
revise the goals and objectives for volunteer participation. Then use these to show prospective recruits how their
efforts will make a difference in your organization's work.
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The Second Step: Design Valuable Volunteer Assignments
This step is truly crucial to providing service to your organization and to being successful in recruitment. You
want to design volunteer assignments that accomplish real work and that are attractive to prospective volunteers.
I cannot stress this point enough. If the only work you ask volunteers to do is low-level and unchallenging, you
will generally only recruit people who prefer that type of assignment. If you design volunteer roles that are
demanding, creative, or sophisticated, you will attract volunteers who are interested in that type of work. Isn't
the same thing true for employee jobs?
"Challenging" and "creative" are subjective terms, of course. Just because you personally do
not find a task interesting does not mean that someone else will not be fascinated by it. The point, however, is to
raise your organization's vision about the potential of what volunteers can do. Limited vision produces limited
results. You may need volunteers to do very basic tasks, but these should be valuable and valued-and may only
be the start of how volunteers can contribute.
Some people subscribe to the theory that first you should spread the word of your need for volunteers and then
create volunteer assignments to suit the candidates who come in. This is definitely not my approach, although I
hope you will be creative in reacting to unexpected talents that are offered to you (we'll come back to this in
later chapters). As a basic strategy, however, I believe that you begin by knowing your need for help and then do
your recruiting to assure that you will find it. This is a proactive, not reactive, process.
Because the need to define volunteer work is so important, we will devote all of Chapter 2 to this subject.
Chapter 3 examines the question of why people volunteer and why others do not-a subject that closely connects
with job design. The more you know about the motivation of volunteers, the more you can refine your volunteer
job descriptions to be appealing.
The Third Step: Develop and Implement Your Recruitment Plan
I don't want to keep you in suspense. Right here and now let me outline the tasks necessary for successful
recruitment of volunteers:
Task A. For each volunteer job description, brainstorm potential sources of people having the necessary
qualifications. (Then edit the list of ideas to include variables such as feasibility, cost, and possible
diversity of candidates.)
Task B. For each potential source of volunteers, select the most appropriate technique to communicate
your message. (You wouldn't give a speech with slides at an all-night laundromat.)
Task C. Do it! Go out and ask people to volunteer.
Task D. Be prepared for applicants to contact you and develop a welcoming system for interviewing,
screening, and putting new volunteers to work.
As you become successful in recruiting volunteers, focus your attention on the most important step of all:
Keep volunteers motivated with training, ongoing communication, supervision, evaluation, and recognition.
After all, if your volunteer corps unexpectedly turns over every six months, your recruitment efforts have been
wasted. And ultimately your goal is to have a self-perpetuating cycle in which satisfied volunteers bring in more
volunteers.
Chapter 6 and all of Section II describe each of the recruiting tasks in depth.
The Logic of this Recruitment Strategy
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As I hope to prove in the chapters to come, there is an elegant logic to following the steps as outlined above and
in the sequence presented. I am recommending that you never conduct a community-wide, cast-the-net, general,
"we need volunteers" recruitment campaign. Instead, I strongly urge you to do a series of "mini-campaigns"
focused on each volunteer assignment or on whatever special needs you have. The more you focus, the greater
your chances for success and (wonder of wonders!) the less work you will create for yourself as a recruiter.
Recruitment is both a process and an activity. Although we use the word "recruitment" for both, it is helpful to
see the distinction. As a process, recruitment involves all the preparation and follow-through necessary to create
a welcoming environment for volunteers. The process must involve your whole organization, because volunteers
must mesh with the work done by everyone. As an activity, recruitment is the task of asking, of
inviting individuals and groups to become volunteers.
When you bought this book, you might have started with questions about the activity of recruiting: "how do I do
it?" It is my hope that by the time you are done reading, you will be so comfortable with the process of
recruitment that the ways you communicate with the public will be a natural extension of your vision of
volunteer involvement.
The Context for Recruitment
In order to meet your recruitment goals, you also have to broaden your thinking past the specific needs of the
moment. The more informed you are about the context of your recruitment challenge, the better able you will be
to design your search effectively. So in addition to the steps just outlined, you also need to:
1. Analyze the image of your organization in the community.
2. Examine the other related images that affect volunteer recruitment.
3. Consider the trends and issues in the field of volunteerism today.
Because these three areas are of major significance in the recruitment process, we will deal with them at length
in Chapters 4 and 5. You will see that they are absolutely necessary before "going public" with any invitation to
volunteer. The good news is that all of the analysis and thinking recommended in these chapters will be done for
your volunteer needs as a whole. So, once you have completed the diagnoses and decision-making, you should
not have to do it again, except to keep it updated.
Membership Development
All of the techniques discussed in this book are adaptable to all-volunteer membership organizations. But there
are some special issues when your challenge is encouraging people to "join" a group or motivating inactive
members to participate more. Chapter 13 will focus on those concerns.
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SECTION 1:
PREPARATION
The chapters in Section I discuss all of the things you need to do before actually asking anyone to volunteer.
These are the steps to take to plan for volunteer involvement and to select the best sources of prospective
volunteers for your available assignments.

A Fresh Look at Volunteer Job
Design
Let's look at some options for identifying your organization's needs and deciding how volunteers might meet
those needs. But please note that subsequent chapters will raise issues that may send you "back to the drawing
board" to refine or adapt your initial job descriptions. It may take some experimentation to find the right mix of
challenge and ease, work and play, formality and informality in your set of volunteer positions. There are very
few rules about what you might ask volunteers to do. So be inventive!
Defining the work that volunteers will do is the foundation for all of your recruitment efforts. After all, if there
were no tasks for volunteers to complete, you wouldn't be bothering to invite people to volunteer! Volunteers
are a resource for accomplishing real work.
As I have already said, the types of volunteer roles you design have a direct correlation to whom you can attract
to fill those roles. The more creative, sophisticated, skilled, or fun the things you ask volunteers to do, the more
you can expect to find volunteers who match (keeping in mind that such adjectives are subjective and that what
turns one person off may turn another on). If, after following some of the suggestions in this chapter, you still
end up with limited volunteer roles, your best recruitment strategy might be to find volunteers for whom even
these roles are a challenge: preteens, participants in a sheltered workshop program, or people seeking beginnerlevel skills for a short time. The point is to avoid inviting skillful people to become volunteers and then to
underutilize them (what a waste!).
You may well be recruiting for a cause or agency that evokes deep loyalty. People who "burn" to be involved
will gladly do even "menial" labor. This is neither wrong nor evil-and much necessary work gets done because
of this type of strong commitment. For example, why would such a wide range of people be willing to clean up
vacant lots or glean fruit fields? However, just because some individuals will do "anything" to help, is not
enough justification to be uncreative in putting their talents to good use!
Task Analysis
Volunteer job design is a challenge of "task analysis," since almost by definition volunteer work is done in
limited chunks of time. Your responsibility is to examine the many services your organization provides and
carve out meaningful assignments that can be accomplished in two to four hour intervals, perhaps weekly or
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even periodically. It is not enough to say "we need volunteer help." You are aiming to develop a series of quite
specific jobs for which you can recruit different types of volunteers.
Avoid asking the wrong question, which is: "What can volunteers do to help us?" The answers you will hear to
this query will be based on stereotypes about volunteers. For example, if someone thinks most volunteers are
pleasant but largely unskilled amateurs, what type of work will s/he identify for such low-level helpers to do?
The right question is: "What needs to be done around here?" Begin by identifying all of the unmet needs of
clients and staff. List both large and small projects, including the things that have been on people's "wish lists"
for a long time. You are not promising that volunteers can be found to do all of these things, but you have to
know what work is required or desired before you can develop a strategy for recruiting the types of volunteers
able to handle those tasks.
To get the creative juices flowing, ask some thought-provoking questions such as:
• What are we doing now that we would like to do more of?
• What unmet needs do our clients/consumers have that we presently can do nothing about?
• What would support the staff in their work?
• What might we do differently if we had more skills or time available to us?
Another way to expand people's thinking is to ask: "How would we spend an unexpected windfall of $250,000
(or some other outrageous sum), if we had to use it all in one year?" This leads people to think about all the
things they wish they could do but never expect the resources with which to do it. It elicits discussion of whole
new service arenas, not just what would "assist" present staff. These are the type of dreams from which
volunteer projects might be created.
Who Designs the Work
The leader of volunteers cannot and should not develop volunteer assignments alone. This responsibility is
shared with everyone in the organization, particularly with those staff members who will ultimately work sideby-side with volunteers to get the work done. Creating volunteer roles is the start of the entire process of
welcoming and integrating volunteers into the organization.
There can be conflict between what volunteers want to do and how organizations create volunteer projects.
Because many paid workers are overworked and have little time to devote to thinking about volunteers,
volunteer assignments are too often created quickly and without much respect for the skills or interests of those
who will fill them. In fairness, it is difficult to parcel out work when volunteer time is provided in short
fragments, but the real problem is usually shaky faith in the abilities of volunteers. It therefore seems less risky
to limit volunteers to tangential, icing-on-the-cake roles that are "nice" but would not be missed if the volunteer
proves undependable.
But for the volunteer, the time carved out of a busy schedule for volunteer work is quite precious. Volunteers
hope that their contributed time will have real meaning, have an impact or make a difference. Given the choice,
people would select the volunteer assignment that accomplishes the most-in fact, that is the whole point. And
ethically, volunteers trust organizations not to put them to work doing unproductive activity.
So, for you as the coordinator of volunteers, helping paid staff to design the most meaningful work for
volunteers is the way to begin training employees about the potential of community participation.
Volunteer Job Design Considerations
There are many ways to approach the development of volunteer assignments. Your goal is to have as diverse a
set of volunteer job descriptions as possible, which will help you when you are ready to recruit. Think about:
• • Both continuous, ongoing volunteer assignments, and also short-term and one-time work projects.
• • Things individual volunteers can do, and also what teams of two or three volunteers, or larger
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•
•
•
•
•

groups of people, can do. This may include families volunteering as a unit or such concepts as "job
sharing."
Periodic assignments that allow the volunteer to be "on call" to help as necessary.
Work that can be done by anyone willing to be taught what to do ("generalist" positions) versus
work that requires volunteers already having proven skills ("specialist" positions).
Work that can be done on-site or off-site.
Assignments dealing with people, with things, or with ideas.
Hands-on work, or thinking/planning work, or work based on observation.

For each volunteer assignment you define, be sure to consider how many hours of service will be needed and
what schedule would be ideal. For example, are there certain days or times that are priorities for coverage?
Ivan Scheier has dealt at length with the issue of job design in his book, Building Staff/Volunteer Relations
(Energize, 1993). He proposes such techniques as "job factoring" and the "window of work" to help both paid
staff and volunteers discover the best ways that volunteers can participate in achieving service goals. He allows
both partners to consider the things they like to do, don't like to do, and wish they could learn to do-all potential
elements in a volunteer job description.
As a rule, volunteer assignments are patterned on the job descriptions and schedules of paid staff. This is
because volunteers are seen as helpers or assistants to employees. While there is nothing wrong with this frame
of reference, it is also limiting. Why not try a more creative approach to designing ways volunteers can
contribute?
Keep in mind that volunteers might be flexible with their schedules. It is safe to assume that many of the
individual or community needs your organization is addressing exist around the clock. So focus on these needs
without defining the "solution" within the confines of a Monday to Friday, 9 to 5 parameter. Here are a few
examples of actual volunteer roles that highlight what can be done at unusual hours:
• A family counseling agency recruited volunteers to telephone assigned families at 7:00 a.m. on
school days to provide structure and offer friendly support as parents were preparing their children
for school.
• A hospital was able to provide additional night services, including a crisis hot line, by recruiting a
corps of insomniac volunteers referred by their psychologists (a winwin situation!).
• A national labor union involved its members in a project studying how blue collar workers are
portrayed on television by asking for volunteers to watch and report on shows aired throughout a
particular period.
• A park started a weekend campground patrol program by recruiting families to volunteer at specific
camp sites for 48-hour shifts. The multi generational volunteers proved to be effective role models
for the weekend campers.
There are other criteria that can be used to design creative volunteer roles, especially if you free yourself from
the model of what the paid staff does. Consider these examples-again, all are real:
• A juvenile detention center recruited physically disabled volunteers because it found that people in
wheelchairs were particularly effective in confronting teenage lawbreakers about making choices in
more positive ways.
• A nursing home opened an after-school homework center for latchkey children at a nearby
elementary school. It was hard to determine which age group was the most "served" by the
interaction.
• A hospital created a set of videotapes of young volunteers talking about their own hospital
experiences, to be shown by closecircuit television to other child patients receiving similar
treatment.
• A municipal streets department recruited volunteer block representatives to act as communication
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•

liaisons whenever roadwork was going to create temporary detours or other inconveniences.
A professional association offered members the chance to barter special skills for reduced
registration at their annual conference. The biggest hit was the member who volunteered to give
neck and shoulder massages in the conference headquarters room to frazzled committee members.

What do all of these examples have in common? They demonstrate how volunteers can meet special needs-often
quite targeted needs requiring very part-time or even "off-time" availability. In most cases, these are tasks that
would never become full-time jobs. And in some cases, they would never be budgeted for despite how much
they add to the success of a venture.
In addition, these volunteer job descriptions make use of the unique talents or traits of the people contributing
their time. No matter how expert employees may be, they still have a finite set of skills. Employees also tend to
be homogeneous in terms of educational background and age range. Volunteers therefore diversify what the paid
staff can offer to the recipients of service. Make sure that volunteer assignments make use of younger and older
people, distinct life experiences, different occupational skills, different languages, and new perspectives.
Finally, make use of the gift of volunteers to focus on one thing at a time. Employees must divide their attention
among a full client case load or among everyone requesting service. Volunteers, however, can be recruited
specifically to spend all their hours on one child, one research project, one specialized task. This is a luxury with
benefits to everyone.
When you let your creative juices flow beyond "staff assistant," you'll see the limitless possibilities for involving
volunteers in meaningful work.
Options and Variety
The more ways you develop for people to become involved as volunteers, the easier your recruitment task. Most
people prefer to ease into a new situation. So if the only jobs you have available require an initial commitment
of two years, expect some resistance. But if you have some volunteer assignments that can be accomplished in a
short-term timeframe or even some one-day projects, people can "get their feet wet" before taking the full
plunge. By the way, such options also allow you to see candidates in action and to assess their work before
signing them up for more intensive involvement.
On the other hand, do not be apologetic about the fact that some assignments will indeed require a long-term
commitment. Some prospective volunteers will welcome the challenge of a more intensive role.
Rural or small organizations sometimes resist the idea of separating out different volunteer assignments when
the total number of volunteers will be small. Their approach is to treat most volunteers as "floaters," doing
whatever needs to be done on any given day. There is nothing wrong with the practicality of this approach, but it
does tend to homogenize all volunteers. Individual talents are not discussed-and therefore not tappedbecause the
work is designed for the lowest common denominator (so that anyone can do it). Or, the more skilled volunteers
accrue additional tasks without acknowledgment. Analyze what volunteers are really doing for you now. You
may be surprised to discover that, even with a small number of volunteers, you already have some variety in job
descriptions.
If you do have a small number of volunteers, try developing a "core" volunteer role shared by everyone,
accompanied by a set of special tasks focused on unique skills. Then recruit for those, as well. For example, all
volunteers could be asked to start each shift by freshening patients' water pitchers, delivering mail or messages,
and checking with the nursing station to see who needs some special attention. But once a week, one designated
volunteer might also staff the library room, while another volunteer reports to the accounting office to enter data
on the computer.
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The above idea is also one approach to getting basic tasks done without having to make only one volunteer do
them as his or her main job. Divide up the less-appealing tasks among everyone as a small piece of more
challenging assignments. This may be a solution to those assignments that seem the hardest to fill: distribute
elements of the work so that burdens are shared and let volunteers work in teams to get everything done.
Creating Assignments to Tap Special Help
While most of the time you will initiate the recruitment process by defining priority work to be done and asking
people to do it, you may also learn about a possible source of help and want to make use of it. A good example
is the "Day of Caring" project or "Making a Difference" event sponsored by a growing number of local United
Ways (often through the Volunteer Center, see page 56). The model here is that volunteers are centrally
recruited in groups from corporations and civic organizations to be "deployed" throughout the community for a
one-day, intensive burst of help to many different agencies.
If such a resource was available to you, could your organization make use of it? What could twenty strangers do
of real help for six hours? This chance to tap group effort might come from any number of sources. What if the
group was a class of sixth graders? How about a retired secretaries club?
Go back to your various wish lists and see what projects could be moved forward by a quick "in and out" spurt
of service. Some possibilities to consider are:
• Here is where manual labor makes sense. It requires minimal training. It can be shared and made
social. So all those clean-up, painting, and fix-up projects are ideal.
• Blanketing a neighborhood with a door-todoor effort of some sort (such as distributing educational
literature) maximizes the support and safety of doing such outreach with a lot of people.
• Giving a party or some special program for your clients or public.
• Reorganizing your files, storage room, library- whatever could use many hands so that the disruption
and disarray ends as soon as possible.
One-day group projects need not be as formal nor as structured as ongoing assignments, but they do need to be
organized! The worst thing you can do is to waste the time of any volunteer, even for one day. For this reason, if
you really cannot support the group activity well, it is better to say no to the offer of help. Remember, as we said
above, a good one-time project can introduce prospective longerterm volunteers to your organization. So this
whole idea is really a recruitment technique, as well.
Assessing the Appeal
As you develop your set of volunteer job descriptions, consider the type of person to whom
such assignments might appeal. Are you making every assignment an "assistant" or "aide" or are some
leadership roles available? Do you expect a lot of physical activity or mostly desk work? How much modern
technological knowledge (such as working with computers) is needed? The presence or absence of such
elements determines the type of people who might be interested in filling the job. If you want to recruit a diverse
volunteer corps, try to modify the job descriptions to add elements that might appeal to the groups you hope to
attract: young men? retired executives? up and coming female managers? new Americans?
Keep in mind that some volunteers may not want direct client or public contact, while others might want this
above all else. Some people love variety each time they come in to volunteer, some prefer consistency of tasks.
What Benefits Do You Offer?
In the next chapter we will discuss why people volunteer. The potential motivations are endless. As prospects
consider your volunteer openings, they will want to know what you are offering them in exchange for their time.
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Some of the benefits will be tangible, such as reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses or certificates for
completion of a training program. But the intangibles are important, too. It is up to you to explain what a
volunteer can expect to receive. Some possibilities are:
• A new understanding of your cause, client group, or issue.
• Training in a specific skill.
• The opportunity to interact with many different people (or, conversely, with a special type of
person).
• The pleasure of being part of a team.
• Insight into one's own abilities and beliefs.
• New friends.
• Something to put on a resume.
• Feedback on their work.
As you develop jobs for volunteers, articulate what the benefits are for each assignment. That way, if a graduate
student wants to learn about your agency's intake system while a recently-divorced volunteer wants to make new
friends, you can match them to the assignments that best meet their interests as well as yours.
Writing Volunteer Job Descriptions
Because the volunteer job itself is the basis for recruiting the most qualified volunteer, it is very important to put
it in writing. Some people resist the idea of having written volunteer job descriptions because this sounds so
bureaucratic or because they are afraid a job description will scare prospective volunteers away. It also takes
time to develop good descriptions and to keep them current. Here are a few reasons the effort is worthwhile:
• The process of writing each volunteer job description makes everyone think about the work to be
done. Is this really a job with enough to do? Is this too much work for one assignment? What
training and supervision will the volunteer need and is the staff member or committee chair prepared
to provide this?
• Having to create a job description forces staff to think a request through more carefully than a simple
"we need help with donated items" (implying, "please take one of your waiting volunteers out of the
freezer and send the warmed up body to me"). Instead, articulating the need for a volunteer to record
donated items, examine their condition, and sort/store them properly, helps everyone to identify the
best type of person for the job (and makes it clear that you will require time to find him or her).
• A written volunteer job description makes sure you (or whoever conducts screening interviews) will
discuss the work to be done completely and consistently with each candidate. When shared with
applicants, the job description allows prospective volunteers to "self screen" their willingness and/or
ability to do the work.
• The job description becomes the basis of ongoing supervision and evaluation of the volunteer-is he
or she doing what was agreed to at the start? You can thank volunteers for accomplishing the tasks
outlined in their job description. You can also use the written description to compare unsatisfactory
work with what was expected.
If you are uncomfortable with the terminology of a "job" description for a volunteer, you can name the form
anything you like: "Volunteer Position Description," "Assignment Summary," or any other descriptive phrase.
Just be sure you put what you expect volunteers to do in writing.
Elements of a Volunteer Job Description
On the next page is a worksheet for developing a written volunteer job description.
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Volunteer Job* Description Worksheet
Position Title: _________________________________________________
(Remember the word “volunteer” is a pay category, not a title!)

Description of Project/Purpose of Assignment:
Outline of Volunteer’s Responsibilities or List of Tasks:
(Give potential and limits.)

Outcomes/Goals:
How will you and the volunteer know that the job is being done well or that the project is successful?

Training and Support Plan:
How will the volunteer be prepared for the work and oriented to the agency? Who will supervise/ be
the contact point?

Reporting:
What reports will be expected, in what form and how often?

Time Commitment:
Minimum hours per week/month? On any special schedule? For what duration of time?

Qualifications Needed:
Benefits:
What will the volunteer get in exchange for service (tangibles and intangibles)?
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First, make sure every volunteer job is given a title. The word "volunteer" is a pay category, not a title! If the
work to be done requires a "tutor," "tour guide," or "picnic coordinator," assign a title that reflects the content of
the assignment. If the volunteer is going to be in charge of something, let the title show that, too.
The title you select can be intriguing or fun, and therefore of help in recruiting. For example, Ellie Fusaro at the
Mt. Vernon Center for Community Mental Health in Virginia sought a volunteer to help maintain her volunteer
records. She put out a call for a "Statistical Detective" and quickly found a volunteer eager to meet the
challenge!
Next, outline the responsibilities of the assignment. Describe sample tasks. Your goal is to define both the
potential and the limits of the job, and to make it clear to the reader what will be expected. A section on
outcomes or goals identifies how you and the volunteer will know when the job is being done successfully or
when the desired results have been achieved.
Include a description of the training and supervision the volunteer will receive. How will the person be prepared
to do the work well and be supported in doing so?
Be clear on the timeframe you need. What are the minimum number of hours necessary per week or month to
accomplish the task? Do these have to be offered on any special schedule? For what duration of time will the
assignment continue? If the work is ongoing, what is the minimum initial commitment you can accept?
Do not be afraid of stating your needs definitively. It is better to have prospective volunteers know in advance
what is truly needed to do the job well, rather than hoping to persuade them later to do more. With an honest job
description, when volunteers commit to an assignment, you will know that they are agreeing to do what you
have requested. If they cannot fulfill your requirements, isn't it better to know that in advance, instead of
discovering it once it is too late? If a volunteer cannot do what is necessary to be the best at a particular
assignment, you can always discuss another option with him or her.
The volunteer job description should include a section on what progress reports will be expected, in what form,
and how often. For some assignments, particularly for volunteers who will be doing most of their work off-site,
this is a critical point that deserves clarification from the start.
Finally, include a description of the qualifications needed to do the assignment, both in terms of skills and past
experience and of personality traits. It is also very worthwhile to have a section on benefits to the volunteer.
What tangible benefits do you offer, such as transportation expense reimbursement, and what less tangible
benefits will be derived, such as career exploration?Keep volunteer job descriptions updated so that they
accurately reflect the work volunteers do for your organization.
Instruction Sheets
It has been my experience that organizations intermingle job descriptions with what are really instruction sheets.
This happens most when a volunteer job is very definite and concrete, and will be filled by several people who
all have to operate in a consistent way. Examples are receptionist positions, meal preparation assistants, and
sports equipment coordinators. In writing the "job description," it is easy to begin listing very specific "do things
this way" items, but the instructionsfor a job should be clearly separated from the description of the role.
The Sports Equipment Coordinator's job description might list as one area of responsibility: "Will make sure
that all equipment distributed during the practice session is returned and properly stored." This is an ongoing
function of the position. But, details such as, "place football equipment in the cabinet on the left and soccer
equipment on the shelves in the basement" are current procedures that may change over time.
Because procedural instructions are indeed important to explain, especially if any are legal regulations or vital
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safety rules, you actually draw more attention to them by making a separate page entitled something like "Work
Guidelines" or "ToDo List." The cover sheet is the volunteer job description outlining the purpose and context
of the assignment and the attached sheets give the instructions.
For a one-time special event, you may find that what you need more than a complete job description is excellent
instruction sheets-even check lists. Develop an instruction sheet for each volunteer assignment area (you might
even use color coding to make it easy to tell one from the other). At the top, start with a paragraph explaining
the general goals of the assignment and how it fits with the other work being done that day by other volunteers
and employees. Then list the instructions and rules. End the sheet with a clearlymarked box telling what to do
and whom to ask (and where to find that person) if something unexpected arises!
Group Work Descriptions
Job descriptions are as important for group volunteering as for individual volunteer roles. First you need a
"Project Description" defining the, main elements of the work to be done (see page 19). Include such things as:
• Goals for the project.
• What the lines of communication will be between your organization and the group (who is
responsible for each side).
• The number of participants and/or hours of coverage needed to make the project happen.
• A list of the specific tasks needed to be covered.
• Orientation and training plan.
• Reporting plan.
If a group is taking responsibility for a complete project, you may need to create a set of individual job
descriptions to accompany the Project Description. You will almost certainly at a minimum need some
instruction sheets. The group leader can then recruit/designate specific members to fulfill each assignment.
The Characteristics You Are Seeking
Now that you have done all of this, there is one more task you need to do: define the "ideal profile" of a
volunteer in each job description. These are the characteristics that you hope you will find in those who apply to
be volunteers.
Are you hoping that volunteers in a particular assignment will be in a certain age range? Do you want a variety
of races and ethnic groups? Is there a personality type that is best suited to this role? We are not talking about
discrimination, but affirmative action. While you cannot advertise for these factors, you have a right to a "wish
list." Also, knowing whom you most want to attract will aid in selecting where you will look for candidates.
Be sure your preferences are based on benefits
derived from having certain types of volunteers (such as: involving ex-clients will bring us a new perspective),
and not on preconceptions that may be based on prejudice (such as: older people have nothing better to do and
so wouldn't mind this job). We will return to this important topic when we discuss diversity in Chapter 11.
Two Special Cases
This chapter has outlined how to approach the most common form of volunteer job design: creating specific
roles for volunteers to meet preidentified needs. However, there will be times when someone offers a skill you
had not expected. How to react to such opportunities is discussed in Chapter 9 when we examine the things that
happen when you are face-to-face with a prospect.
Finally, not every organization will want to be as formal as we have been assuming here (though I sincerely
hope that you do not confuse structure and clarity with bureaucracy!). I will present a section called "Throwing
Out the Rules" in Chapter 11, as a technique to be more welcoming to a wider range of prospective volunteers.
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The reason it's not in this chapter is that you're not ready for it yet! The decision to throw out the rules can only
be made if you have rules from which to deviate. Start with the approach in this chapter and then be as flexible
as you need to be.
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Group Volunteer Project Description Worksheet
Project: ________________________________________________________________________
Date(s) work is to be done: ____________________________________________________
Description of Project:

Outline of Major Responsibilities or List of Tasks:
(Summarize here. Then attach individual job descriptions or instruction sheets.)

Number of volunteers needed to complete the work:
(Or number of hours of coverage needed)

Qualifications Needed:

Outcomes/Goals:

How will you and the group know that the job is being done well or that the project is successful?

Training and Support Plan:
How will everyone be prepared for the work and oriented to the agency? ∎ Who will supervise/be the contact point in your
organization? ∎ Who will supervise/be the contact point in the organization that accepts this group assignment?

Reporting:

19

What reports will be expected, in what form and how often?

Benefits:
What will the group (and individual volunteers) get in exchange for service (tangibles and intangibles)?
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Why People Volunteer...and Don't
People volunteer for a wide variety of reasons. Some motives are altruistic in that they involve a desire to help
others, or philanthropic, in that they are for the public good. There are even indications that involving oneself in
the greater community is a natural human need, and that those who volunteer are actually healthier than those
who do not.
It has been popular for some time to refer to the psychologist Abraham Maslow's "Hierarchy of Needs" to
explain volunteer motivation. I have been itching for just as long to debunk that reference! Maslow theorized a
pyramid of five human needs, in which the base is "physiological" (food, shelter, etc.), moving up to "safety"
(secure from harm), then to "social" (the need to be liked), on to "esteem" (need to be valued), and finally
"selfactualization" (being freed from all other needs to pursue personal happiness). Using Maslow, we conclude
that people only volunteer when they reach the "top" of the chart-as an indicator of self-actualization. The theory
goes that, at the bottom of the chart, people who are concerned with basic survival needs such as food and
shelter are not able to volunteer. Poppycock!
An enormous amount of volunteering is directly concerned with finding food and shelter. Poor people do help
one another; the first colonists did build their homes cooperatively; food coops and tenant unions involve
members in selfhelp efforts. Being concerned for oneself does not have to mean selfishness. As we'll discuss
later, a good number of social service organizations make a point of involving clients as"participant-volun
teers." Such volunteers are best able to understand the problems being addressed and-relevant to the Maslow
theory-it builds self-esteem to be a partner in, rather than a recipient of, services.
Some interpret Maslow to mean that people who are concerned with personal survival needs are unlikely to be
motivated to volunteer for a cause unrelated to the basics. So trying to recruit a homeless person to be active
with an environmental group or a museum might be wasted effort. But even this seemingly self-evident logic
has been challenged by such programs as those that recruit low-income neighbors to paint murals or plant trees.
Giving of oneself is a human need and being seen by others as a "resource" instead of as a charity case can be
very important. Use your judgement, of course, but do not make unwarranted assumptions about people's
abilities, interests, or dreams.
For those who want to read what scholars and researchers have been studying about volunteer motivations, the
literature is growing. Unfortunately, much of the work starts with the puzzling approach of "what could possibly
make these people do volunteer work anyway?" So, after painstaking statistical analysis, the researchers end up
proving what we in the field knew anecdotally all along: there are many motivators for volunteering. While
most of the researchers are sociologists or psychologists, the subject of philanthropic motivation is also being
examined by academics in fields such as religion and philosophy. In Virtuous Giving (Indiana University Press,
1994), applied ethicist Mike W. Martin urges volunteerism practitioners to see voluntary service in the

broader context of human virtues and community ideals. All of this may seem intellectual or arcane,
but it is helpful to develop a philosophic-even a moral-basis for why you expect people to give of
themselves.
For you as a recruiter, the fact that volunteers have multiple motivations means that you will not be
able to rely on one or two standard "grabbers" to turn prospects into recruits. Because different people
will be enticed by different things, you will have to vary your approach all the time. Even the same
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assignment will not necessarily be attractive to each volunteer for the same reasons.
But the good news is that everybody has a "button" that can be pushed! The challenge is to spark
the flame in each prospective volunteer so that she or he can become enthusiastic in a unique way.
On the following page are just a few of the reasons real-life volunteers give for doing actual
volunteer work. See how many of these are applicable to you personally or to the volunteers already in
your organization. I have been building this list through responses of participants in my recruitment
workshops for many years, even outside North America. These reasons seem universal; volunteerism
colleagues in South America and Europe identify the same motivators.
You will quickly note that some of the motivations shown could be considered "selfish" because
they give something back to the volunteer. It is just fine to benefit from volunteering. In fact, the most
successful form of volunteering is an exchange -when the giver and the recipient both come away with
something positive. This makes voluntary service less an act of "charity" (based on the paternalistic
attitude "we who have so much must give to those who have so little"), and more of a positive
experience for everyone concerned.
In some situations, the lines between volunteer and recipient blur so that it is hard to tell who is
who. If a group of seven-year-olds visits a senior center after school, bringing a welcome diversion but
also getting help with homework, does it matter whether the youngsters or the elders are the
"volunteers"? This concept might be very helpful
to you as a recruiter. After all, your job is to meet needs. Perhaps the best possible scenario is one in
which all parties involved contribute resources and everyone benefits in some way.
Diagnosing the List
Examine the list further and you will see that some of the reasons indicate why someone is ready
for volunteer work in general (free time on their hands, new to the neighborhood), while others point
to why a specific opportunity might appeal. In the latter case, people are drawn either to the client
group you serve (children, seniors, the deaf) or to the cause itself (fighting illiteracy, crime
prevention). These volunteers might be open to doing a wide variety of tasks, so long as they have the
chance to work with children or on behalf of cancer research.
On the other hand, some of the motivations are not connected to who is being served but to what
the job itself is asking of the volunteer. Thus a calligrapher might happily make certificates for ten
different agencies, all serving different groups, so long as the volunteer work involves pen and ink.
Students who want to test their classroom learning may also be attracted to any agency that gives them
that chance-and something on their resume.
Note that this is an important point about assumptions. Someone does not have to "burn" to support
your cause before joining you to be of help. He or she does not have to be a subscriber or audience
member to be of help with your newsletter.
Another conclusion from the list of reasons why people volunteer is that few people are motivated
by only one thing. More often it is a cluster of motivations that eventually make them select your
opportunity over others. For example, I may want to help mentally retarded teenagers, but am also
delighted at the chance to use my creative skills by accepting the volunteer job of crafts instructor with
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Why People Volunteer
• To feel needed
• To share skills
• For a change of pace
• To get to know a new community or
neighborhood
• To help someone
• Because a family member or friend pressured
them
• To gain leadership skills
• To get a change from being a leader
• To act out a fantasy
• To do their civic duty
• To earn academic credit
• To be with people who are different than
themselves
• To keep busy
• The agency is geographically accessible
• To do something with a friend or family member
• To learn the truth
• To do one's share
• To see that resources are well allocated
• For recognition
• To make new friends
• To explore a career
• Parenthood
• To demonstrate commitment to a cause or belief
• To help a family member
• As therapy
• To do something different than their daily job
• For fun!!!
• For religious reasons
• To keep skills alive
• To repay a debt
• As an excuse to do something they love
• To donate their professional skills
• As a family tradition
• To be able to criticize without personal jeopardy
• Because there is no one else to do it
• To get the meals, transportation, or other benefits
• To assure progress
• To protect clients from an institution
• To feel good
• To have an impact

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Because their boss expects it
To be part of a team
To learn something new
To be an advocate
To gain status
To get out of the house
For freedom of schedule
Because they were asked
Because of who did the asking
To test themselves
For escape
To become an "insider"
To be an agent of change
Because of their personal experience with a cause
or problem
Guilt
Because of interest in or concern for the
particular client group
To gain access to services for themselves
To be challenged
To experiment with new ways of doing
something
As an alternative to giving money
To be a watchdog
To feel proud
To stand up and be counted
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this client group.
You may find some of the motivators to be negative (feeling pressured or doing it for the
benefits provided). Some reasons people volunteer are indeed problematic. But if we agree that
most people act on a cluster of motives, we have to hope some of their other reasons are more
positive-or that we can help these volunteers to find satisfaction in the work despite themselves! On the
other hand, after an interview, we may need to screen out those people whose initial reasons for wanting
to join have potential for interfering with their ability to do the work well.
Note, too, that motivations change as people move into different stages of life, though it is hard to
generalize about when someone may feel lonely or be eager to learn something new.
Finally, the reasons why people remain on the job are often quite different from what grabbed them in the
first place. Your job as a volunteer recruiter is to capture their enthusiasm initially.
Fun
When you examine the fist of reasons why people volunteer, you will see that "fun" is on the list.
Sometimes we in the volunteer world get so caught up in following the model of the world of paid work
that we forget that volunteering is essentially a recreational activity! People can only volunteer in their
discretionary time, when they are not committed to their livelihood, family or other obligations. So when
you recruit, you are not competing with a paying job. Rather, you are asking people to give up time with
their own family or friends, time they have to do what they find relaxing. Your real competition is golf,
going to the movies, driving the kids to and from the soccer game, and taking a nap!
So volunteering at your organization better have some social, enjoyable aspect to it. This does not mean
you can't ask people to work hard as volunteers or to do projects independently. But there should be some
pleasure in the task itself, in meeting the others who will be participating, or in the sense of
accomplishment at the end.
For some of you, the word "fun" can actually be used openly. If you are recruiting for a cultural arts
group, outdoor facility, or any type of organization that people might think of as a free time activity, why
not play it up? For example, the National Ski Patrol knows full well that its members gladly patrol the
slopes in exchange for the pleasure of skiing more often with less guilt.
Even the most mundane of tasks can be made appealing if the "recreational model" is applied. So instead
of begging people to grit their teeth and clean up a vacant lot, add a "song fest" and make it an event. The
same holds true for that muchmaligned yet vital task of envelope stuffing. I maintain there's real potential
for an "Executive Envelope Stuffing Circle," open by invitation only to the top CEOs in town, with the
promise of giving participants three hours in a room with their peers-without telephones or other
interruptions. Add some croissants and-voila!-a new recruitment pitch!
The recreational model also leads to creative approaches to recruitment. Why not tap into the desire of
working women to spend more time with their friends by recruiting friends together to volunteer as a
team-or families who want to find ways to develop their relationships? Ivan Scheier notes that we might
occasionally recruit by pointing out that "we give you all these chances to have fun and we don't even
charge admission!"
In all-volunteer associations, the social element is vital. People join groups if they think they will make
friends with other members and will enjoy the various activities-including service projects.
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What Do You Offer?
As you look over the list of motivators, think about which ones might be most applicable to those who
might volunteer with your organization. (You might even interview some current volunteers to ask them
directly.) More importantly, consider the job descriptions you have developed for volunteers and identify
what might turn someone on about them. What are the "perks"?
If you can't answer this question, go back and redesign the job descriptions!
Why People Don't Volunteer
Recognize that not everyone is a prospect for you. No matter how perfect your recruitment campaign,
your cause or the things you need volunteers to do, you will simply not appeal to everyone. And that is
fine. After all, there are hundreds of worthwhile agencies in every community and there should be enough
volunteers to go around. Some people will never want to volunteer in a prison, while the folks who
gravitate to helping offenders might well abhor the thought of building a bird blind in the forest. That's
why there's chocolate and vanilla, and it's why you won't win `em all.
Second, some people are not likely candidates because they do not qualify for your program or because
the logistics are all wrong. If you need a driver on Tuesdays and a prospective volunteer is busy every
Tuesday, you just don't have a match.
Finally, there are some people who simply won't volunteer. They may have preconceived notions about
volunteering itself. They may consider it demeaning or not politically correct. They may hold to the belief
that "if it's important to do, it should be paid for." They may be turned off by the image of volunteers as
do-gooders, or women, or whatever. You cannot convert everyone to embrace volunteering. The best you
can do is consistently present a positive image of being a volunteer with your organization.
The best thing you can do for yourself in recruitment is to enable people to screen themselves out before
they even take your time. You do this by being as clear as possible in what you tell them while you
recruit. More on this in Chapter 9. But after you have ruled out the foregoing three categories of refusals,
the question still remains: why do some possibly qualified candidates turn you down?
First, be sure that you have, in fact, been turned down. The number one reason why people do not
volunteer is:
They do not feel they were asked!
Publicity is not recruitment. Putting up a poster or using your newsletter may inform people of your
volunteer needs, but folks may not realize that they themselves are candidates. Strange but true. And here
is another truth:
Most people do not say "no"; they simply never knew you wanted them to say "yes."
This should be reassuring as you step out to recruit! In Section II, we will examine the best ways to
extend the invitation to volunteer.
Real Turn-downs
We have already discussed why it is important for you as a recruiter to understand why people volunteer.
But it is equally vital to consider what might stop someone from accepting your invitation to join in. By
identifying the obstacles to volunteer recruitment, you can either change the negative factors into positive
ones or you can acknowledge concerns before a prospective volunteer raises them.
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Distinguish valid concerns from myths and stereotypes. Be willing to consider that there could be some
genuine obstacles for a prospective volunteer. For example:
• There is no public transportation close to your facility or the parking situation is bad or costly.
In rural communities, the distances between people and between your site and other
destinations may be greator insurmountable-for someone without a car.
• The work itself is repetitive, physically difficult, or taken for granted.
• Your schedules do not match. Not only might the prospective volunteer be unable to serve
during your office hours, but other timing might also be a problem. You allow the volunteer to
work evenings or weekends, but the initial screening interview may be offered only from nine
to five on weekdays. Or new volunteer orientations may be scheduled only in the mornings-or
only in the evenings. Ditto for training sessions, especially if they are offered only once or
twice a year at set intervals. So the volunteer has the burden of juggling his or her available
time before having any satisfaction from the work itself.

• There are actual and hidden financial costs. Are there out-of-pocket expenses expected of
every volunteer such as transportation, uniforms, meals, or child care? Comparatively small
costs such as parking meters or vending machine snacks can add up over time for volunteers
on fixed income or youthful allowances. Not so obvious may be the need for a volunteer to
purchase work appropriate clothing, subtle pressure to contribute to holiday funds, or

feeling obligated to buy something for a client (which may actually not be something
you encourage at all). Examine the annual amount of money volunteers spend on your
behalf. Can any of this be reimbursed or covered in some other way? If not, you may
be inadvertently sending the message that only well-to-do volunteers need apply.
Other concerns may be less tangible:
• The problems you are addressing seem overwhelming.
• There was a negative situation involving your agency in the past. (See Chapter 4 on
image.)
• Long-time volunteers already on board have strong personalities and may be
incompatible with the new people you are trying to recruit.
• In the past, most of your volunteers have been different from the prospective candidate
in sex, race, or background.
• Fear of seeing something distasteful or frightening.
• Fear that the work will be too difficult (fear of failure).
Risk and Liability
A lot of attention has been paid recently to fears about volunteer risk and liability. As with
anything else, the risks of volunteering are both real and imagined. Whether or not a volunteer
assignment is risky depends on the specific tasks to be done and the ability or skill of the
volunteer doing them. Obviously the odds of an injury are greater if a volunteer is clearing out a
forest nature trail than if that same person is entering data on an office computer. Similarly, the
chance a volunteer might be sued by a client varies with the type of service being provided.
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As a volunteer program manager, you should be informed about risk and liability and you should
make sure your organization carries whatever insurance coverage may be necessary. And you
should practice all the techniques of good risk management. There are some excellent resources
to help you with this.' As a recruiter, your job is to explain the most likely causes of accidents or
liability, neither downplaying nor over-emphasizing this issue. You should also explain how the
organization supports volunteers to minimize the chances of something going wrong.
Keep in mind that everything we do in life and in our lawsuit-happy culture carries risk. We all
make choices every day as to the liability to which we will expose ourselves. Almost by
definition, many of the causes that volunteers support require working in less-than-ideal settings,
in situations that may compromise personal security. The volunteer candidate who is overly
concerned about insurance questions may ultimately be the wrong prospect for your
organization. (Just be sure that the volunteer is really "overly concerned" and not that your risk
management is not properly developed.)
The Implications of Gravy
A number of years ago I conducted a workshop in a rural area on the subject of volunteer
recruitment. As I led the group in examining why some people are reluctant to volunteer, one
participant observed: "People don't like to volunteer for us because they don't like to get the back
seats of their cars dirty." She went on to explain that she ran a homebound meal delivery
program that was required to use a certain type of food container with a lid that did not fit
properly. Therefore, gravy splattered out from the container and onto the back seats of the
volunteer drivers' cars.
The rest of the group and I questioned why these containers could not be replaced or fixed, but
the woman repeated that she had no options to make such changes. Then another participant
raised her hand. "We had the same problem," she shared, "and now what we do is send the gravy
out in thermos bottles. Not only does this keep the volunteers' cars clean, but our clients receive
gravy that is still hot."
I was delighted. We had networked people from the same state and found an easy and
inexpensive solution to the first woman's problem. She, however, reacted without enthusiasm:
"Oh, we could never afford thermos bottles."
It was then that I shocked everyone by saying: "Then I suppose you don't deserve to recruit any
volunteers."
In effect, my trainee was saying that she would rather continue her search to find volunteers willing to
have the backs of their cars slopped up with gravy than fix the real problem of the food container. After
all, this was a rural area with no more than ten to fifteen delivery routes per day. What could the cost have
been to budget for the purchase of sufficient thermos bottles? Was there really no merchant or civicminded person who might donate fifteen thermos bottles to this worthwhile cause-if asked? Could not
volunteers themselves provide one thermos bottle for their own route?
By the end of the day, all was well. The group had recovered from the blow of my honesty and the
woman had acknowledged that what she had expressed as a volunteer recruitment problem was, in fact,
an institutional obstacle that prospective volunteers recognized as too high a price to pay for the privilege
of volunteering.
Does your organization have a "gravy problem"? We have already discussed some of the reasons why
people may be reluctant to volunteer in your setting. The gravy story is an example of a situation in which
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it was unrealistic to expect volunteers to accept the assignment as offered. There are other ways we place
unreasonable demands on volunteers. We may want the recording secretary to take minutes, type them
personally, and mail them out-all from home. This implies that the volunteer not only knows how to take
minutes, but has the clerical skills and the necessary equipment available to do the entire job. Another
volunteer may be expected to handle all the financial and administrative recordkeeping for a special
event, and also to recruit other volunteers to help on the day of the program. This requires "left side/ right
side of the brain" talents which may be contradictory. Some volunteers are turned off because they
continuously feel inadequate to do the whole job and unrecognized for the sub-tasks they can do well.
In some settings, it is not enough that volunteers give their time in direct service. In addition, all
volunteers are expected to "join" the organization or some special group such as an auxiliary. This may
entail yet another cash expense, and also carries the burden of additional obligations, mailings, and still
more meeting invitations. Evaluate what the purpose of such memberships really is. Is there a clear
benefit to the volunteer? Or is the real motive to add to the membership rolls of a group that is struggling
to keep current?, As more and more volunteers seek short-term, product-oriented assignments, the
concept of membership (which almost always operates on an annual basis) may have little relevance.
"Diversity" in your volunteer corps is an ambitious, yet important, goal. While most organizations are
genuine in their desire to attract volunteers of multi-racial and multicultural backgrounds, they do not
expect to change the way they do business. In other words, organizations want volunteers (and
employees, too) to look diverse, but to do the same work in the same ways as in the past. Volunteers who
are different in background, income, or education may also bring new approaches to their assignments.
For example, working "by committee" is a very traditional, Anglo-Saxon way to organize people. A
Latino neighborhood group or African-American church guild might operate with a different structure
and be equally productive. How open is your organization to alternative methods of getting work done?
Do you adapt to the needs of volunteers or expect volunteers to adapt to you? Is there room for
compromise?
There are other diversity issues as well. For example, there may be tension between new volunteers and
veteran volunteers if the newcomers are much younger or come from the corporate world. The members
of an "advisory council" recruited for their expertise may soon find that no one actually wants any
"advice." See Chapter 11 for much more on the subject of diversity.
So the next time you have difficulty recruiting volunteers (in general or for a particular assignment),
analyze the situation carefully. It may be your recruiting materials or "pitch" that can be improved.
Perhaps you can be better at targeting your audience. But also check for gravy stains! When people do not
want to join your effort, they may be telling you something about your organization. Fix the real problem
and recruitment may take care of itself.

"I Don't Have the Time"
The most common reason given when a prospective volunteer says no is lack of time. Adults
certainly are busy, but we often suspect that this is an excuse. Before you conclude that such
people are uncaring or apathetic, consider that they may already be committed to the maximum
level with other community or family responsibilities. Or, the timing of your request may be
awful: a child or parent may be sick, their legal bar exam may be looming in a month, they may
have just accepted a new job with much responsibility.
On the other hand, the phrase, "sorry, I'm too busy," may be code for: "what you just asked me to
do has too little interest for me to make time in my life for it." As a recruiter, you need to be sure
which factor is at work. We'll come back to this in Chapter 9 when we look at how to approach
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people one-to-one.
Address the Concerns
Just as you need to diagnose why people might be attracted to become a volunteer with your
organization, you should carefully identify the obstacles. Which can you address? For example,
is there flexibility in the assignment schedule so that you can accommodate a greater diversity of
time availability? Can you assign volunteers in teams so as to minimize fears about personal
safety? Can
you reimburse out-of-pocket costs? Will you provide training? Is there insurance to cover
accidents?
Some of these strategies for minimizing the possible concerns of prospective volunteers involve
money. An organization's commitment to the value of volunteer efforts is demonstrated by the
readiness to budget appropriately for such participation. The question is not necessarily whether
there are funds available today for insurance, volunteer out-of-pocket expenses, or other items.
The real litmus test of commitment is whether or not an organization is willing to plan ahead for
such expenses and to fundraise when necessary to find the money in the future. Without some
access to "enabling funds," you may not be able to recruit all the people you feel would make the
best volunteers.
Be open to the wide diversity of prospective volunteers who may well be attracted to you. On the
other hand, don't spend too much time trying to recruit the wrong people.
One last caution: avoid speaking with "forked tongue." If you tell people that volunteers in your
organization meet real needs, give important input, or have fun-be sure you are telling the truth!
If your recruitment message is enthusiastic and motivating but the things volunteers do are dull
and limited, the shock of reality will make volunteers leave. And then you'll be out recruiting
again and again in an endless cycle.
'See Charles Tremper and Gwynne Kostin, No Surprises: Controlling Risks in Volunteer
Programs (Washington, DC: Nonprofit Risk Management Center, 1993).
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The Power of Image
I t often surprises me that volunteer recruiters expect people to sign up with organizations about
which they know nothing. How can someone be eager to serve an organization that is a mystery?
For this reason we need to spend some time on the subject of image.
The preceding chapters have dealt with volunteer recruitment in something of a vacuum-we have
considered all of the in-house tasks within the domain of the volunteer program leader. But
volunteers are a part of the whole organization and the organization exists in the community.
Public perception about the organization therefore affects volunteer recruitment. In this chapter
we will explore some important questions that may require the involvement of the agency's
executive director, board, or other staff members if change is necessary. For our focus on
volunteer recruitment, the challenge is to understand the public context within which recruiting
takes place and to adapt our presentations accordingly.
In all honesty it should also be noted that there are times in which an organization's inability to
recruit volunteers is a reflection of major problems with the acceptance of the value of the
organization. People may be telling you that they don't believe in what you are doing, or in how
you are doing it. Or times may have changed and the public perceives you as producing buggy
whips-other causes are now more important. This is why it is vital to consider the questions in
this chapter. Is your recruiting problem a symptom of something more serious? Or can you
conclude that people support your work and would volunteer if your outreach efforts improve?
The Connection to Public Relations
Volunteer recruitment is inseparable from agency public relations. The better known an
organization, the easier it is for the recruiter to begin. Unless, of course, what is known about the
organization is negative. More on that in a moment.
Unless you are on the staff of one of the groups we call "household names" (such as Girl Scouts,
the YMCA, or the Red Cross), never assume that the public is aware of your existence. Even if
you are with one of the "household name" groups, do not assume the public is correctly informed
or updated about your work. Many women know the Girl Scouts from twenty-five years ago
when they themselves were Scouts -how relevant are such memories to today's volunteer
activities?
So the first challenge you have is to introduce your organization-briefly but captivatingly-to the
listener, reader, or target of your recruitment campaign. You will be helped immeasurably if your
organization has a public relations effort underway at all times. Before you design your volunteer
recruitment effort, study:
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• What publicity has the agency received lately? If none, recognize the absence.
• If there has been publicity, was it good or bad? Did it relate directly to the effort for
which you need volunteers?
• What do the organization's printed materials say? Are they welcoming?
• Do the organization's materials mention that volunteers are part of the service team? Or
•
•
•
•
•

are volunteers an "invisible" resource? If the latter, don't assume the public even knows you
have volunteers.
What kinds of fundraising does your organization do? Are there many mailings that go out all
year? To whom? Might this help or hurt your recruitment for donated time? Might there be a
way to mesh (or at least coordinate) such public outreach efforts?
Is the only time people hear from your organization when you want something?
If you sponsor special events, how are these publicized and what types of volunteers are
involved with them?
How welcoming is your building and its entrance? Do visitors pass through brightly decorated
halls? Are they confronted by grumpy security guards?
What happens when people telephone your agency? Does your voice mail system work? Is
there a live, friendly voice at all times, occasionally, or never?

It is fascinating to examine how the public forms an opinion about you. The little things count!
Much of the time you may not be in control of your organization's public relations efforts. There may be
other agency staff whose main job is public relations, or fundraising, or customer relations. You probably
do not supervise the telephone receptionist or other employees who set the tone for your organization on a
daily basis. But you still have to recognize and deal with the image that is projected because it has a direct
effect on volunteer recruitment and retention.
Work at making volunteers visible throughout your organization. Request the use of a public bulletin
board and keep it decorated with news and photographs about the accomplishments of volunteers. Not
just birthdays! Focus on achievements in meeting goals or doing something innovative. Be sure to put up
a pocket clearly marked, "Interested in Joining Us?," that contains flyers a prospect can take for more
details about becoming a volunteer.
Similarly, talk with the editor of your organization's newsletter and see if you can develop a regular
column about volunteers or if a feature story might be planned. You may find that the reason volunteers
have been ignored so far is that the editor has no idea what to say! It is up to you to make coverage
"newsworthy" to your in-house editor, just as when approaching the mass media.
If your walk-through of your setting leads to the conclusion that it feels unwelcoming, there may be little
you can do to renovate the physical look. But turn the negative into a tool. Prepare people coming to
interview that the building does not reflect on the warmth of the people. Use humor. During the 1970's, I
was the director of volunteers for the Family Court of Philadelphia. My office was located in what had
once been a detention area-and still had bars on the windows. First, an enterprising volunteer decorated a
few of them with paint and vines. Then, during my interview if I saw a candidate eyeing the bars, I'd say:
"So, you thought volunteering here was voluntary, huh?"
The truth was that some people were probably scared off by the setting. That was O.K. They were likely
to be unrealistic about the justice field anyway. But others could be made to feel comfortable despite the
grim room.
Diagnosing Your Image
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When you ask someone to volunteer, you are asking him or her to affiliate with you. This means that
people, whether consciously or not, will assess whether your organization has an image that matches their
self-image. Put another way, prospective volunteers must be able to picture themselves working with you.
There are several mental pictures at work. First, there is the image of the overall organization. Consider
these questions:
• How long have you been in existence?
• Has this history been one of continuous success and growth or have there been public
setbacks, funding problems, changes in administration?
• What is your general reputation in the community?
• What are your major sources of funding? (And what, in turn, is the image of those funders?)
• Have you been involved in any controversy in the past few years? In your distant past?
(People's memories are amazingly long.)
• Why haven't you been involved in controversy? (Might your image be one of playing it safe
and traditional?)
• Are you perceived as rich? As struggling?
• Do you own or occupy nice quarters?
• Is your neighborhood perceived as safe or not?
• What is the age of your staff?
• What is the sex of your staff?
• What is the racial and ethnic makeup of your staff?
• What professions are represented on the staff?
• How long a waiting period is there for service?
• How friendly are your reception desk staff and your telephone operators?
• How visible are volunteers currently to the public?
• What is the demographic make-up of the volunteer corps? (For example, if you are now
actively seeking male volunteers, is the image of your organization one of women and is this
correct or a stereotype?)
• How often do you change anything? Are you perceived as open to suggestions? Flexible?
• Whom do you serve? (This may be a trick question!)
There are no right or wrong answers to the above questions, but before you can design any volunteer
recruitment campaign, you must have an accurate assessment of how the public perceives your
organization. Is this perception accurate or not? Is this perception positive or negative?
The clearer you become about the image of your organization, the better you will be at targeting the types
of people who would feel comfortable in affiliating with you. Build on any positive public perceptionsshow people how volunteering continues a tradition of respected service. Make a great reputation work
for you!
Conversely, by understanding that some elements of your image may be potentially negative, you can
address the possible concerns of prospective volunteers from the beginning.
A negative image is not insurmountable. In fact, some volunteers are attracted by the idea that they can
problem-solve or counteract a prejudicial situation. During my years with the Philadelphia Family Court,
half the crime in Pennsylvania occurred in Philadelphia and half the crime in Philadelphia was perpetrated
by juveniles. No one in Philadelphia thought the Court was doing a good job of dealing with delinquents
or with families in domestic crisis. When I went out to recruit volunteers, I had to understand that my
audiences were, at best, skeptical and, at worst, hostile. Could I act as though I already had support? Of
course not. But I could begin my presentations with thoughts like: "I'll bet you never expected to hear
someone from the Court asking for help," or "Even if you want the system to change, we still have 17,000
teenagers going through it right now and you can make a difference for a few of them." You get the point.
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What If You Are a Government Agency?
One of the stereotypes about volunteering is that it takes place only in nonprofit agencies. Not true.
Volunteers are involved in literally thousands of government agencies at the municipal, county, state, and
national levels. Just consider such settings as public schools, parks and forests, courts and prisons,
Veterans Hospitals, etc. Yet some people may believe that taxes are their way of supporting government
services. Their image of government might see recruiting volunteers as a form of "double dipping" into
the pockets/time of citizens.
On the other hand, others are genuinely attracted to the concept of volunteering as a way to keep taxes
under control. They may perceive the opportunity to volunteer within government as an expression of
participatory democracy. In fact, some might argue that it is the right of citizens to become involved in
the monitoring and delivering of community services by public agencies.
Much of the time, people do not distinguish volunteering for a nonprofit agency from volunteering for a
government agency. If someone is interested in helping in a hospital, whether the funding source is the
county or private donors is usually irrelevant. Today the funding streams are so blurred that it is
sometimes hard to draw the lines between public and private institutions anyway. Just be aware that some
prospective volunteers may have feelings about the government issue and be prepared to discuss the
question honestly.
What If You Are a For-Profit or Proprietary Business?
A growing number of for-profit businesses are entering the service field. Hospitals and nursing homes are
increasingly profit-making, as are some prisons, counseling services, and recreation providers.
Government is subcontracting for services from businesses in an attempt to be cost-effective. Further
muddying the water is the emergence of "holding companies" formed from agency or institutional
mergers and resulting in both nonprofit and for-profit ventures under the same governing body. It is
getting harder and harder to distinguish charities from businesses.
Is it wrong to expect volunteers to help a forprofit venture? Some say yes. They take the position that
volunteers should be asked to donate their time to organizations benefitting the public good, not to add to
the profit of individuals (even though these goals are not mutually exclusive). Often this opinion is based
on a superficial understanding of the role of volunteers and, if you are the director of volunteers in a forprofit setting, you will need to be able to articulate the reasons why it is quite valid and valuable for
volunteers to be involved.
First, you can note that businesses of all types routinely provide placements for student interns. The
"exchange" of experience for the student's work is considered legitimate compensation. But this is still a
form of volunteering. Second, there are a number of programs designed expressly to recruit volunteers to
help businesses succeed. The most well known is the Small Business Administration's SCORE (Senior
Corps of Retired Executives), which provides volunteers with business expertise to work with new and
minority business owners. If volunteers can be asked to increase the profit-making potential of
manufacturing, sales, and service companies, why is it farfetched to recruit volunteers to participate in
businesses providing the same client services as some not-forprofits?
The key is to distinguish between volunteer assignments that assist "the company" from those that assist
the recipients of service. No business (or nonprofit, for that matter) is ever going to provide the personal
touch that volunteers offer to individual patients or clients. If you are in a proprietary setting, you are
well-advised to develop a written statement of philosophy about the role of volunteers, explaining that
they do not help the business to spend less (or hire fewer employees), but rather volunteers strengthen
services to the agency's consumers. Your list of available volunteer job descriptions should reflect this.
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The point, as always, is to be honest with prospective volunteers about your source of funding and to
recognize that people will react to your sponsorship based on their image of business, government or
nonprofits.
What If You Are Affiliated with a Sponsoring Organization?
Yet another possible type of sponsorship is being an affiliate or branch of a national organization or large
local agency. Even if your particular affiliate is independently incorporated and has its own board, if you
carry a name such as Big Brothers/Big Sisters, March of Dimes, or the YMCA, the public will link you
with any other affiliate anywhere. This means that you carry both the halo and the burden of any
reputation developed nationally. People will transfer to you all the feelings they may have from
experiences with your counterparts in other cities. Again, this may work for or against your recruiting
effort. Use any positive attitudes to your advantage and find ways to distinguish your local activities from
those of your colleagues if you need to achieve some separate identity.
Similarly, if your sponsor is something like the Jewish Federation, the Hispanic League, or a large
university, you will have to recognize and accommodate your sponsor's image along with your specific
program. Do people know of the connection? Do they understand why this sponsor is funding your
program? Does the affiliation mean that participation is exclusive? For example, can a nonChristian be a
volunteer with Lutheran Family Services? Explain whatever is necessary to welcome people as
volunteers.
Diagnosing Related Images
Connected to how your organization is perceived is the public's image of your client group (or your
consumers or audience). You need to consider these types of questions:
• Do you serve the public at large? If so, does everyone make use of your services or just some
segments of the community ... and which ones?
• If you have a targeted client base, is it upper, middle or lower class?
• What stereotypes might the public have about the people you serve?
• Is this group generally accepted as needy (example: abandoned babies) or are there
controversies about the target group (example: homeless drug addicts)?
Do not assume that volunteers will not want to work with a "difficult" client base! "Difficult" is in the eye
of the beholder. As we covered in Chapter 3, some people love children, others prefer seniors, or vice
versa. Some people would hate working with delinquents but feel drawn to work with the mentally
retarded, and vice versa. Some people want to enjoy "clean" community service, such as in support of the
arts, but others feel that genuine service means being in the trenches with the most needy people.
The key is to describe your clients/consumers so that prospective volunteers can decide if they will feel
comfortable in working with them. For example, you can address possible stereotypes by showing slides
or photographs (you'll need to get clients to sign consent forms to be pictured). Many nursing homes find
that people incorrectly assume all residents are bedridden or in wheelchairs all day. A set of slides
showing the dining room at lunchtime effectively counters that assumption and shows that volunteers will
be interacting with many different types of residents.
Recognize, too, that people infer things from whom you serve. If you are a Women's Center, do you want
any men as volunteers? Is it necessary to be bilingual to volunteer with the Cuban Concilio? Without
clarification, prospective volunteers may wrongly assume they are not welcome or qualified.
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nother image issue is the service you provide or the cause you support:
• Is it controversial?
• Is it understandable?
• Can it be described easily?
• Have you had any visible successes?
• Is your mission perceived as achievable at all (world peace) or far in the future (ending
hunger)?
• How many other organizations are doing the same or similar things? What makes you
different? Why are you different?
• Who are your allies?
From a recruitment point of view, it is helpful to identify your "competition." If you help recovering drug
addicts, what other organizations in town work with this client base and what do they offer for volunteers
to do?
Once again, the point of all this diagnosis is to strengthen your recruitment presentation. Without
introducing negative thoughts to your audience, you want to anticipate possible negative responses and
counteract them-or to build on positive feelings already at work. There are three ways you can approach
possible hostility or misinformation, depending of course on the nature of the problem:
• Acceptance: acknowledge that there has been some controversy and note that it is the price
your organization has paid for being true to its beliefs, or explain how things have changed
since the original situation occurred in the past.
• Challenge assumptions: be willing to engage in some nonaggressive confrontation, "setting the
record straight" and noting that people have heard rumors rather than truth.
• Humor: demonstrate that your organization has moved past the negative situation by making
light of it (but never mocking the person who raises the question) or telling an anecdote that
shows its lighter side.
You won't win 'em all. But then again, not everyone is the right volunteer for you.
Ultimately, each person will make a personal assessment of whether or not your organization is worth his
or her volunteer effort. There will be many variables as to why someone selects your organization with
which to volunteer, but the initial attraction comes from each candidate's perception of your image.
The Image of Volunteering
There is one more image question that definitely has an impact on a volunteer recruiter: the public's
perception of "volunteering." And this is being affected by various trends in the volunteerism field that
are producing new (and sometimes conflicting) vocabulary.
As a culture, we have contradictory views of the value of volunteering. On the one hand, we esteem the
heroes and heroines who take risks to fight for what is right. We also honor those who come forward in
times of crisis to fill sandbags against a flood or clean up after an earthquake. These Good Samaritan
efforts are universally praised and accepted as representing the best of "community participation."
But we also denigrate the person who "works for nothing" as a "sucker." Our folklore ridicules "dogooders" who can be exploited and who ultimately do little good. Because we measure personal worth by
such external criteria as earning power, volunteer activities are seen as nice but really a diversion from the
road to success.
How are volunteers viewed within your organization? One clue is the degree of responsibility given to
volunteers. If all the assignments are lowrisk, window-dressing sorts of tasks, then the organization
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perpetuates the image of volunteers as amateurs who are essentially helpers. Or, by involving volunteers
in roles at every level, you can demonstrate that volunteers are vital contributors to the basic services of
the organization.
Stereotypes about who volunteers abound. One image held by many is that a "volunteer" is a little old
lady in a flowered hat and tennis shoes. Many believe that most volunteers are female, white, and
wealthy. While the data contradict such preconceptions, you may be fighting a tradition in your field or
setting that fits the stereotype. So if for the past twenty years your auxiliary has been 98 % female, do not
be surprised that the public thinks your recruitment campaign is not aimed at men (the reverse may be
true for a volunteer firefighting company).
There are lots of other misconceptions about volunteering. Because early feminist doctrine condemned
direct-service volunteering as keeping women in "second-class citizen" roles, some women resist what
they perceive as "traditional" volunteering. Recognize that the feminist debate served to make everyone
much more thoughtful about how we used-and abused-volunteer time, as well as to open the board room
to both genders. And political or change-oriented volunteer service was always acknowledged as a
positive activity for women.
Another misconception is that "volunteering takes paid jobs" or permits inadequate budgeting. This is the
root of labor union resistance to volunteers and many people are justifiably concerned that employees be
treated fairly. When the economy is bad or funding is scarce, some organizations do indeed begin to
speak about volunteers as a low-cost "solution" to the crisis. I've already cautioned about this approach in
Chapter 1. In the short term, volunteers may be part of a strategy for tiding an organization through hard
times. But in the long term, history shows that volunteers have created more jobs than taken them.
Volunteers are generally the very people who understand why full-time trained attention to a problem is
needed. Learn about this ongoing process of paid job creation in By the People: A History of Americans
as Volunteers (Ellis and Noyes, Jossey-Bass, 1990). Be aware, however, that people who strongly support
labor unions can have prejudices against volunteers.
As a recruiter, you will be affected both by the internal image of volunteers in your agency and by

the mental image that prospective candidates have in their own minds about volunteers: do they
picture themselves under this label?
Often, in fact, the problem is language. As we will discuss in the following chapter on trends and
issues in volunteerism, what is "volunteering" and who is a "volunteer" are not universallyaccepted truths. So if you are saying "join us as a volunteer" to someone who is looking for some
"pro bono work" to do, you may never get your message across.
Consider the following words and phrases. What does each mean and how might it relate to the
broader, umbrella concept of "volunteering"?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

community service
pro bono publico work
activism
mutual aid -social concern -charity
barter
neighborliness
experiential learning -corporate social responsibility -unpaid staff
community resources -auxiliaries/friends groups -citizen participation -lay ministry self-help
• citizenship
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•
•
•
•

public service -service-learning -internship
community involvement -any social "movement" -philanthropy -trustee
donor
member

As a recruiter, you may need to adapt your language to the ears of your listening audience.
Whether or not a person responds to the label 41 volunteer" is hardly an indicator of whether or
not s/he can be of help.
If you are with a Volunteer Center or other volunteer referral service, the issues of the image of
volunteering and vocabulary choice are critical to any community-wide awareness effort you
may undertake. See my book Volunteer Centers: Gearing Up for the 1990s (United Way of
America, 1989) for suggestions on how to develop public visibility and advocacy for
volunteerism.
Addressing All the Images
This chapter has raised some critical and complex issues, many beyond the purview of this book.
But I hope you can see that, as a recruiter, you need to understand the context of your outreach
efforts. Some organizations cannot be successful in volunteer recruitment until they deal with
how they are perceived in the community. This may be the biggest gravy stain of all!
In no way am I implying that a negative image means you cannot find people to volunteer. But I
do believe that your job is much harder if you are unaware of what people are thinking as you
recruit. Sometimes it is actually easier to get volunteer cooperation when things are bad. The
pitch of "we need you to help turn things around" can be very effective. What you want to avoid,
however, is cheerily writing flyers and making speeches while your audience is muttering under
its breath.
For most readers, however, your answers to the image questions in this chapter will reveal pluses
as well as minuses. As with so many other things, it is probably helpful to convene a group of
volunteers, a group of clients, and maybe a group of neighbors who have never volunteered with
you and ask them how they would answer some of these questions. It might be a fascinating
exercise. You may well discover that the public thinks highly of you even if they can't exactly
tell you why. Use whatever good feelings are out there to build your recruitment efforts.
It may be a good idea to recruit some volunteers skilled in public relations to work with you as
you develop new recruitment materials. Certainly you want to enlist the help of your
organization's public relations director and development staff (if your agency is large enough to
have these), since both have an equally vested interest in the messages that are sent to the
community. At the very least, ask for some time with your adminis trators to discuss how your
volunteer recruiting efforts mesh with other agency outreach for cli ents and funding.
An
aware recruiter is a successful recruiter!
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Trends and Issues in Volunteerism
Volunteerism never occurs in a vacuum. If the economy or the population shifts, volunteering
will reflect the changes just as does the job market, or the divorce rate, or any other aspect of
society. So it is important for the volunteer recruiter to understand the trends and issues
impacting on prospective volunteers at any given time. The trouble is that trends and issues
change.
Almost everything in this book has stood the test of time and will probably hold true for quite a
while to come. This chapter is a bit more risky. Some of the trends in 1994 may well continue for
many years; others will be more transitory. Your crystal ball is as good as mine.
As with the preceding chapter on your image, the point here is to be as educated a recruiter as
possible. Some of these trends suggest ways you might update or adapt volunteer job
descriptions and therefore tap new talent pools. Other trends imply ways to tie recruiting to
factors affecting your audience in other aspects of their livesshowing volunteering as a way to
cope with changes happening anyway.
The following short descriptions are not meant to be complete or exhaustive, nor are they
presented in order of importance. But these issues all have an impact on recruitment. We will
refer to many of these trends again in later chapters. The best way to read this chapter is to see it
as a model-a way to approach integrating your knowledge of current issues with what might
affect your success in mobilizing people to volunteer.
Changing Vocabulary versus Real Change: "Community Service"
In the previous chapter we looked at the many different terms and phrases used to describe what
we might generically label "volunteering." As already pointed out, in some cases the vocabulary
issue is purely semantics. And as a recruiter, you must learn when to change your words in order
to communicate effectively.
But some of the changing vocabulary reflects an evolution in categories of volunteering. Perhaps
the most important new phrase is "community service" which, ironically, has two different
applications. Since the 1970's, the courts have used "community service" to refer to the concept
of requiring someone to give a certain number of hours of unpaid service to a community
agency, either in lieu of a fine or incarceration, or in tandem with probation or parole. There was
an understandable reluctance to use the word "volunteer" for a group of workers who were, in
effect, being "punished" or providing restitution. There seemed to be little "voluntary" about it.
Other terms for these programs include "courtordered service" or "alternative sentencing."
If your community has a court-ordered community service program, consider whether or not
your organization might make use of such workers. You can set guidelines as to the type of
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offense you are willing to accept and you can require a minimum number of hours or certain
skills. For some types of volunteer assignments, court-ordered workers are ideal. And it is
important to note that time has shown that in every community in which alternative sentencing has been
tried, a percentage of the people forced to do community service has continued to do volunteer work after
their required hours were completed.
In the 1980's the phrase "community service" was appropriated by the academic community to refer to
school-based, usually curriculum-oriented, service projects by students. The term was consciously
selected to differentiate the students' work from traditional "volunteering" for both valid and invalid
reasons. The invalid reasons revolved around the continuing stereotype of volunteering as being "helper"
work, amateur and nonessential. Faculty and students wanted to give quality service, based on expertise
just learned in the classroom-hence the desire for a different name.
The other reason for rejecting the volunteer label was similar to the court-ordered problem. A growing
number of colleges, high schools, and even lower grades have begun to mandate a certain number of
hours of "community service" as a requirement for graduation. "Mandatory volunteering" is an oxymoron
and so a new term was needed.
If you are unfamiliar with the developments in student community service, learn more. This is a growing
arena and holds enormous potential for volunteer programs. The National and Community Service Act
which I'll discuss in the next section provides a funding stream to support school-based service from
Kindergarten through the twelfth grade. To tap the student audience, you will definitely need to speak
their language. Some other terms you may hear are: experiential learning, service-learning, internship,
and reflection opportunity. Faculty and students have come to recognize that their entry point into an
agency is often going to be the volunteer program leader, even if they question the label "volunteer."
Keep in mind that different recruitment approaches are needed to tap formal academic internship
programs versus campus student activity offices (we'll discuss this more in other chapters). But the trend
for students to seek ways to test themselves in the real world, apart from low-paying student jobs,
promises to continue for some time to come.
National Service
The push for some form of "national service" goes back to the Vietnam era when war protestors asked
why military service was the only option for "serving" your country. In late 1990, the Bush
Administration passed The National and Community Service (there's that term again!) Act. The Clinton
Administration added money for summer and full-time service corps. In 1994, Congress merged a number
of federal programs, including everything once under the umbrella of ACTION, into the "Corporation for
National and Community Service."
Again, if you are unfamiliar with these developments- learn about them. For purposes of this book on
recruitment, let's consider what impact this national and presidential attention to "service" may mean.
First, rarely if ever does the federal initiative use the word "volunteer." This is because several of the key
programs funded under the Act involve both a minimum wage "stipend" and an after-service cash benefit
applicable to student loans. Your agency may be able to apply for an "AmeriCorps" participant (this is the
overall name being used to describe the various full-time service corps being administered by the
Corporation). But chances are that you will never even see an AmeriCorps worker. Only a few thousand
citizens will be deployed under the program and we're a big country.
However, the political talk about community service may make the public more open to your volunteer
recruiting pitch. People may be considering whether they can or should be more involved in community
problem solving. In his inaugural address, President Clinton said: "There is nothing wrong with America
that cannot be cured by what is right with America." Can you use that approach in your public speaking,
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too?
Otherwise, my sense is that this is a "trend" with little grassroots impact. If I'm wrong, use the impact to
your advantage.
The Americans with Disabilities Act
Now it's the law. Any opportunity offered to an able-bodied person must be made accessible to

people with disabilities. Volunteer programs have long agreed that differently-able people can be
wonderful contributors. Today, however, your organization must be prepared to adapt the
physical environment for volunteers as well as for clients and employees.
The term "disabled" covers an enormous range of diagnoses-everything from physical to mental
conditions, even being HIV-positive. Form linkages with organizations that serve various
disability populations. Many are actively seeking ways for their members/clients to serve the
community while gaining confidence or new skills.
One source of information about working with volunteers who are differently-abled is the
booklet, "The Americans with Disabilities Act: Information and Implications for Volunteer
Program Administrators," compiled by the Virginia Office of Volunteerism (1992).
The Changing Family
Divorce, single parenthood by choice, both partners in the paid workforce, blended step-familiesI doubt that I have to explain what is happening to the concept of "family" in our society today.
How does this impact on volunteering? Just a few effects:
• Stressed-out parents with less time to fill the traditional volunteer roles of Scout
leader, PTA officer, homeroom aide.
• Fewer people at home during the day to help the school or youth group.
• A large number of non-custodial parents seeking new relationships with their children.
In each case, the challenge to you as a recruiter is to examine your assumptions. For example:
• Are parents the only source of prospective volunteers or can you find non-related
adults more able to help children?
• Is there a way to recruit families together so that, instead of giving them one more
reason to be apart, the family can enjoy an activity as a unit?
• Can you "buddy up" volunteers so that two people can "job share" a responsibility and
one can cover for the other if a particular week is hard?
• Can you recruit middle-aged divorced people by offering them a social outlet that is
safer and more appealing than a singles bar?
• Can you consciously design work for a parent and child to do together and then recruit
the noncustodial parent to team with his or her youngster on "visiting weekend"?
Nonsexist Roles
There was a time when men served on boards of directors and women did the hands-on volunteer
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work. As feminism raised everyone's consciousness, volunteering became more politically
correct. Today, women are also tapped to be policy makers and men also serve in the trenches.
But sex-typing continues in volunteer jobs as in the paid work force.
Analyze your volunteer placement patterns. Is there a reason why more male volunteers work in
one unit than in another-or why they seem to be absent from some assignments? What about
female volunteers? How can your recruitment efforts address such imbalance?
Aging of the Population
All demographers agree that people are living longer and healthier-and wait until the Baby
Boomers turn sixty! We are pushing back the age of retirement and all our images of "old" are
under question. This has great ramifications for volunteer recruitment. On one side of the scale,
there is a large pool of younger seniors with skills, mobility, and time. On the other side, the
fastest growing age category is ninety-plus and few organizations have perfected ways to tap this
newest group of potential volunteers. There are contradictions, as well. For every person who
takes early retirement at age fifty-five, there is a senior who continues to work at a paying job past age
seventy.
What does the Census say about your community? What is the age spread today? Are you losing seniors
to the Sun Belt? Are you in the Sun Belt and have a disproportionate number of older citizens?
For some organizations, the issue may be that volunteers are "aging in place." They joined you when they
were middle aged and have remained loyal and active. But are their abilities changing? If you have not
continued to recruit new, younger volunteers is it now hard to attract anyone other than another older
volunteer?
For an excellent, in-depth study of why older people volunteer and how you can recruit and work with
them, read Older Volunteers: A Guide to Research and Practice by Lucy Rose Fischer and Kay Banister
Schaffer (Sage Publications, 1993).
Other Demographic Changes
I need only use the term "diversity" to elicit a response. Our North American society is shifting from a
white, European majority to a more colorful and varied population. But the old goals of integration and
assimilation are being challenged by newer goals of "together with diversity."
What is the racial and ethnic makeup of your community? Of your clients? Of your staff? Of the
volunteers? What do you want it to be and what steps must you take to diversify the volunteer corps?
We'll return to this subject in Chapter 11.
Transitional Volunteering
People undergo many changes as they age and as they cope with social stresses. In her book Transitioning
(Vancouver Voluntary Action Resource Centre, 1981), Eva Schindler-Rainman identifies a long list of
small and major transitions experienced by everyone at some point in life: births, deaths, graduations,
marriages, moves, retirement, and so on. At each point of change, a person experiences different needs for
community involvement. When we give people the chance to volunteer, we are tapping this life cycle of
connections, friendships, and self-esteem.
Some volunteer projects actively use formal transitions as the basis for volunteer work. For example, you
can link with a corporation's pre-retirement counseling project to offer pending retirees a chance for a
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"second career." You can develop placements for patients completing a program of therapy so that they
have a sheltered work experience as a stepping stone to a paid job.
Modern life requires the ability to deal with change, even chaos. Traditionally, volunteer projects have
searched for people in a stable family or job situation and have considered people in transition as too
uncertain to approach. The trend today is to recognize "transition" as a constant! And to welcome
volunteers for what they can offer in the time they have.
The Economy
For some time now, North American society has been battling a changing economy. Whether or not you
assess economic conditions as good or bad depends greatly on where you live and what job you hold.
Some areas have been devastated by the loss of jobs, others have benefitted from new industries. It is
generally acknowledged that the split between the have's and have-not's widens each year. A case can be
made for serious pessimism but also for recovery.
Uninformed people think that volunteering lessens when economic times are hard. This thinking is based
on the misconception that only people who are well-off can enjoy the luxury of volunteering. Experienced
volunteer program managers can attest to the fact that hard times bring out the best in people. It is actually
easier to recruit when social problems are self-evident. Even if people are suffering economically
themselves, it is fulfilling to help others who may be worse off. Volunteering can also be a form of
mutual aid, allowing all participants to benefit together. And volunteering is a way to help without
necessarily having to give a financial donation.
If your area has a high rate of unemployment, consider how you might craft volunteer jobs to be a retraining opportunity. Can you offer your neighbors a way to improve their resumes, learn new and
possibly employable skills, or at least keep their self-esteem while job hunting? Can you be flexible in
scheduling so that someone can go to a job interview as often as necessary? If people are working two
jobs to make ends meet, is there a way they can be a helpful volunteer even if they have less time to give
than before?
Never assume that poverty deprives people of the desire to help others or that unemployed people do not
have talents to share. Reach out and make volunteering a valuable exchange of needs and benefits.
Unemployment Compensation and Disability Leave Programs
In some states, people who are receiving unemployment or disability benefits are told that too many hours
of volunteer work can jeopardize their status. (The theory being that if you can do that much volunteer
work, maybe you are not looking hard enough for a new job or you are ready to go back to your regular
job.) What is the law in your state or province? If it is restrictive, maybe you can work with your
volunteerism colleagues to advocate for a more liberal ruling permitting increased volunteer activity.
In other areas, volunteer work is recognized as a legitimate way to maintain an active resume or as a form
of occupational or even physical therapy. In fact, a few employers (who foot the bill for unemployment
and disability payments) have begun something new: requiring employees to do community service work
while receiving the benefits! The twist in thinking here is that, if the company is paying for the employee
to be out of work, why not "donate" some of that employee's time to the community? The same is true
when companies pay severance after a plant closing.
This is yet another gray area of "mandated" volunteering, but if you know of a corporation that is
instituting this type of policy, can your organization become a beneficiary of this new source of help?
Service Credits
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Some communities have been experimenting with a plan that gives volunteers a tangible pay
back called "service credits" or "service dollars." The idea is that a central coordinating agency (often the
municipal government itself) maintains a record of the hours contributed by registered volunteers. At
some point in the future, people who have "banked" volunteer hours in service to others can "draw" upon
the system to obtain volunteer services for themselves.
This concept started from a positive and a negative philosophy. On the plus side, originators recognized
that some people (often seniors) had too much pride to request public services, even those they were
entitled to such as homebound meal delivery or transportation. By establishing a project whereby a person
could first give something into the system, service credit programs enable people to take offered help with
self-respect.
The negative attitude motivating some service dollar advocates is the belief that people just won't do
anything without a reward-that it is necessary to offer a big carrot or there will not be any volunteers in
the future.
As with so many things, the success of a service credit project is dependent on how well it is managed.
The more local, the better. The more defined the project, the better. For instance: how long will "credits"
be recorded and what happens if a participant moves out of the area? Will all types of volunteering be
credited, or just some types? You can see the questions that can be raised.
As with all the trends we are discussing here, if this one intrigues you, do some more research and see if
you can tap into it.
Changes in Available Schedules
While there are still lots of people available for volunteer work during the day, Mondays to Fridays, the
pool of "traditional" daytime volunteers is shrinking. Most agencies maintain a weekday schedule that
may, in fact, no longer be convenient for the clients, let alone for volunteers. We may well ask when
service-providing agencies will have hours on Tuesday to Saturday, from noon to 8:00 p.m. But that's
another book!
Volunteers today want flexibility in when they can contribute their time. Organizations that can
accommodate a variety of schedules will recruit more volunteers. Similarly, changing perspectives on the
work might result in some tasks being "exported"-- can a volunteer do something at home or at work
rather than on-site in your agency? Would a fax or computer modem allow electronic transfer of work
between volunteers and the office (and each other)?
Short-term Assignments
For at least the past ten years, studies about who volunteers and why have verified what most directors of
volunteers have learned in practice: many people prefer volunteer assignments that are results-oriented
and short-term in nature. This should not be surprising. Employees rarely receive that gold watch after
twenty-five years on the same job any more. So why should we expect volunteers to stick around forever?
Yet many organizations design volunteer roles with the assumption that volunteers will sign on for a long
time. Some will. But it is more likely that today's volunteer will be interested in a finite assignment-one
with a clear beginning, middle and end. The good news is that planning that type of volunteer work makes
us more thoughtful about how we will use each volunteer's talents. Is there a goal or product? Why not?
Experience has shown that a percentage of volunteers who seek short-term assignments will "re-up" for a
new assignment if the first one was satisfying. So you may end up with sequential, "episodic"
commitments over a longer period of time. Nancy Macduff's book on Episodic Volunteering (MBA
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Publishing, 1991) examines this trend.
Corporate Volunteerism
The role of business in philanthropy and civic life is a continuing subject of discussion. One form of
corporate social responsibility is the encouragement of employee volunteering. But this can range widely
from simply letting employees know about volunteer work they can do on their own time to allowing
employees company-paid "release time" to do community service during the work day. The volunteer
field has seen a great deal of rhetoric about corporate volunteering, most of it about the largest of
companies. What is really happening in your local community? Do you know which companies have
formal employee volunteer efforts? Which have "Dollars for Doers" programs that make a financial
contribution to agencies in which employees volunteer their time? Are you tapping these?
We will spend more time on corporate volunteerism in Chapter 12. It is a trend that ebbs and flows, but
today most business people acknowledge the need to get involved in community issues. This opens the
door for you.
Trends and Issues in Your Field of Work
In addition to understanding the changes going on in volunteerism, you must also be aware of what may
be evolving in your field of work. It is impossible to recruit volunteers to work in a hospital today without
recognizing the impact of changes in health care, the politics of health care reform, the desperation of
those without medical insurance, and other current issues. If you are recruiting for a library system, you
may need to account for municipal budget cutbacks, the problem of adult illiteracy, or the growing
number of nonEnglish speaking people in certain neighborhoods.
You may want to survey others in your organization for their assessment of what trends are most affecting
their work. Do some reading of the literature in your specialized field. Then consider how all of this can
or should affect the way you recruit volunteers.
Trends and Issues That Seem Unrelated to Volunteering
This chapter has examined trends that can already be shown to affect volunteering. Who knows what
might lurk around the corner? For example, the continuing AIDS epidemic will have implications for
every work site and will therefore have an impact on volunteering even if your organization is not an
AIDS services provider. Your client group-or volunteers-may be affected by AIDS, or volunteer
screening procedures might need to be evaluated for compliance with diagnosis confidentiality.

A different example is the rapid revolution in office technology. Computers, faxes, modems-all
are entering even the smallest work site and need constant upgrading. This trend not only affects
the
way we run the volunteer office and keep records on volunteer service, but also has the potential
to
create whole new types of volunteer assignments. Some trends pose problems, others open new
doors of possibility. Some begin as negative and surprise us by becoming positive—and vice
versa.
My goal here is to broaden your perspective on how your search for volunteers fits into the life
of
the community. Prospective recruits are dealing with many things: changes in their jobs, building
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a personal family life, finding ways to have some fun, keeping healthy. In addition to the private
sphere, people do have an interest in the social welfare of their community. Your challenge is to
inject your invitation to volunteer into the mix of things demanding people's time and attention.
The more aware you are of what concerns your audience, the better able you will be to integrate
volunteering into people's lifestyles. To end this chapter as it began: volunteering does not occur
in a vacuum.
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Where to Look for Volunteers
The ability to identify where to find prospective volunteers is at the heart of successful
recruitment. If the right people hear your message, you have a good chance of motivating
candidates. But if you are trying to "sell" to the wrong audience, you won't end up with recruits.
This is classic marketing common sense. We are talking about "targeting" the segment of the
community or population that you most hope to attract as volunteers.
Recognize that this part of the process takes place at your desk, before you do any other
recruitment task-particularly before you spend any time or money on recruitment materials.
Because it is so important to do this thinking about the potential sources of volunteers creatively
and well, you might want to ask a few people to spend an afternoon as a "Recruitment Think
Tank" with you every six months or so. The synergy of several minds at work will produce a
much more innovative list of options-and you'll enjoy the process more, too.
Keep in mind: There are no rules for where you can (or cannot) recruit!
In fact, the volunteer community has been singularly uncreative in finding places in which to
encourage people to volunteer. Recruiters tend to go to the same sources over and over again,
often in direct competition with lots of other organizations trying to recruit volunteers from the
same site. If you can identify new places to look, your whole approach will be fresher ... and
ultimately more successful.
The Process of Identifying Sources
Concentrate on one volunteer job description at a time. The logic of this important
recommendation should be clear: the places where you might find an arts and crafts instructor
will not be the same as those where you might find a crisis hot line worker ... so why try to
recruit them at the same time? You (and your Recruitment Think Tank) should ask:
"Where in our community might we find people who have the skills (or background, or
characteristics) this volunteer job description requires?"
This question is deceptively simple looking. In answering it, you must keep yourself focused.
Otherwise, you will soon find yourself wandering off on the tangent that really deals with "where
can we find people (in general)?"
Let's look at an example. Let's say you need a volunteer who can do calligraphy. By asking:
"Where can we find someone who is skilled at calligraphy?" you might brainstorm a list like this:
•
Art classes studying pen and ink
•
Businesses that specialize in producing in
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vitations
• Graphics departments of major corporations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local freelance artists association
Japanese art society
Large catering firms that also do invitations
Companies with computers that do calligraphy
Sign-making companies
Art supply stores that sell calligraphy pens and inks

As you can see, each of these sources has a betterthan-equal chance for you to locate someone there who
does calligraphy. And once you know you are in contact with the right prospects, then you can try to
recruit them.
Note that the above list does not include general public places such as "churches" or "schools." These are
not sufficiently specific-you cannot be certain that you will find anyone with the skill you seek and
therefore will be wasting time and effort sending your message to people who probably cannot help you.
Do not let yourself subconsciously "edit" the list while you are brainstorming. For example, it is easy to
dismiss an idea without listing it just because you aren't sure how to locate the source or perhaps don't
know bow to do recruitment there. Those questions come later in the process. Right now your challenge is
simply to answer the question: "Where might we find X?"
Let's look at another example. Say you need automobile drivers for a variety of escort and delivery routes.
Again, the question for brainstorming is: "Where in our community can we find people who drive cars?"
Avoid the general response of thinking, "why, everywhere!" Consider the following specific ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

car washes
Traffic Court
the Motor Vehicle Bureau
drivers' education classes
drive-in windows
gas stations
car showrooms
taxi and bus depots
truck stops
drive-in movies
car repair shops
car accessory stores
parking lots
tire and auto parts stores
car rallies
car shows

When you saw "Traffic Court" as the second response, did you react negatively? Remember that this is
not yet a list of definite sources of volunteers. It is a list of places where we can find drivers.
Now you have to go to step two: editing. If you are looking for volunteers to drive people, you may well
want to delete Traffic Court from further consideration. But if the volunteers will be driving things
(maybe delivering holiday baskets, for example), then Traffic Court might be a great idea. In a small
community, especially, the judge might welcome an alternative sentencing option for first offenders or for
those unable to pay a fine. And you may have found a great source of help.
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So, in the editing stage you:
1. Delete any ideas that do not seem feasible (but allow some discussion so that an idea is not
dismissed simply because it is unusual).
2. Prioritize the list in order of which seem the most likely sources of prospects down to the least
likely.
3. Localize the list: exactly which companies, stores, or organizations in your town or
neighborhood match this idea? You may need to do some research as to what is available, at least
with the Yellow Pages of the telephone book.
4. As you identify real places, put these into priority order, too. Some criteria are:
• Which are geographically close to you?
• Which are already linked to you in some way? For instance, which might be donors or
participants in a collaborative effort?
• Does anyone in your organization have an inside contact at any of the sources, such as
a spouse or friend who works there?
• Is this source appealing to you for some reason? (Yes, this is a valid criterion. If you
enjoy the tasks of recruitment, you will be more enthusiastic at it. So go ahead and
select sources that sound like fun to contact.)
All of the above would be good reasons to move a potential source higher up on the list.
5. If you are particularly interested in recruiting a certain racial or ethnic group, focus your
identification further. Such as: which of the stores is in a Spanish-speaking neighborhood? The
same holds true for sex and age diversity. Which organization has a predominantly male
membership? Which shop holds special sales for senior citizens? (More on diversity in Chapter
11 and on special target audiences in Chapter 12.)
Going back to the brainstormed list for drivers, you might eliminate such sources as truck stops or gas
stations because too many of the patrons would be transients who do not live in your town. You might
spend more time analyzing the drive-in window idea and consider working with neighborhood banks that
have drive-in windows because you can select several banks in different parts of town. Or you might
remember that every April there is a big car rally at the park and you never thought about using that event
for your volunteer recruitment goals.
You can see how this process lets you discover possible sources for help that you might not otherwise
have considered. It certainly forces you to go beyond the "traditional" places to look for volunteers. And
it can insure that you do not go to the wrong places to recruit-if you are not communicating with the right
target audience for your needs, you are wasting your time.
The above discussion should also make it clear why you must start with sources before selecting a
recruitment "technique." Some of the sources do not lend themselves to any of the techniques we will
discuss in the next chapter. The only way to tap such sites is to adapt to their special situations or to work
with someone there. If you want to recruit at the neighborhood library, you are unlikely to use your new
music video there! A corporation might let you talk to department heads or might suggest that you set up
a table in the employee cafeteria.
Characteristics as Well as Skills
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This brainstorming of "where can we find people with the skills we need" can also work for other
characteristics. For example, one of the concerns of the volunteer world is that daytime volunteers are an
endangered species. In the past, organizations grew complacent in their dependency on female
homemakers. When women took paying jobs (though in fact some female full-time homemakers still
exist), such agencies found themselves without their accustomed source of volunteers. If you are in this
situation, your brainstorming question may have to be: "where can we find people who are available
Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.?"
You will find your responses centering around the large segment of the workforce who do not work
"normal" hours. In fact, logic shows that "normal" hours are relative indeed. Think about all the jobs that
require: shift work; predominantly evening hours; weekend days; or odd or flexible schedules.
Shift Work: A wide variety of institutions and businesses function twenty-four hours a day or at
least on double shift. This means that many people who work 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. or 3:00 to
11:00 p.m. have discretionary time available overlapping the 9:00 to 5:00 agency day. Even the
night shift might be attracted to early morning volunteer work. If you select worksites close to
your organization's location, one of your recruitment pitches can be: "help us out on your way to
or from work with very little extra commuting."
Consider the range of people and skills available in 24-hour worksites: hospitals and residential
treatment programs; many factories; television and radio stations; police and fire departments;
telephone companies; hotels; the military; the Postal Service and overnight delivery companies.
Evening Workers: In the same vein, identify businesses employing people mainly in the evening
hours. Such workers often sleep late after a long night at work, but are prospective volunteers in
the afternoon. Some sites are: restaurants; theaters; newspapers; astronomy labs; janitorial
services; computer services.
Weekend Workers: Quite a number of jobs require Saturday and/or Sunday shifts, thereby giving
employees a full day or two off during the week: parks and recreation programs; most cultural
attractions such as museums and historic sites; churches and synagogues; libraries; shopping
malls; hair salons; sports and country clubs. Some jobs overlap categories, especially retail sales
which employ people on the weekends and in the evenings.
Odd or "Free-to-Choose" Schedules: Some employed people work on changing, inconsistent, or
temporary schedules. While this may make it difficult to place such volunteers in regular
assignments, they are nevertheless excellent resources for volunteering that focuses on producing
a result rather than requiring a specific time commitment. Consider: airline personnel; substitute
teachers; "temps" of all sorts; long distance truck drivers; farmers; university faculty; collection
agents.
The Self-Employed: A whole sub-category involves people who are self-employed or work on
commission. They can choose to volunteer during a weekday and "make up" the work time later.
For example: consultants; artists; anyone who works at home; sole practitioners in fields such as
accounting or public relations; real estate agents.
It is probably worthwhile to point out that the higher a person rises in a company, the more flexibility s/he
has in allocating his or her schedule. So you can consider top executives more likely weekday recruits
than secretaries who have less choice about how to use their workday time.
By focusing your brainstorming session only on the daytime availability question, you can see how wide
a range of options you can generate. Now you can take this set of ideas and narrow it further by
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considering which of these sources might provide the skills you need.
Rural Communities
It is at this point that our colleagues in rural communities sigh deeply. They feel that any discussion of
sources of volunteers has an urban or suburban slant-larger populations mean more places to look for
volunteers. Conversely, they feel that rural areas have fewer resources to tap. Let's examine this more
closely.
First, while there are fewer prospective volunteers in rural communities, there are also fewer clients. The
number of volunteers needed is usually in proportion to the numbers of people served. Most rural
agencies would be overwhelmed by the scope of what is commonplace in New York City, where quite a
number of agencies routinely involve between 500 and 3,000 volunteers each month. So it may be a
challenge to find the right volunteers in a rural area, but you probably are only looking for a limited
number of candidates at any given time.
The process of brainstorming that we have been discussing here works equally well for rural areas, even if
the list you generate is shorter than it might be in a more populated township. Never assume that you are
working in a community with no resources, no matter how small. A number of years ago The Journal of
Volunteer Administration published a fascinating article about the experiences of the Office of Aging in
Fayette County, Pennsylvania.' Fayette County, in the far southwest corner of Pennsylvania, is considered
part of Appalachia and has a rural, aging, and poor population. The AAA wanted to recruit volunteers to
work with frail, homebound elderly clients and obtained a grant to study the feasibility of this idea.
Starting from the (untested) proposition that individual volunteers would be hard to find, the AAA wanted
to work with established civic groups to see if they could be enticed to "adopt" a senior. The first part of
the study, therefore, was to identify what membership associations existed in the county.
The researchers stopped counting at 319 groups! They were completely amazed to discover that this
"have-not" county, so often described as having no resources, in fact had an abundance of organizations!
Until this study, however, these groups had been invisible as a resource. The study uncovered civic clubs
such as the Kiwanis, religious groups such as the Knights of Columbus and Lutheran Church Women,
hobby clubs such as gardeners and stamp collectors, recreation groups such as bowling leagues, and youth
groups such as 4-H. The study proved the continuing validity of de Tocqueville's observation of America
as a country of "joiners." In fact, the case could be made that the need for people to interact in groups may
be stronger in a rural area than in an urban neighborhood because local residents understand the need to
combat isolation.
Apart from the proliferation of associations, rural communities have clear centers of activity. Yes, there
may only be one high school, but that means that you can learn how that institution works: who has
influence, which teachers encourage service-learning (and who may never have been asked to help),
which student clubs are the most active. You can also identify the place most residents come to buy their
groceries or picnic on a summer afternoon. Your challenge, therefore, may be less where to look than how
to communicate your message.
Urban Settings
As someone who has always lived and worked in cities, I feel the need to add that the urban recruiter who
sees the whole city as one big pool of volunteer talent is headed for disappointment. In truth, cities are a
collection of neighborhoods as different from one another as are rural "hollers." The ethnic make-up of
each neighborhood is only one difference. Each will have a distinct culture, center of activity, and
influential leaders. Whether you are recruiting in an urban, suburban, or rural community, the best advice
is always to do your homework. The more informed you are about the way people interact in a given
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locality, the more likely you will find the best ways to send your recruitment message.
Piggybacking
The brainstormed idea on page 47 about using the annual car rally to your own ends leads into a guiding
principle for recruitment: "piggyback" whenever you can. If someone else has done all the work of
bringing a lot of people out for an event, why not make use of that opportunity? And the fun part is that-if
you choose your piggybacking options wisely -the initiating group will be happy you are participating.
The car rally, generally a purely recreational or even profit-making event, might be delighted at the
chance to show community or charitable spirit by giving you a booth or letting you advertise in their
program. It may never have occurred to them that their audience of car lovers might be of potential
interest to a volunteer recruiter.
Another type of piggybacking is to link volunteer recruitment with holiday events. Thanksgiving is a
great time to say "thanks" to volunteers and remind others of ways to give. Labor Day can be used to turn
attention to unpaid as well as paid workers. Even if your organization does not schedule a volunteer
recognition event during National Volunteer Week (usually the third week of April each year), ride on the
coat tails of any national or local publicity generated to draw attention to volunteering with you. Be the
first to let your community know that December 5 (in some years, December 6) is International Volunteer
Day, as declared by the United Nations and celebrated in a number of countries around the world.
It is possible to piggyback on your own organization's events. When you begin to think in these terms,
you will see that you may have had many missed opportunities! Does your agency sponsor any annual
fundraisers, open houses, or workshops? If so, make certain you have a visible display booth or program
ad describing volunteer opportunities. For that matter, are you making full use of your facilities' bulletin
boards and hallways? Are volunteer opportunities included in the new client packet? Mentioned in client
exit interviews? You get the point.
Finally, don't overlook the value of the annual volunteer recognition event to spread the word about new
volunteer positions while you are thanking people for last year's efforts.
Your "Circle of Resources"
One of my favorite suggestions for volunteer recruitment is also one of the simplest: start with the
resources in closest proximity to your agency. What untapped treasures might be across the street or on
the next block?
Picture your facility as the center of a bull's eye, with concentric circles around it. Now do the following.
If you are in an urban area, walk out your front door with a clipboard and pen (take along a volunteer for
company). If you are more rural, do this by driving. The point is to walk completely around the block (or
drive in a tight circle) and write down everything you see: stores, businesses, parking lots, churches,
apartment houses, schools, etc. A "Proximity Chart" worksheet for your use is on the next page.
It is vital to actually do this action physically, even if you feel reasonably sure that you know what is in
your neighborhood. Why? Because you will soon discover that: 1) you tend to be aware only of the things
that are present in the one direction that you take to work every day; 2) after a while you no longer see
what you are looking at; and 3) some of the things you see may not be identifiable. An example of this
last point is passing a company with the name "Mighty Corporation" emblazoned on a large sign. Do you
know from that name what work this company does? Probably not.
After you have inventoried everything on your street, the two side streets, and the street in back of you,
move on to a two-block radius and do the same. As time permits, keep going in widening concentric
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circles. If you are driving, keep taking right (or left!) turns and inventory a quarter-mile radius, then a
half-mile radius, etc. Note that if your offices are in a high-rise building, your first task is to take the
elevator to each floor and see who your neighbors are above and below you.
You may be skeptical about this recommendation, but I assure you that you will find a number of
"neighbors" that you did not know you had. And this means potential resources.
Now that you have your list, analyze it. If there are mysteries such as "Mighty Corporation," find out
what happens there. Your goal is to identify any number of ways your neighbors might help you to
accomplish your goals:
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• Might there be business people who could volunteer at your site on their way to or from work,
or even at lunchtime? Might there be students or seniors with daytime hours available? Might
any of your neighbors have an interest in community service projects of any sort?
• What professional skills might be tapped at neighboring businesses or schools? (Be sure to
watch for sole practitioners such as artists, consultants, accountants, and others with valuable
talents-and who control their own work schedules.)
• Might there be access to other types of resources beyond volunteers: donated goods or
materials, storage space, parking space, use of various loaned equipment, etc.?
• Do any of these neighbors share your service goals, an interest in your client population, or
have anything else in common with you that might lead to collaboration of some sort?
Making contact with your neighbors is much easier than approaching resources across town. After all, it is
always legitimate to make the acquaintance of folks nearby. Develop a special flyer or letter introducing
your agency and address it to: "Our neighbors." Explain the services you offer (include a brochure if you
have one) and, if appropriate, welcome visitors. Depending on your comfort level and on the culture of
your neighborhood, mail the materials in small batches and follow up within a week by phone, or go in
person to deliver the material.
Do not feel that these are "cold calls." As a representative of your organization, you want to spread the
word about the good work that you do. It will be of benefit to your neighbors to be better informed about
an agency in such close proximity. And, for both sides, there is great potential to share resources. Your
opening line is: "Hi. Do you realize that we can see your top floor from our backyard?" Or some variation
on that theme.
Express as much genuine interest in your neighbors as you wish them to show in you. Ask questions
about their work and constituents. Perhaps there is some help that you can offer to them. Maybe a
collaborative effort can help everyone. Is there something you can barter or exchange? What goes around,
comes around. When you demonstrate good neighborliness, it sets the tone for future relationships.
You have several goals for these contacts. First, you want your neighbors to be informed about your
agency. They can help with everything from security to giving directions to lost clients. Second, some of
your neighbors may actually need your services for themselves or their contacts, so this is a form of client
development. Third, such outreach is positive public relations; you never know when a zoning issue or
other concern will require the support of those who live in your area.
Finally, once you have established communication, you can explain your search for active volunteers (or
for whatever other resources you hope to get from each site). The volunteers might be your neighbors
themselves or their friends and customers who regularly come to your neighborhood. Note that all of
these possible goals hold true even if your closest "neighbor" is a mile away.
You may be successful at once. More likely, you will be sowing recruitment seeds. Perhaps you can leave
some flyers in the doctor's waiting room or on the community center bulletin board. Maybe you can
arrange to speak at the fall tenant council meeting.
What are some actual examples of resource finding that resulted from this approach? After struggling to
reimburse rising expenses, a women's crisis center obtained two free parking spaces for volunteer
counselors in the private parking garage of a corporate headquarters building across the street from the
center. Simply by taking the time to introduce themselves to everyone on their block, a delinquency
prevention program was offered free, day-old baked goods from a wholesale bakery neighbor (provided
the program sent someone to pick up the goodies every day). A senior center was invited to join the
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annual block party for the first time, providing the opportunity for social interaction on both sides.
What might you find? Whether you are located in the heart of downtown or miles from anywhere, you
have neighbors. Because all sorts of people and businesses volunteer their time and resources to a myriad
of causes, everyone is a potential source of help. Sharing a location starts you off with something in
common. It's hard to find a better recruiting pitch.
One More Proximity Idea
This proximity approach can work in other ways, too. If you are recruiting volunteers to do friendly
visiting or deliver homebound meals, try putting the client's address in the center of the bull's eye. For
coaching or tutoring, use the playing field or the library branch where the lessons will be given as the
location in the center. Then identify the "circle of resources" around that site.
Remember that it is a powerful motivator to be able to say: "you can be of help to someone just around
the corner." It is overwhelming to hear about sixty seniors who need meal delivery in the two-county area,
but it is manageable to consider serving the one older person in this very neighborhood.
Spheres of Influence
Another approach to sources of potential volunteers uses a variation on the concentric circles theme. This
involves evaluating and diagnosing who your organization "touches" in the course of a year ... yet who
may never have been considered (or even considered themselves) a volunteer resource. You can create a
"map" of how your "spheres of influence" overlap and connect.
The best way to explain this concept is to discuss two actual examples of spheres of influence maps that I
helped two very different clients create as part of their recruitment strategies. Youth for Understanding
(YFU) places international students in private homes with American host families and also sends
American students abroad for a similar experience. We considered the following questions together and
came up with these answers:
1. Who comes in contact with the foreign students while they are in the United States?
Answers:
• the people at the schools they attend: not just the immediate teachers and classmates, but the
whole school ... meaning lots more teachers and lots more schoolmates (... and their families,
etc.)
• participants in social activities in which the student engages
• American relatives of the students or family friends
2. Who comes in contact with host families while the foreign students are in their homes?
Answers:
• relatives, extended family
• neighbors
• friends
• places of employment for the host parents -the civic organizations to which the host family
belongs
• the family's place of worship
3. Who is aware of American students who go abroad with YFU?
Answers:
• the students' families and friends -the students' schools
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• anyone listening to the parents talking about their child being overseas: fellow employees,
civic club members, etc.
4. Who else has a stake in the work of YFU?
Answers:
• American "alumni" of the overseas experience
• past host families
• donors
• current volunteers in other roles
• other organizations with a mission to insure foreign exchange, international education,etc.
Using the answers to these questions we "mapped" YFU's spheres of influence (see next page), showing
the overlapping circles of contacts, moving from people clearly involved with YFU to those peripherally
interested. By the time we had identified this large constellation of people, it was clear that the
organization had not even begun to tap the potential "market" of people already aware of the work of the
group! Yet time and effort had been expended reaching out to the general public (often uninformed about
YFU) before "starting at home."
The second example involves a predominantly volunteer organization (only a few paid staff and many
volunteer members) who are working to combat a fatal disease. Traditionally, this organization provided
services to families at a time of crisis and was reluctant to be perceived as "recruiting" the people they felt
were recipients of service. However, once time had passed after the death of the loved one, the
organization "hoped" that people would want to become involved in helping others. (In point of fact, few
people were actually directly asked to do so, even after time had passed.)
If they wanted to increase their volunteer recruitment success, we talked about needing a major change of
mindset: accepting that there are more people to reach out to than the immediate family. In fact, some of
the people we identified as prospective volunteers might actually welcome an immediate recruitment
effort as an outlet for their concern about the problem.
For this organization, we mapped their spheres of influence by answering the following questions:
1. Who else is deeply affected by this fatal illness, other than the nuclear family?
Answers:
• the grandparents, uncles, aunts, and other extended family members
• good friends of the family -colleagues at work -neighbors
• members of the religious congregation in which the family worships
2. Who else is aware of this problem, but perhaps without the personal emotional ties to an individual
death?
Answers:
• doctors and nurses who treat the patients -clergy and other counselors -funeral directors
• donors
The first category represents people with a personal stake in curing the disease. They, in turn, can be
subdivided into all sorts of skills, professions, and backgrounds. The second group is already "trained" in
certain fields. How might they be used to do the work of the organization?
These examples should illustrate how this type of mapping exercise can make formerly invisible sources
visible. Again, use your Recruitment Think Tank to map your organization's spheres of influence. Have
you been missing opportunities to spread the word about volunteer roles? Are there "hot prospects"
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waiting to hear from you? A few possibilities include past satisfied clients or their families, people who
come to your annual special events, or financial donors (who may never have been asked to give their
time as well as their money).
In all cases: Just because people know what you do, never assume they know that they can become
involved as volunteers! Nor that you need tbem! They have to be asked.
Going Beyond Your Spheres
Having just exhorted you to begin recruiting from your inner circles first, let me also offer the opposite
advice if it is applicable. Some organizations assume that people will not volunteer for them if those
people have no previous contact with the organization's services. For instance, cultural and performing
arts groups expect their audience, subscribers, or visitors to be the most likely source of volunteers. For
the most part, this is an appropriate assumption. However, cultural groups also have the challenge of
expanding their audiences. So outreach to new populations is important for several reasons.
People can be asked to volunteer for an organization because their skills are needed for a particular
volunteer assignment. If the task interests the candidate, s/he may well agree to volunteer and thereby be
introduced to the cultural arts group (perhaps eventually also joining its regular audience, though that
should not be a requirement to volunteer). So go ahead and follow the guideLines already suggested for
brainstorming to consider new sources of volunteers. Start with your spheres of influence, but don't stop
there.
A Word about Finding Board Members and Fundraising Volunteers
The steps to successful recruitment of volunteers hold true for any type of volunteer sought, including
new members of the board of directors, advisory council members, and volunteers to conduct fundraising
efforts. However, in many agencies these groups of volunteers are managerially separated from the directservice "volunteer program." This is not the forum for discussing the pros and cons of such a division, but
it is true that executive directors and development officers may be conducting their own recruitment
campaigns alongside the efforts of the director of volunteers. If this is happening in your organization,
call a summit meeting! Try to mesh and coordinate your recruiting attempts so that you help one another.
After all, some of the people who initially are attracted to frontline volunteer work might be excellent
candidates for the board (if not right away, then after some experience with your agency). Conversely, the
people "rejected" as not right for the board or fundraising may actually be wonderful prospects for directservice volunteering.
You are all in the business of winning friends for your organization. Assessing and deploying the talents
of supporters should therefore be a shared priority. Valid issues of status may dictate who recruits board
members, but the planning of outreach strategies can be a mutual responsibility.
There is another reason why it is important to connect board development with other volunteer
recruitment: it is unrealistic to expect people to join you "at the top" if they have had no prior
involvement with your organization.
It is a serious legal and fiduciary responsibility to be on a board of directors. While some civic leaders
collect board memberships as a trophy list, you want board members who give you the time and energy
the organization deserves. How can someone agree to such a heavy commitment without knowing you
first? Potential board members might be recruited for board committees as a "practice run"-the committee
term is a volunteer commitment unto itself, but both sides understand that it is a get-acquainted period to
assess if a board appointment is a good idea. Or a potential board member might be recruited for any
responsible frontline volunteer position. What could be a better orientation to the needs of the agency?
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There is a growing body of literature about working with boards of directors, including how to recruit
them. One valuable booklet is How to Recruit Great Board Members by Dorian Dodson (Adolfo Street
Publications, 1993).
In a similar vein, how can you expect someone to raise money for you if they have not yet developed a
personal commitment to the organization? The best fundraising evolves from the sincerity of the
volunteers who become donors themselves and then ask others to donate, too. Build loyalty through direct
service volunteer work and volunteers might even surprise themselves at their willingness to raise funds.
The development office might consider tying a fundraising campaign to offering opportunities to
volunteer. Studies show that people who volunteer give a greater percentage of their income to charity
than non-volunteers. There's a lesson to be learned in there somewhere.
Volunteer Referral Services
As you assess the resources in your community, you will become aware of a number of organizations
whose mission it is to help people find good volunteer opportunities. Be sure that you register your
organization with any clearinghouse, databank, directory or program offering volunteer referral services.
More than 400 communities in the United States and Canada have a Volunteer Center to help
organizations and prospective volunteers find each other. Volunteer Centers may be called by names such
as Voluntary Action Center, Volunteer Bureau (especially in Canada), or Volunteer Placement Service.
Some are independent agencies, but many are part of the local United Way. There is also wide variation
in the types of services
Volunteer Centers provide, but the basic ones are:
• Volunteer Centers collect information from agencies and organizations about their volunteer
needs. They then maintain databases, often on computer, so that prospective volunteers can
identify possible placement sites. This "clearinghouse" function can include publishing
various directories or lists of volunteer opportunities.
• Volunteer Centers will help individuals and groups seeking volunteer work by offering them
the use of their databases on volunteer opportunities, talking to them about what is happening
in a particular community, and sometimes conducting an initial personal interview as a first
step in placement. They may sponsor "volunteer fairs" at shopping malls or places of business,
bringing together displays and representatives of agencies seeking volunteers so that the
public becomes aware of the opportunities.
• Volunteer Centers coordinate annual "thank you" events to recognize the efforts of community
volunteers. In the United States, this is often done in April, during National Volunteer Week
(when much national and local publicity is generated about volunteers, starting with a
Presidential proclamation). Canadian Volunteer Bureaus use the same model.
• Volunteer Centers provide training and consultation to leaders of volunteers in how to work
effectively with their non-paid staffs. This can include workshops and conferences as well as
on-site technical assistance.
Apart from these basic, core services, Volunteer Centers do many other things depending on the needs of
their community. They may organize holiday toy drives, place court-referred volunteers, run special
projects for students or seniors, or provide the local newspaper with a weekly column of volunteer
opportunities.
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Volunteer Centers are listed in the telephone book. Try any of the name variations above. Volunteer
Centers may be found through their sponsoring agency if they are a division of a larger group. The most
common sponsor is the United Way, so try your local United Way if you do not find a telephone listing
for a separate Volunteer Center. Other sponsors may be the American Red Cross, the Junior League, or
your municipal government. A growing number of Volunteer Centers are run by the Mayor's Office or as
part of county government.
You can see why it is useful to be registered with your Volunteer Center.
Other Placement Services
A number of programs have been established specifically to help senior citizens find ways to remain
active in their communities. The most widespread is the Retired and Senior Volunteer Program, known as
RSVP. Although RSVP is not a full Volunteer Center, its purpose is to help older Americans find
meaningful volunteer work. An added benefit is that volunteers placed through RSVP receive some travel
reimbursement and insurance. RSVP now works with people age fifty-five and older.
The American Association of Retired People (AARP) also has local chapters throughout the country and
sponsors a Talent Bank program. SCORE, the Senior Corps of Retired Executives, helps the Small
Business Administration to consult with emerging businesses, but it might be a source of help to a
nonprofit as well.
More and more colleges and universities are establishing offices to link students with volunteer
opportunities or "community service" placements. There are no standard names or locations of such
offices, but any campus student activities staff should be able to direct you to their school's program if
one exists. National and state "Campus Compact" organizations also publish lists of participating schools.
Student community service is extending to the high school level and even younger. Contact your local
public school system to see who is coordinating student volunteer efforts and get your name on that
person's referral list. Don't over look private and parochial schools, many of whom have been engaged in
community service long before it came into vogue in the 1990's.
Some corporations have organized employee volunteer programs and allow agencies to register available
volunteer positions. Think about civic organizations that regularly sponsor service projects. Make sure
that they all know about your agency for the next round of planning.
It rarely costs anything to be on these types of lists and there are excellent public relations benefits from
becoming known as an organization that wants help from volunteers. Periodically send updates of your
openings for volunteers, even if you have not received a referral recently from a particular registry. These
contacts may not offer immediate results and do not substitute for an active volunteer recruitment
campaign of your own. But over time you will get referrals of prospective volunteers-often at the most
unexpected, but always welcome, time.
If You Need an Army
The strategies in this chapter are based on the assumption that you have several volunteer job descriptions
which you need to fill with a manageable number of volunteers-perhaps even only one person for each
role. But you may be looking for a very large number of people for service at a special event. Where can
you look for hundreds of people, all available on the same date, for tasks that require mainly energy and
"turning up"?
If you approach such mass recruitment all at once, it will indeed be overwhelming. Instead, use the same
approach as I have been recommending for filling any volunteer vacancy: break the search down into
mini-campaigns, targeting prospective volunteers in logical ways.
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First define the work to be done as specifically as possible. Is it really all the same or are some tasks
clearly more specialized? For example, while most volunteers will staff exhibit booths, take tickets, etc.,
you may need about twenty people with money-handling and accounting skills. If so, then one of your
mini-campaigns will be aimed at the financial/accounting community. The more you can identify such
sub-groups within your mass of "volunteers needed," the more successful you will be in targeting the best
sources of prospective volunteers.
For the remaining general tasks, find a different way of making the search more manageable. Divide your
attention in ways such as:
• Groups having some connection to your organization (spheres of influence) or to the theme of
the event.
• People from different geographic locations.
• People available mornings, or afternoons, or evenings.
• Different age categories.
If you need hundreds of volunteers, I hope that you are not alone in doing the recruitment! Assign each
member of your recruiting team to a different target audience as suggested above and focus (there's that
word again!) on where to find such prospects and how to attract them-just as with any smaller number of
needed volunteers.
If You Are a Volunteer Center
The advice that I've just given to people who need to recruit large numbers of volunteers for one
organization is equally pertinent to Volunteer Centers, RSVP, and other volunteer referral services
seeking many volunteers for many placement sites. Your major ongoing challenge is to maintain the
visibility of volunteerism in general. This will help each of your community agencies to be more
successful in recruiting, as well. But if you are determined to find potential volunteer applicants, break the
task down into mini-campaigns with targeted audiences, just as we have been discussing throughout this
chapter.
Know Your Community
As a volunteer recruiter, you must study and know your community. What's out there? Rather than going
back to the same small circle of resources over and over again, reach out to new places. Read the
newspaper to learn about civic clubs or school projects. Be aware of new companies moving in. You
might even want to join your local Chamber of Commerce to stay in the loop of current information.
It may be helpful to study the Census information for your area. Are there patterns of population shift?
Are there growing numbers of people over age sixty or is this age group moving out of the county? What
is the median income level? educational level?
Are there factors unique to your community? For example, if you are located in a vacation destination
spot you may have out-of-town visitors year round or an influx at certain seasons. If va
cationers stay for several months, they may become a volunteer resource. Conversely, in the off season,
the hotel staff might become a potential talent pool for you. The same type of analysis might work if you
are in a college town, are affected by agricultural harvest times, or are the site for an annual folk festival.
Key Principles
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Here are some of the guiding principles highlighted in this chapter:
• Success in recruitment rests with creative thinking about where to look for volunteers.
• Focus on each job description separately and use logic to find connections between your
volunteer needs and what is available at a potential source.
• There are no rules. Just because no one else has tried to recruit at a certain site does not mean
you can't be successful there.
• Start with the sources that attract you. If you feel comfortable making your recruitment appeal,
you will be more effective than if you force yourself to contact a source that you feel you
"should."
In Section III, you will find a chapter on "Appealing to Special Target Audiences." First you must do the
creative thinking explained in this chapter in order to identify which target audiences might be best for
you to approach. Chapter 12 then gives you a potpourri of tips and pointers to help you find these groups
and make the "asking" more effective.
___________________________
'Christine L. Young, PHD, Pamela J. Larson, MRP, and Donald Goughler, "Organizations as Volunteers
for the Rural Frail Elderly," The Journal of Volunteer Administration, II, 1(Fall 1983), pp. 33-44.
Since the 1994 original edition, the Internet has become a major tool for recruiters. For 21st century ideas,
see the Appendix on "Outreach in Cyberspace" beginning on page 143.
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INVITATION
The chapters in Section II examine the best ways to reach out to prospective volunteers choosing the right recruitment techniques and presenting your message in the most motivating
way.

Techniques of Recruitment
(Part One)
Now that we have identified all sorts of new places to look for volunteers, we are ready to figure
out the best ways to do the asking. There are no perfect, right or wrong ways to recruit, but the
most important thing is to match the technique to the source.
In this chapter we will examine common and less common techniques of volunteer recruitmenteverything except printed materials. In the next chapter we'll look more carefully at the range of
options you have for printing recruitment tools. In Chapter 9, we will consider the various ways
you can word and present your recruitment information.
For all the techniques, I'll give some pros and cons for you to appraise. But remember-every
recruiter has different experiences. While one person might swear by college bulletin boards,
another recruiter might swear at them! If you have developed a logical strategy for tapping a
source of prospective volunteers, give it a try. Similarly, even if someone else in your agency has
been unsuccessful with a technique in the past, be willing to try it again if the situation has
changed or if you think you have added a new twist.
Some recruitment efforts elicit immediate reaction from volunteer applicants. But don't be
daunted by initial lack of response. Recruiting volunteers is a process of "sowing seeds." Give
your outreach efforts a chance to take hold and seep through the grapevine. It will amaze you to
see how long people hold onto organizational brochures or your phone number. When they are
ready, they will seek you out. Or they will pass along the information to other people. Time is on
your side.
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Technique Options
We are about to look at a wide variety of recruiting techniques in some depth. This is your
"menu" of options from which to select the best way to tap a possible source of volunteers. So
that you know up front, here is an outline of the techniques we are about to discuss:
Mass media -Television and radio -Newspapers -Billboards
Special circulation publications
Public speaking
-Organized and random groups
-Speakers bureau
Slide shows and videotapes
Booths and exhibits
-Volunteer fairs
Direct mail
Referrals
Registering everywhere
Special events
-Piggybacking
-Creating events
Unclassifiable
Pre-application orientation programs
One-to-one
Modern technology
-800 numbers
-Computer bulletin boards
-Fax
And then, in Chapter 8, we will cover (with illustrations):
Printed materials
-Brochures
-Flyers
-Posters
-Inserts and special items
As you will see, there are endless variations within all these broad categories. For each technique, I will
try to present pluses and minuses to consider, and to offer some practical suggestions for making it work
for you.
Weighing the Costs
You will have to determine whether the costs balance the returns for any of the techniques in this chapter.
Costs include more than the cash expense of producing a recruitment tool or doing a mailing. How much
time will this technique require to plan, produce, and deliver? Your time? Other employee or volunteer
time? What is the energy expenditure needed?
Another variable is how many volunteers you require. If you have an opening for one volunteer, you
clearly want to select a technique that does not demand a great deal of effort (yet that is successful). But if
you need fifteen volunteers, you can justify more time and expense.
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One recommendation is never to do a recruitment task if it only serves one purpose. As a busy person,
you can rarely afford to put a lot of effort into a one-shot technique. But if you can adapt the same speech
for several audiences, or can use the same slides for both recruitment and new volunteer orientation, then
you can justify your time.
In the same vein, try not to approach volunteer recruitment presentations too narrowly. Because of the
"sowing seeds" reality discussed above, you may have to wait awhile for an applicant to emerge after a
presentation. Therefore, consider volunteer recruitment as a form of public education. You are building
the public image of your organization, informing people about the work you do, and laying the
groundwork for future advocacy, fundraising, and-yes-volunteer recruitment. So your activities do have a
long-term, significant purpose even if your monthly report does not tally a high number of new applicants
right away.
Let's look at each technique in depth.
The Mass Media
The "mass media" includes television, radio, newspapers, and billboards-but each category has important
subdivisions. You know this already, but it helps to be as clear as possible when considering whether any
part of the mass media will work for you as a recruitment technique.
Television and radio each have commercial broadcasting stations, either network-affiliated or local. There
are also public broadcasting stations. Television is now increasingly affected by cable and satellite dish,
through which stations from very far away can be brought into a local area.
Depending on the size of your community, there may be one or several major newspapers, both daily and
weekly. You may also have a number of community or neighborhood newspapers, as well as a wide array
of special audience papers such as those in foreign languages. Newspapers may be circulated on a
newsstand, by subscription, or even distributed free of charge.
Television, radio and newspapers offer the recruiter a number of options:
Feature stories: These are stories written/produced to inform or entertain the reader/viewer.
Usually a feature story is written by a reporter though some small stations or papers may consider
using something you have developed yourself, if it is well-written or produced. Cable television
might air a program you create entirely in-house, as part of its public access mandate (see below).
Feature stories should be current but usually are the type that could be aired or printed at any
time.
News stories: Similar to feature stories but must be "today's" event, i.e., the news.
Interviews: Usually broadcast, there are many talk shows seeking someone to interview who has
something interesting to share with an audience. The national shows like Donahue or Oprah are
very competitive (and probably won't find you many local volunteers!), but locally-originating
talk shows frequently seek new guests and have a surprisingly wide audience, even at the oddest
hours of airing.
In general, mass media is an avenue for publicity and can be used to make people aware of any
aspect of your organization and its work. Also, the public must become familiar with your
organization before you can ask people to give their time to it. But to make mass media work as a
recruitment tool, you have to be explicit about your message: inviting people to volunteer.
Publicity and recruitment are connected, but they are not the same thing.
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Pros and Cons
There are pluses and minuses in using the mass media as a recruitment technique. On the plus side:
1. The mass media allow you to get your message to many people at once, at low cost to you. But
you must be prepared to do the necessary screening that results from many inquiries.
2. If you select the right show or paper for your needs, the mass media is a way to speak directly to
the type of prospective volunteer you want to find. An appearance on daytime television will be
seen by people available in the daytime. A message delivered during a Spanish talk show will be
understood by people who speak Spanish. These are ways to "target" your audience using the
mass media.
3. Mass media is great for what I call the "needle in the haystack" search. Some skills are so rare
that you just can't brainstorm "where we can find people with this skill." So going "public" gives
you a fighting chance to cast your net and find the one or two people with that ability. A true life
example occurred in central Pennsylvania more than twenty years ago. Camp Indiantown Gap
was selected by the U.S. Government as a holding area for Vietnam and Cambodian refugees.
The social service agencies in that very rural area needed to locatequickly and for a three-month
period-volunteers able to speak Indochinese languages. The mass media spread the word
effectively and brought out surprising resources.
But the mass media also requires caution! While it can provide you with nice publicity, it is what I call
"indiscriminate" recruiting-you must screen candidates carefully because they will not be coming from a
known source. Because of this, for most situations, the mass media is not the technique of first choice. It
certainly is not the technique you want to use if you only need one or two volunteers to fill certain slots
(except for the "needle in the haystack" situation already mentioned).
Another concern is that you can rarely control what the media says about you. So any story presented by a
reporter or interviewer has the risk of sending the wrong message or one with inaccurate information. The
timing and placement of a story may also be factors that work against reaching the audience you most
want to address. (So if you want to reach people who can help you in the evening after work, it may not
be helpful to go on a morning talk show when those people are at work and can't be listening.)
The natural impulse is to make the most of mass media exposure and advertise too many options.
Listeners and readers cannot absorb a complicated message while skimming or channel surfing. If you do
use the mass media, discipline yourself to focus on one volunteer opportunity at a time. It is also
important to stress the volunteer assignment available, not the description of your agency.
In rural areas, your media choices are more limited-but then everyone reads or listens to the same
materials. In larger and urban communities, the largest media outlets may actually be the worst options
for volunteer recruitment. It is easy for your message to get lost. Instead, do some research on what might
be a myriad of neighborhood and special interest publications. These smaller venues often welcome new
material and like to help volunteer causes. If you have volunteers or members from the neighborhood the
publication covers, build a story around them. This doubles up some nice volunteer recognition with a
legitimate "see what our neighbors are doing" story.
There are a number of excellent books available to teach you how to write good press releases or to
design interesting news stories. Recruit a journalism student or a public relations consultant to work with
you in contacting the mass media. Develop relationships with reporters, editors, and general managers,
especially in a smaller community. They might be willing to work with you to develop your
"newsworthiness."
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The general wisdom is that photographs accompanying a story make it more appealing. Also, editors like
to know if a story produced any results-if you received a number of inquiries about volunteer openings
after a story came out, let the paper or station know. And always send a thank you note for any publicity
provided!
Creating News
Sometimes you can create a news story without actually doing anything new! The key is to piggyback
onto a news story gaining attention somewhere else. If you can show your local media that you are
involved in something that has captured the audience's attention, you will get coverage. For example, if a
missing child case is on the front page, point out that your organization is working every day to protect
the neighborhood or to give latchkey children a safe place to go after school.
If this sounds like ambulance chasing, realize that the same approach works for "good news" stories, too.
Is someone famous turning ninety today? Why not send a press release pointing out the two volunteers
who also turned ninety this year.
A similar technique is to connect with a national event. Arbor Day may sound old-fashioned, but if your
group plants trees you can give the local media a photo opportunity for this "holiday." When the national
media covers the White House Easter Egg Hunt, why not suggest your local television station or
newspaper cover the visit of the Easter Bunny to your nursing home? Do your best to make sure mention
of the ways volunteers are needed is added in to the general publicity attention.
To return to the current events theme, a local tie-in with a natural disaster half way across the country
(flood, earthquake, or any other attention grabber) might be to discuss how the emergency rescue squad
here is preparing for the worst ... and is looking for a few good volunteers.
Finally, you can make news with some sort of celebrity endorsement. Whether a sports figure, movie star,
or politician, some names will automatically get media attention. But fame is fleeting and you must be
careful to weigh all considerations: the reputation of this celebrity in his or her private and public life,
other causes to which s/he may be connected, if the endorsement is given as a volunteer or for money, and
whether the endorsement is one-time or ongoing (and whether you want it to be either).
Advertising in the Mass Media
There are several ways to use the mass media to advertise your message. An ad gives you more control
over content than an article or broadcast news story but, because of the short word count or brief air time,
advertising forces you to say your message succinctly. Here are your choices:
Public service advertising: There was a time when all commercial radio and television stations
were required by law to air public service advertising, usually known as "spots" or "PSAs." No
more. The good news, however, is that most stations see such ads as a valid community service
and want to air them-but not as frequently as before and not at times that paid advertising fills the
schedule.
Cable television, on the other hand, receives its license by local government contract and, in most
areas, the politicians have insisted on what is called "public access" time. Community bulletin
boards (yes, those that air the high school lunch menu for the week) abound, as do locallyproduced shows. The key is that most cable companies are required to loan out video equipment,
teach you how to use it, and air your productions-providing you represent a bona fide nonprofit
organization! So you might consider recruiting some volunteers with video production skills to
create a half-hour show for you that will have several purposes: to be aired on the cable station,
but also to be used as part of your public speaking repertoire (see below), to orient new
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volunteers, and as volunteer recognition. Even though cable public access channels have low
viewership, you can be certain that you are speaking to local people.
Paid advertising: If you buy publication space or airtime, you have complete control over the
content and placement of your ad. Some volunteer programs have had good success using the
classified section of the newspaper. This is useful if you are looking for someone to fill an
intensive volunteer assignment. Do not advertise under "V" for "Volunteer." Place the ad under
its relevant job title: Project Coordinator, Library Organizer, Computer Consultant. In the text of
the ad, note clearly that this is a volunteer or unpaid position.
Shared ad space: One way that a local business can help your cause would be to donate part of its
ad space to your appeal for volunteers. For example, a pharmacy with a lot of senior customers
might be willing to say: "Smith's Drugs applauds Meals on Wheels and reminds you that many of
our customers depend on their neighbors for a daily hot meal. Might you be willing to volunteer?
Call 555-4321 for more details." The rest of the ad would be devoted to the ordinary selling of
products and services. Like celebrity endorsements, you need to pick your business partners
carefully. But this is one way to reach a wide audience at no cost to you.
Regular volunteer recruitment "columns": Sometimes coordinated by a Volunteer Center but
sometimes run by the newspaper itself, many communities have a weekly or monthly regular
feature that is a great help to volunteer recruiters. Generally five to ten organizations are
permitted to submit a short description of a volunteer opportunity. So this is like a specialized
want-ad column. Readers tend to become familiar with the feature and glance it over regularly. If
you have the chance to participate in such a column, remember the guideline about focusing.
Select one volunteer job description and highlight that one well.
Special media campaigns: Usually organized by a national organization or by an umbrella group
such as the United Way, periodically there are mass media campaigns designed to raise
awareness about volunteering among the general public. Recent examples are the Independent
Sector's "Give Five" campaign or the Points of Light Foundation's 800-number spots. As one
agency, you will probably have little input about what is said or when it is aired. But you might
be able to get access to the campaign's logo or literature and produce your own material
piggybacking upon the campaign. Or see if the local station will do a feature on your agency as a
way to "personalize" the national message.
Billboards range from the massive signs along the side of a highway to small placards in buses
and trains. They can be commercially rented or privately posted. Remember the "Uncle Sam
Wants You" wartime figure? Billboards can communicate! This is generally an expensive
recruitment technique, unless someone donates both the space and the sign(s) themselves. Also,
you will need a professional designer to help you get your message across in one picture and only
a few words. But for some situations, such ads can be effective.
Special Circulation Publications
While the mass media is fraught with frustrations, a much more fruitful avenue to consider is special
circulation publications. These are newsletters and other regularly-produced items that are published for
specific audiences. So if you choose the right forum for your message, the people who read it will all be
possible volunteer candidates. Special circulation publications include:
• In-house newsletters (house organs) published as internal documents for corporations and
large nonprofits reaching all employees or sometimes even targeted to specific departments or
groups within the company.
• Foreign language newspapers.
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• Association newsletters and bulletins reaching all the members of a group.
• School newspapers.
• Professional newsletters and journals.
Just as with the mass media, you can seek feature stories or ads from such special publications. Usually
you start by contacting the editor and discussing why you think your message is of particular interest to
his/her readers. If the editor agrees, you can work together to decide the best way to spread the word.
Some newsletters already have a "community bulletin board" column or classified section that can be
adapted to your recruitment information.
It is helpful to develop short articles and even succinct paragraphs that could be printed as is by a busy
editor. Well-worded press releases get attention, too. Also, develop some eye-catching "camera-ready"
ads of different column widths that could be inserted into any newsletter.
Public Speaking
Volunteer recruiters can easily fill their schedules with speaking engagements. In every community there
are all sorts of organizations seeking luncheon and dinner speakers-eager Program Committee Chairs are
always searching for interesting topics to offer at a monthly meeting. Your challenge is to accept or elicit
only the most fruitful speaking engagements that have potential to lead you to the volunteers you want to
recruit.
Do your homework! Be sure you know who will be in your audience and why you are there. Remember,
you won't find black men at a Swedish women's club! So be sure to ask your contact person:
•
•
•
•

Who will be in the audience? What are their ages, sex, race, religion, background, etc.?
How many people are expected?
What other speakers have they heard recently?
Do members of this group have a history of volunteering, either as individuals or as part of an
organization-sponsored group community service project?

Also ask logistical questions to help you prepare your presentation:
• Exactly how much time will you have? Where will you fit on the agenda? What will happen
before and after you speak?
• What will the room be like? Should you expect a dark, formal auditorium? a bright, noisy
lunchroom?
• Where will you speak? Will you have a podium? be on a stage?
• Will you have access to a microphone? To an overhead projector or slide projector (or any
other audiovisual equipment you may need to bring if it is not available on site)?
• Will there be a table on which you can display anything? Can someone help to distribute
handout materials?
• Is there some place you can stay behind and meet with interested people after the meeting?
Most groups are happy to accommodate your needs as a speaker-if you specify them in advance. Never
assume that you know the details of a speaking engagement. The time it takes to discuss the questions
listed above will be very well spent.
If you are uncomfortable or unfamiliar with public speaking, work in tandem with a volunteer or other
colleague who can help you out. Read some of the books on the subject ... or take a workshop or
community college course. This is a life skill that is worthwhile to learn, whatever your career goals.
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Where to Speak
Select your speaking engagements with care. There are two types of groups to which you can speak:
organized groups and random or "unaffiliated" groups.
Organized groups include churches and other religious congregations, civic clubs such as Rotary or
Soroptimists, professional societies such as associations of CPAs or Public Relations Directors, and
special interest clubs such as horticulture societies. All of these groups share the following characteristics:
• They are made up of members-people who joined the group to be with peers and friends and
for whom the meetings, and therefore the speakers, are simply an interesting aspect of group
involvement. These organization or club members may not be looking for additional
volunteering to do. Be careful that you are not just this week's nice luncheon speaker.

• They have their own recruitment needs to find new members and to encourage current
members to become more active. Your recruitment needs may, in fact, conflict with
theirs.
• They may be approached numerous times throughout the year by recruiters such as
yourself and therefore have developed creative ways of saying "no" to requests for
help.
• They will respond to project ideas that serve their needs while also serving the needs
of others. So if you want to get an organized group to help you, figure out how to
engage them as a group (even though individual members are always free to become
interested in volunteering for you as well).

Random groups can be found at a variety of sites. You are looking for places where a group of
people are gathered, have time to listen, share some common interest that brought them together,
but are "unaffiliated" with each other beyond that particular event. Examples of random groups
are participants in a workshop or conference, students in a classroom, visitors at an open house,
or people attending a lecture, film, or sporting event. For volunteer recruitment purposes, the
"unaffiliated" group may hold more potential than the organized group because the
characteristics are flipped around:
• Listeners are not necessarily already committed to something as a member or
volunteer and therefore might be open to hearing about their opportunities to become
involved.
• If you have targeted the right event, you are speaking to people who share an interest
in the topic under consideration that day. So if you speak at an animal rights
conference about volunteering with the Humane Society, there is a logic to your
approach.
Designing Your Presentation
One very important tip: do not bill yourself as a speaker about volunteer opportunities! It sounds
boring (and probably is) to come hear someone talk about volunteering. Also, advertising
that you plan to recruit volunteers is likely to have a reverse-psychology effect! You are warning
people to sit on their hands and be very careful not to get "sucked in"! Remember that most
people feel over-extended and tend to subscribe to the old military stereotype of "never
volunteer."
So what do you speak about? It's simple. You will speak about your organization and its work,
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with the goal of being an informative and even provocative presenter. Think about the trends and
issues your organization addresses or is affected by. Build your presentation around those, with
special attention to things that might be a surprise to your audience. Then, within the context of
your remarks, mention the things volunteers are doing.
When I spoke on behalf of the Family Court volunteer program, I included topics such as:
• Statistics on juvenile crime in Pennsylvania and in Philadelphia; an overview of the
types of youngsters seen by the Court and the delinquency and dependency issues that
might bring them there.
• How probation services work and what the challenges are.
• The greatest needs of the clients the volunteer program sees.
• How the Philadelphia media affects juvenile crime.
• What the average citizen can do to help the problem of families in trouble.
In other words, I was a speaker about juvenile crime in Philadelphia. I was engaged in
community education first and volunteer recruitment second. If someone in my audience was not
interested in the information I had to share, then that person was an unlikely candidate to be a
prospective volunteer. Conversely, someone who found my presentation of great interest would
be more likely to be intrigued by the opportunity (often unexpected) to become personally
involved.
So a speaking engagement allows audience members to self-screen their interest. Recruitment
occurs as a natural extension of people's attraction to the subject-and that means that not
everyone (in fact only a minority) will respond as prospective volunteers.
I want to clarify that you are welcome to end your presentation with a "recruitment pitch." You might
say: "During my talk I mentioned a number of ways volunteers are helping our organization to do its
work. Let me take a moment to tell you about some of the needs we currently have for more volunteers.
I'll be happy to discuss these with you individually afterwards."
Unscientifically, my anecdotal research over the years has led me to believe that a speaking engagement
is successful as a volunteer recruitment technique if you get one volunteer from the effort! So view the
activity from a broader perspective or you will quickly get very frustrated.
An Exception to the Rule
One of the reviewers of the manuscript of this book, Maggi Davern, made a margin note in response to
the preceding recommendation not to concentrate your speeches on the subject of volunteering. She noted
that she is increasingly being invited to speak about volunteer opportunities at her agency (Catholic Social
Services in Minneapolis), particularly when the audience is students. And, of course, she is right. In
Chapter 5 we discussed the growing trend of school-based community service. As people (of any age)
become aware of the potential of volunteer service, you may well be asked to do overt recruiting at a
school, senior group, or any other setting. Go for it! However, the point I made above is still relevant to
many speeches, especially if you are the one seeking out the chance at the podium.
If you are planning to deliver a speech about volunteerism-especially if you are representing a Volunteer
Center or other organization trying to influence the public's concept of who volunteers are and what they
do-surprise your listeners with facts and stories not often shared. Use reports such as the Gallup Poll data
about statistical trends in volunteering.' Recount historical anecdotes about the achievements of
volunteers, many of which are not identified as such. (Who created the Boston Tea Party? Who ran the
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Underground Railroad? Who funded the renovation of the Statue of Liberty? Volunteers!) Katie Noyes
and I wrote By the People: A History of Americans as Volunteers (Jossey-Bass, 1990) for exactly this use
by public speakers.
More Public Speaking Tips
In general, sincerity wins out over technique every time. Audiences have an uncanny ability to hear
genuine enthusiasm, warmth and commitment, even from a nervous speaker. But there are ways to help
yourself along. You can increase the impact of your presentation with slides (see below) or by bringing
along a current volunteer who can give personal testimony as to the value of being a volunteer with your
organization.
Come prepared to discuss options for involvement with any organized group. This is sometimes more
effective than asking a group if they are willing to accept a specific assignment. The answer to that
question has a 50% chance of being "no." Instead, if appropriate, engage the full group in the question:
"What are some ways your organization might help our clients/organization?" By asking an open-ended
question like this, you are collaborating with the group. They may think of ways to help that you have not
considered. At a minimum, they might write you a check.
Always have handouts to leave with people after your speech that contain your name and telephone
number. People hang on to these things for an amazing period of time, or they pass them along to others,
and so you will be sowing those seeds for the future by putting such paper into circulation. When time
and money permit, make handouts specific to that particular audience. Start with something like: "To
participants in the October 3 Workshop." Computers help a lot these days-keep basic handouts in a data
file and alter them with a few keystrokes.
Stick around after your speech to talk to audience members individually. Speak to the group's officers and
keep discussing what they might like to do as a group to help out.
Speakers Bureaus
If you feel that live presentations are an effective technique for your recruitment effort and if there are
many groups to whom you hope to speak, you will either have to clone yourself or form a "speakers
bureau"! Whether you give it such a fancy name or not, the concept of a speakers bureau is to develop a
pool of people who are skilled in public speaking and trained to make consistent presentations on your
behalf.
Current volunteers who are good at sharing their personal experiences can be effective recruiters. But you
can also utilize people whose major volunteer job is being on your speakers bureau. Handling one or two
speaking engagements for you may be a great way to keep people involved even if other commitments
require them to reduce other volunteer activities with you. Current and past board members and other
agency employees are candidates for the bureau, too.
It is imperative that you train speakers bureau participants. Never assume you know what someone will
say or that each person will say the same thing every time. Work together to create a consistent outline
(try to avoid a fully-written speech). Talk to each other before each presentation to discuss how to adapt
the speech to that particular audience.
Volunteer speakers can go out alone or in pairs. But if two people go together, be sure they decide in
advance who will do which part of the presentation.
Slide Shows/Videotapes
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A picture is worth a thousand words. Pictures reflect your image: people of all races and both sexes
enjoying their work, productive activity, etc. Visual materials also tell your story, demonstrate what goes
on in your organization, and answer questions. Do people wonder what your facility looks like? Show
them.
One clever director of volunteers at an urban hospital diagnosed correctly that prospective volunteers
were concerned about their personal safety outside of the hospital after dark. She obtained permission
from neighboring buildings to go up to their roofs and photograph the hospital from all around. Then, in a
matter of fact way, she incorporated slides of the hospital's adjacent, well-lit parking lot into her
recruitment presentation. People commented to her that they were relieved to learn they could walk to and
from their cars with security.
Slides are quite inexpensive to produce and have great flexibility. You can mix and match them for
whatever audience you are addressing, and you can keep adding updated shots. You can change the
narration as you go along, or you can script the presentation so that anyone can deliver it consistently. Or,
someone with a wonderful speaking voice can tape record the narration for a more professional sound.
If you have the right equipment, a slide/tape show can be "orchestrated" with automatic slide cues and
even multi-projector effects. Also, you can purchase a self-contained system that runs continuously by
itself and can be used on a tabletop display.
Carry a camera with you as often as possible and capture volunteer activities as they occur. Slides have
the most uses, but photographs can end up on displays and on printed materials. Recruit one or more
volunteers to be official program photographers. Recruit a professional photographer to create a "starter
set" of slides as a special project for you. Of course you will be happy to add a closing slide listing the
names of everyone who contributed their efforts. Offer to pay for the film and the developing-the real
donation here is time and skill.
Videotapes are far more complicated and expensive. Also, people have increasingly high expectations
these days about video quality. If you have the chance to have a video made for you, by all means say yes,
but you may not need to be this sophisticated with your audiovisual tools. As already noted, cable
television stations can be a great resource for producing your own videos at little cost. But it takes much
more skill to shoot and edit a good videotape than to create nice slides.
The real drawback of a videotape is its lack of flexibility. The scenes must be shown in the same sequence
every time, taking the same number of minutes each time. If something changes or is outdated, you're
stuck with it.
On the other hand, a "home" video can be quite effective if it is presented in context. So show a brief tape
of last month's tutor/student party just to capture its flavor. Then move on to more polished material.
See if you can recruit a community group or business to underwrite the cost of creating your slide show or
video, or try to recruit an advertising firm or student class to actually produce one for you. Larger
corporations have media departments that might help, as do larger nonprofit organizations. Is there

something you might barter with your local hospital or university in exchange for access to their
editing equipment?
Keep in mind that audiovisual materials you create for volunteer recruitment purposes have other
valuable uses. You can show them during new volunteer orientation or training events. And they
are marvelous at volunteer recognition events, especially if you keep adding new slides that
serve as sort of a "year in review." People love to see themselves in pictures. Aim to show as
many volunteers in the shots as possible each year, use all the slides at the recognition event, and
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then edit the set down for recruitment purposes.
Booths and Exhibits
Every community has opportunities for setting up some sort of exhibit in a public place. You
might be
exhibiting alone or with many other booths. In order to make use of this recruitment option, you
must create an exhibit that represents you well. Although you can spend a great deal of money on
display boards, it is possible to design a low-cost exhibit that does the job for you. As with the
other techniques we have been discussing, start by looking for a volunteer with some experience
in creating exhibit booths and you will not have to struggle alone.
Most of the time you will be using table-top exhibits. Here are some things to consider:
• Will you be staffing the exhibit all the time or will the materials be unattended? If
unattended, do you want a passive exhibit or something more interactive such as a
selfrunning slide show?
• How can you make the materials portable, lightweight and durable? (You will want to
use the basic exhibit materials as often as possible.)
• Will the public be walking all around the exhibit or just in front?
• How can you get some height in the materials so that the display will be visible from a
distance?
• How can you create banners or posters that are adaptable to different ways of being
mounted?
• Which parts of the exhibit will be considered permanent versus those parts that can be
changed to suit each venue?
Obviously budget, time available, and artistic talent will affect all of your choices.
Once you have determined your physical format, your biggest challenge (as always) is to focus
your message. Is this exhibit trying to accomplish more than one thing? For example, it is
common to use a booth to explain an organization's services to prospective clients as well as to
do volunteer recruitment. So you need to design the exhibit to communicate as clearly as
possible. For example, perhaps you can divide the space so that your volunteer recruitment
message is separated from the other information.
It is vital to have printed materials that visitors to your table can take away with them. Rarely
will people take the time to read everything on the spot. You can also give people the option of
signing up for more information to be sent later. This gives you the benefit of obtaining their
names and addresses for more personal outreach and followup.
The benefits of an exhibit depend on where you place it. If you participate in community-wide
events such as shopping mall fairs, you can hope for increased visibility but have to accept the
fact that the majority of people will care little about your work. If you have found a spot within
an event targeted to your interests (such as the car rally we discussed earlier), you will be
meeting a large number of people with great potential to fill your needs. Because staffing a booth
takes enormous time, this recruitment option may be too costly (in the time and energy to staff it)
when weighed against the likely payback.
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So your most important decision is selecting the right place to put your exhibit. As discussed in
the chapter on where to look for volunteers, you can ask to include a volunteer recruitment table
at an already-scheduled community event, "piggybacking" on the work of others to get out a
crowd. The variety of such events is endless, from Job Opportunity Expositions for high school
seniors to Home Shows for do-it-yourselfers. Work with your potential source of volunteers to
determine the best type of exhibit, timing, etc. for that location.
Then adapt your exhibit as much as possible to each location, such as changing photographs to show
scenes of greatest interest to that audience.
Volunteer Fairs
Exhibiting can be directly focused on volunteer recruitment if you participate in a "Volunteer Fair" with
other agencies. Such an event is often sponsored by a local Volunteer Center or by a host company or
college. The idea is to generate interest in community service by a neighborhood, group of employees, or
student body. Although you will be one booth among many, all of whom are trying to recruit volunteers,
the "competition" is actually less than it seems. Visitors to the fair will usually self-screen the booths they
visit based on their personal interests. So if you have volunteer opportunities for working with children,
people who really prefer helping seniors will bypass you while those wanting to work with children will
stop and visit.
Direct Mail
There are three types of direct mail volunteer recruiting. You can send a mass mailing to a targeted
mailing list, you can enclose a special letter or flyer in a mailing being produced by someone else, and
you can send personalized letters to selected individuals.
Mass mailings can be expensive and only make sense as a recruitment option if you have faith in the
quality of the mailing list. For example, if you want to recruit volunteers to prepare income tax returns for
senior citizens and you can obtain the addresses of all retired CPAs in your county, a mailing might
produce results. It may not make any difference if the letters are sent first class or third class, so stretch
your budget accordingly.
More useful and less expensive for you is an enclosure in a mailing already being sent for other reasons.
Here you avoid the postage costs and get the benefit of an implied endorsement from the initiating
organization. As always, you will get the best results if you know exactly whom you want to reach and
focus your letter or flyer to that audience. So when all the members of the literary society open their
quarterly mailing, they will find
a letter from you explaining how they can translate their love of books into helping others to learn how to
read.
Personalized letters, always sent first class, are usually used as step one of a two-step approach. You send
only as many letters each week as you can follow up with a personal phone call the next week. Personal
letters introduce your organization to the recipient. You can either be trying to recruit that person directly
or you may want that person to be a conduit for you to a larger group of prospective volunteers. This
leads us to the technique of "referrals."
Referrals
Key community leaders can be invaluable allies in your recruitment efforts. These are people in a position
to identify likely prospective volunteers for you to contact. In some cases, your referral sources may even
make the initial contact for you. So your challenge is to enlist the support of the person in the leadership
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position-you must show her or him how helping you will also help the group for which the leader is
responsible.
Here are some examples:
• Clergy can find appropriate congregation members to volunteer for you if they see the link
between such service and a chance to foster lay ministry or do new member outreach.
• Association officers may organize groups of their members to help you if the projects also
meet the goals of their organization or give them visibility in the community.
• Public affairs personnel of corporations will identify skilled employees for your needs if such
involvement will give the company a good reputation or make employees feel recognized.
• College professors will encourage their students to volunteer for you if they see how students
will gain a practical understanding of classroom theory.
Meet your referral sources half way by giving them tools to use in recruiting for you. Along with your
cover letter or during your meeting, give the person a set of flyers to distribute or post on bulletin boards.
A variation on the idea of referrals that requires less commitment on the part of your community contact
is simply gaining access to potential recruits through that contact. Can the person arrange for you to speak
briefly at a meeting? Is there a bulletin board on which you can post a flyer? Is there a place to leave
brochures where people might have the time to read them (waiting rooms in doctors' offices, vestibules of
churches, etc.)? In essence, such contact people are endorsing your organization by permitting this access,
so their help is tangible.
Registering Everywhere
In Chapter 6 on "Where to Look for Volunteers," we discussed listing your volunteer opportunities with
every possible clearinghouse and directory, making maximum use of referral systems already in place.
Such volunteer referral services are potential sources of volunteers-keeping yourself listed with them all is
a technique of recruitment.
Special Events
We have already praised the virtues of piggybacking onto a special event occurring in your community.
Another technique is to create an event designed to gain visibility for volunteer opportunities in your
organization. These can range from car washes to balloon launches. The idea is to generate enthusiasm
and attention, while finding ways to distribute literature or explain the volunteer assignment openings.
Select an event with some logical connection to your volunteer needs: car washes for finding drivers, craft
shows for resident knitting circle leaders, etc. Is your event likely to attract young people? Families? Is
this the audience you want to reach?
A more focused variation of this idea is holding an open house, sponsoring a lecture or workshop, or
convening a public forum-all designed to educate the public about issues important to your organization.
The event becomes an end unto itself, in that everyone attending should gain knowledge and
understanding. As a volunteer recruitment technique, this type of event draws out people who selfidentify their interest in the subject-which makes them a candidate to become a volunteer. Place an
exhibit about volunteer opportunities in the lobby, distribute special flyers, and use the podium to make a
brief presentation at the end of the program. Or, be sure there is an attendance list with names and
addresses and send a personal note to everyone afterwards, welcoming them to inquire about volunteering
opportunities.
The time and effort required to plan and carry off special events can be enormous, so be sure you know
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what message you want to convey. Set goals for the type of people you want to reach, in what numbers,
and with what follow-up.
Unclassifiable
Because I cannot predict the results of your brainstorming session on the best places to look for
volunteers, I also cannot guess the many unique ways you may invent to get your recruiting message to
the prospects at a particular source. You and your contact person at that site will have to be creative.
For example, if you have decided that a local supermarket has potential as a recruitment site for the type
of volunteer you need, there are any one of a number of ways to attract the attention of shoppers. You
could use some of the techniques we've already discussed, such as: have cashiers stuff a message into
grocery bags, post a flyer on the market's community bulletin board, or ask the market to print your
recruitment message in its weekly "specials" newspaper insert. But you might also consider:
• Having volunteers in tee-shirts with your organization's logo pack groceries, take the bags to
people's cars, and then hand out a flyer.
• Staff a table just outside or inside the door with free hot coffee and tea (winter) or cold drinks
(summer), with a banner saying something like: "We wanted to do something nice for you ...
can you do something nice for us?"
A number of years ago, in an attempt to recruit volunteer drivers, a social service agency in a small town
engaged the help of the two gas stations on Main Street. First, the agency hung a banner across the road
announcing their campaign to find drivers (of course they got permission from the township to do this).
Then, on one Saturday, they placed teenaged volunteers in logo tee-shirts at both gas stations to wipe car
windows (front, back, and sides). Because this was a small community, many of the drivers recognized
some of the teens. Conversations happened naturally. And everyone drove off with a flyer describing the
volunteer position of driver.
The day required a lot of work to plan and execute. Some volunteers were indeed recruited, but the
agency also gained a great deal of positive publicity. The kids kept the tee-shirts as a thank you and the
unexpected result was that they kept wearing them! So the public relations effort extended over more
months than had been planned.
What "unclassifiable" technique might you dream up to match the potential of a source of prospective
volunteers? A Volunteer Center might plan a parade for next year's recognition eventfloats would
describe the things volunteers do in the community and the marchers would be volunteers themselves.
This would certainly show the sheer numbers of citizens involved! Now, if every one of the marchers was
given ten recruitment flyers to distribute to spectators en route ...!
Pre-application Orientation Programs
Some volunteer programs have had success in recruiting volunteers by scheduling regular "ori
entation" programs to which anyone expressing an interest in volunteer opportunities is invited.
While normally an orientation occurs after a screening interview and just before actual place
ment, the technique of offering the session before an application is filed is useful if prospects may
have misconceptions about the agency or its clients, or many questions about the work. The ori
entation session then becomes a way for people to self-screen prior to requesting an application form.
If you use this technique, you can use general press releases or more targeted materials to "announce"
orientation dates and times-and then see who shows up. But it is important to clarify that attending the
session creates neither an obligation to apply for a volunteer position nor a guarantee of acceptance as a
volunteer.
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One-to-One
As we have already discussed under "referrals," sometimes a well-worded letter or phone call to a key
contact person will result in just the right referral. This idea leads us to what some believe to be the most
significant recruitment technique of all: one-to-one recruiting by satisfied volunteers of their friends and
contacts. There is no substitute for personal conviction. A person with direct experience as a volunteer
can communicate enthusiasm in a believable way.
If you want current volunteers to recruit more volunteers, ask them to do so! Don't just passively hope for
their help. Create opportunities for volunteers to introduce their circle of contacts to you and give them
the tools to spread your message. For example, invite current volunteers to bring their friends or relatives
to a special event (an open house or a presentation by a guest lecturer) to learn more about your
organization. No obligation implied! This is important. Volunteers may be willing to introduce their
friends to you, but may not want to "make the pitch." Conversely, you must clarify that you will screen all
applicants. Just because a volunteer recommends a friend should not mean automatic acceptance into the
position.
Consider combining a recognition event with a recruitment opportunity. Hold an ice cream sundae party
for volunteers to which they may bring up to three friends, if they wish. Use the time to give genuine
thanks to the volunteers (it may be even nicer for them to shine in front of their friends), and add a few
words to "our guests" about volunteering at your organization. Then give all guests an informational flyer.
Volunteers are not your only one-to-one asset. As appropriate, ask current clients to talk to their family
and friends about the work of your organization-and give them flyers to take home that describe your
search for volunteers. As we discussed already in Chapter 6, your "sphere of influence" is greater than it
seems and you may be missing opportunities to give people the chance to help.
Do special outreach to alumni, either past volunteers or past participants/clients. Perhaps you can invite
them to do something specific for you, such as participate in a one-time volunteer activity, rather than
asking in a vague way for "support." Separate volunteer recruitment from fundraising.
Finally, be aware of the main danger of relying on one-to-one recruitment: it tends to keep the volunteer
corps homogeneous. People are related to people who look like themselves, have similar world views and
backgrounds, and come from similar neighborhoods. And the same is likely true of their friends and work
colleagues. So if you want to diversify your volunteer corps, you must first do active outreach to new
ages, races, or whatever group is not yet represented. Once you have recruited enough representatives
from different populations, you can then use the oneto-one approach to keep expanding your numbers.
(For more on diversity, see Chapter 11.)
Telephone Technology
As time goes on, new techniques of recruitment present themselves. This is why it is so important to
focus on the rationale for recruitment and not look for standard answers on "how" to recruit. When I first
started doing workshops on recruitment nineteen years ago, cable television did not exist. Now it is an
emerging player in the mass media arena and a viable recruitment option.
Ten years ago, the capability to launch a national media campaign using a toll free 800 number was piein-the-sky and expensive. Today this mass media/telephone technology is within reach, even for a
statewide campaign. Whether by television, radio, or some other mass market distribution mechanism
such as corporate-sponsored messages printed on products, viewers/listeners/consumers are urged to call
a central telephone number to learn more about a volunteer opportunity in their local community.
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People do indeed respond to 800-number campaigns, but that is not the hard part! The biggest challenge is
having an efficient system in place to handle a national phone-in campaign - enough phone lines,
knowledgeable and pleasant people to answer the calls and, most important, real work available for
prospective volunteers to do (not to mention local level capability to deal with an increased but
unpredictable number of calls). Nothing turns people off from volunteering more than making a call that
leads nowhere. Unfortunately, too many 800-number campaigns concentrate on the grand total of
inquiries and not on whether people actually get connected to real assignments. Another concern is that
national media "spots" highlight the most interesting types of volunteer work, implying that all volunteers
will cuddle abandoned babies or be assigned to a lively youngster. The prospective volunteer responds to
this appeal and then discovers that the actual assignments available locally are quite different.
There are many variations on national recruitment campaigns that have not yet been tried (and possibly
not yet imagined). There is certainly potential for this to become a viable form of recruitment. If you are
with a local affiliate of a national organization, I predict increased attention to such centralized
recruitment in the future.
Recruiting by fax machine is another new technological idea. You can even use computer faxing or
purchase a fax with "broadcast" abilities, sending one message to tens or hundreds of fax numbers
simultaneously. Fax recruiting can be annoying because it is unsolicited and uses the prospects' paper
stock. But if you fax to targeted people who perhaps have already indicated some interest in your work,
you will indeed get their attention. It is therefore a good way to mobilize members or donors to take some
specific action for you.
In general, the use of a fax indicates urgency So use it only for immediate needs, close to deadline, as a
way to galvanize one-time volunteer actions: "Tomorrow morning is the deadline for delivering your
canned goods for the Thanksgiving baskets" or "Join us at City Hall for the big protest on Wednesday!"

Cyberspace
Computer technology is itself so new that, in the first edition of this book-a not-so-long six years
ago-I could only predict briefly that it was an evolving volunteer recruitment technique that
deserved to be watched. The main reason for the second edition and now this third one is that
cyberspace has developed so quickly and dramatically that it demanded enlarged attention.
Please turn to the new Appendix following page 140 for a full discussion of this amazing new
recruitment technique.
The key point is that cyberspace is here to stay. E-mail, commercial online services, the Internet,
the World Wide Web, and other electronic networks are all attracting literally millions of
subscribers. Once the domain of hackers and academics, average folks are gaining affordable
access to this form of communication. And, just as businesses are exploring commercial uses of
this new marketplace, organizations seeking volunteers (and donors) are discovering how to get
their message electronically to the most targeted audience. We're all learning together.
The Unknown Future
All of this leads us to...? None of us can predict the best volunteer recruitment techniques of
the future. But the most successful recruiters will stay alert to all the trends.. .and might even
pioneer a few ideas!
Another trend that has emerged since the first edition of this book (remember, only two short
years!) is the growing number of national and state conferences of all types that are building in a
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community service opportunity for their conferees. The idea is to give something back to the host
community, build esprit de corps among participants (a different way of getting acquainted), and
offer a "practice what we preach" opportunity. Some service projects are brief, intensive bursts
of activity scheduled around workshops at the conference. Sample activities might be children's
book repair or park clean up. Other conferences will set aside a full day to complete a larger
project such as building a playground. Be one of the first agencies to reach out consciously to
such conference planners. Get on the calendar mailing list of your local Tourist Bureau or
Chamber of Commerce for advance notice of scheduled conferences. Then contact the organizers
and proactively offer a service project that seems to match their focus of interest.
Clearly the future will bring other emerging trends that evoke new or adapted recruitment
techniques. Always remember that there are no rules, just possibilities!
_________________________
'The Independent Sector commissions periodic Gallup Poll surveys about giving and
volunteering. Contact IS at 1828 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036.
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Techniques of Recruitment (Part
Two) Printed Materials
Printed materials are the basic tools of your recruitment campaign. In some cases these materials
must stand alone and convey your message directly. Other times you will be using printed
materials to support or follow up more personal contacts. But remember my earlier observation
that the inexperienced recruiter prints 5,000 brochures and then asks, "where should I put these?"
Be sure that you do not waste time and money on unfocused recruitment tools. Go to print only
when you know exactly how you will be using that piece of paper when it rolls off the press.
First let's examine the range of printed materials available for you to use.
Brochures: "Brochures" are formal, general descriptions of your entire program, filling several
panels or pages in a typeset and printed format on heavier paper stock. This makes a brochure
rather costly, so you want to have one that you can live with for at least a year or two. Because a
brochure is general and lengthy, it is not a recruitment tool in and of itself. It is not flexible or
adaptable for different targeted audiences. But a good brochure supports your outreach efforts,
verifies that you are running a credible program, and works as a "response piece" when someone
asks for more information. It is also very useful during prospective volunteer interviews, when
you want to give candidates a feel for the scope of your program.
Flyers: "Flyers" are informal, single sheets of paper, generally inexpensively off-set printed or
even photocopied, that you can target at specific sources of volunteers and/or to highlight
specific volunteer
assignments. Flyers are meant to be distributed and read individually. They should have some
headline and be visually appealing. You can combine graphics with several paragraphs of text or
even a response coupon. Flyers can be used on bulletin boards, as inserts in mailings, as giveaways at exhibit tables, and in hundreds of other ways. A flyer might be created for one occasion
only to follow up a speech, or might have a longer lifespan.
Through the magic of computers, you can develop a series of templates for basic flyers. Some to
consider are:
• Handouts for after a presentation. Each time you can "personalize" the flyer with a
current date and a headline such as "To the members of XYZ fraternity.'! The rest of
the flyer might not change.
• Materials used at a tabletop exhibit. Again, you may only need to change the date and
headline.
• Flyers "pitched" to students or to employees of a particular work site or to any other
special target group.
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Posters: "Posters" are signs ranging in size from small to very large, designed to catch the eye of
the passer by and convey a brief message. Therefore, posters have limited usefulness as a
recruitment tool because you cannot put much information on them. They can be placed in such
places as store windows or on bulletin boards. Because schools use posters as educational tools,
these are especially effective in reaching younger, student audiences.
Inserts and Special Items: "Inserts" are a specialized form of flyer that you tailor-and shapeas needed,
such as bookmarks for use in libraries or bookstores, envelope stuffers, attachments to a factory's
paychecks, etc. There are lots of variations! Depending on where you plan to spread your message, you
can also print specialty items such as placemats, coasters, or other readable materials.
As with so many of these techniques, you will have to work with your source to develop the actual
printed tool. For example, if you want to recruit by using the drive-in window of the local bank branch,
you will want to let the bank determine what type of literature will work best at the window. If the
department store is willing to include your message with their next advertising or billing to customers, the
store will know what size piece you should design.
Guidelines for Printed Materials
For all printed materials, use the following guidelines:
1. Remember that it does not have to cost a lot to look neat and appealing. Also, your goal is to look
good, not expensive.
2. Find someone with graphics talent to lay out your text, select type style, and help you to present
the nicest look. Even with the tremendous asset of today's computer desktop publishing programs,
there is no substitute for art talent and graphics expertise. (A word of caution, however: be honest
with any artist, whether paid or volunteer, about your right of final approval. Not everyone will
be able to convey the right tone or look and you have to feel comfortable turning down a design,
even if it has been donated.)
3. Illustrations reflect on your organization. If you are using photographs, examine them carefully
for the messages they convey. Are the people diverse in terms of age, race, sex? Do they look like
they are having fun? working hard? posing for the camera? If you use drawings, weigh the
different impressions made by cartoon-like characters versus more formal figures.
4. Avoid the word "volunteer" in a headline. As we discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, stereotypes about
volunteering will interfere with getting your message across if the word "volunteer" is the first
thing people see. Instead, use phrases like "get involved," or "become a part of." Even better are
headlines that "grab" the reader-arousing curiosity to keep reading. Mention the volunteer job
title, as in "be a tutor" or "drive people happy."
5. Do not imply that all candidates will be accepted into the volunteer position. Instead, ask people
to "apply" or "call to talk about it."
6. Be upbeat. Stress what the volunteer will get as well as give.
7. Vocabulary sends a message, too. If you use lots of long words or formal language, you
demonstrate the expectation that volunteers need some literacy or education. If you oversimplify
your message, you may seem as if you are talking down to volunteers. Jargon or use of
abbreviations implies that volunteers should already know something about your cause.
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8. Color choice counts, both in paper stock and ink. Pink, while a lovely color, perpetuates the
stereotype of volunteering as feminine. Day-glo brights might indicate a young, teenoriented
program. Gray, burgundy, and navy blue are more formal, serious colors. Your printer can
explain the impact that colors have.
9. If you are going to print photographs, black ink on white paper makes them crisp and clear. Try to
avoid printing photos in colored ink. The extra cost of a second color ink for headlines and
highlighting will make the piece more attractive. (If your target audience is seniors, remember
that black and white has a funereal look.)
10. Legibility must take priority over creativity. Your goal is to communicate, so avoid overlyartistic
type styles that are hard to read. Size of type also affects legibility, of course. If your target
audience is seniors, you may have to use somewhat larger or bolder type-and keep strong contrast
between the color of ink and the color of the paper (note that red ink on pink paper is almost
impossible for some older people to read).
11. The size of the finished piece must meet your needs. Will it be mailed and so should fit a
standard-sized envelope? Should it match or contrast with the size of other agency brochures? In
the illustrations section to come, note how Reading Urban Ministry selected a size to fit the
literature racks in church vestibules.
12. Most prospective volunteers would prefer to telephone you for more information, so be sure to
include your number (with area code). But if you supply some sort of response coupon or card for
those prospects who want to start with more privacy, it is most effective to keep the message and
amount of information requested short. This is not an "application." It is an indicator of interest or
a request for further contact. Leave space for name, address, and day/evening phone numbers.
Make the card a self-mailer or show the agency address prominently. (Then be sure you have a
system for responding back!)
A good rule of thumb is to spend as much time mulling over the above decisions as you will be spending
money on your printed item. So for your program brochure-probably the most expensive tool you
develop-you should take all the time necessary to find artistic help, refine your text, and select the nicest
look. For a one-time only flyer as a handout to thirty students after your classroom lecture, having almost
anything will do the job! Except that it is never acceptable to have typographical errors or to look sloppy
... and therefore uncaring. All printed materials must be welcoming if they are to succeed as volunteer
recruitment tools.
A Word on Bulletin Boards
You will undoubtedly be placing your flyers on bulletin boards in many places. Select your location with
care. It may seem like common wisdom to put your flyer on the bulletin board in the highest traffic area.
But that may mean that your message will get lost among the hundreds of other notices posted there as
well-or even get covered up by another layer of flyers. This is especially true on college campuses.
Try to find a bulletin board that will indeed be passed by the right target audience of potential volunteer
recruits, but that has less visual competition. The board on the third floor may be seen by only half the
people than the one in the main lobby, but your flyer upstairs has a fighting chance of actually been read!
Whenever possible, get permission to staple your flyer to the bulletin board instead of using thumb tacks.
That way no one can abscond with your tacks for their flyer!
One useful idea is to include some type of tearoff coupon with the flyer. This might be a "pocket" with
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response forms people can send to you (though most people will prefer to telephone). Or you can use the
old college trick of "fringing" the bottom (see the illustrated flyer headed "I'm 17. ..") with your
organization's name and phone number, allowing people to tear off one segment. This way, ten people can
walk away with something in their hands to remind them to call youwithout defacing or removing the
flyer itself.
Just remember to keep posting fresh flyers periodically. This is good advice for just about any bulletin
board you may want to use. Some places routinely purge their boards of anything that has been up for a
few weeks. Keeping flyers current gives you the chance to update information as it changes (new
vacancies in volunteer positions, for example). Date the flyer and use the fact that it is "fresh news" to
gain attention.
Illustrations
The illustrations that follow were designed for a wide variety of volunteer settings, assignments, and
target audiences. There is, of course, no such thing as a "perfect" recruitment tool and one can quibble
with the details of any piece shown here. However, I have selected each because it illustrates (usually
successfully) one or more of the points I have been discussing here and in Chapter 7. So I'll draw your
attention to the things I like the most about each.
All are reprinted with permission of their source, unless the source could no longer be identified or
located. Thanks to everyone for sharing their materials.
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Courtesy Rom and Haas, Philadelphia PA
Photocopied on 81/2” x 11” white paper
This was a bulletin board flyer used to announce the company’s on-site Volunteer Fair. The headline,
“Give Us a Break…,” Fits the audience perfectly: employees who must choose to attend the fair during
their afternoon break time.
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Inviting, Not Pleading
You have a set of volunteer job descriptions and have brainstormed where to look for the most
qualified volunteer for each assignment. You have selected a recruiting technique from the
previous two chapters to match the most likely sources. You are now ready to word your
message.
Crafting Your Message
"We need help. "
This is the common message of volunteer recruitment. Even more common is the implication:
"We need cheap help. "
While this approach may grab some attention, it certainly does not differentiate you from a
hundred other agencies in town-all under-staffed and over-demanded. The truth is, everyone
needs help. Your job as a volunteer recruiter is to invite potential volunteers to select the
opportunities in your organization that are the best match for them. Put another way, your
message is:
"We are worth your time and effort. We offer you the opportunity to become involved
with us so that we can utilize your talents and you can feel like you're making a real
contribution. "
A bit longer to convey subliminally, but much more successful! Note, too, that you are saying
"we want you if we're right for each other" instead of "we'll take anyone if they'll work for free."
Whether you are recruiting in person or through written materials, the manner in which you
present the invitation to become involved is very important. You are trying to strike a balance
between providing enough information to interest a prospective volunteer and furnishing too
much data that over-sells your case. You also want to sound welcoming to newcomers without
implying that every applicant will be immediately accepted.
So, what should you say?
First, remember that your initial goal is to encourage people to express interest in volunteering
with your organization. Once someone has applied, you can provide many more details about
your setting and about the specific volunteer work assignment. At the recruitment stage, explain
only the basics:
• Introduce your organization as succinctly and clearly as possible. What do you do?
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•
•
•
•
•

Whom do you serve? What have been your successes? And don't forget to include the
vital facts such as where you are located.
Explain how volunteers contribute to the work of the organization. What have
volunteers achieved in the past? What kinds of people volunteer?
Explain what work needs to be done and why a volunteer may be well suited to do itgo over the major elements of the volunteer job description.
Speak to your successes because people like to join in enterprises that accomplish
something.
Use your data-how many clients have you helped? how many teenagers have you
placed into jobs? etc.
On the other hand, another appealing idea is to volunteer as part of a new venture. If
yours is a pioneering effort, use that fact, too.

Helping People to Choose
Now you are ready to speak to the issues of greatest interest to the individuals weighing whether
or not they might want to pursue a volunteer placement with you: what will be expected of a
volunteer. You want candidates to do selfscreening, whether they are reading your literature,
hearing your speech, or facing you across the interview desk. As clearly-and truthfully-as
possible, describe:
1. The tasks that need to be done: Is this a job requiring lots of creative thinking? Some
physical labor? Has the work already been designed or will the volunteer participate in
determining how the job is to be done?
2. The context of the work: What will be accomplished? Is the volunteer one of many filling
the same assignment or is this a special job? Will the volunteer work alone or with
others? Are there deadlines to meet? Are other projects occurring concurrently that will
affect the volunteer assignment? How will the volunteer know that the work is
successful?
3. Time considerations: How much time will this take weekly or monthly? What schedule
would be best and is there room for flexibility in when the work has to be done? What are
you hoping for as an initial commitment in terms of duration? Do not be afraid to request
what you need! If this assignment really requires a minimum of six months, one year, or
even more-say so at the recruiting stage.
Let me re-emphasize our recurring theme: your goal is to find the best candidates for your vacant
volunteer assignments. Rather than making the work sound easy, it is much better to challenge
prospects from the beginning. If someone does not apply because the job sounds too demanding,
you have succeeded in screening out someone who would not have done the job anyway!
Conversely,
the person who wants to learn more about the assignment even after hearing your full
expectations is likely to be willing to do the work. Some people are more intrigued by something
that sounds difficult than by something that sounds as though just anyone can do it.
It may be hard to accept that it is better to live with a vacancy than to compromise and put the
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wrong volunteer into that assignment-but it is true. You can always negotiate and possibly
compromise much later in the game. But at the start, ask for what you want-no matter how
demanding it may sound.
Back to our list ...
4. Explain any possible out-of-pocket costs to the volunteer and what, if anything, will be
reimbursed.
5. Highlight training that you offer. Remember our discussion about why people don't
volunteer? Fear of failure and uncertainty about their ability to do the job are frequent
concerns. Simply indicating that you offer training makes recruiting easier because it
implies that you do not expect newcomers to arrive with full-blown skills.
6. Tell what qualifications or characteristics would be ideal.
7. Indicate the benefits (tangible and intangible) volunteers can expect in return for their
service. Talk about the impact or result of the volunteer's effort on your cause or client
group. But also point out how the volunteer will learn new things, gain new insights, etc.
As you consider what to include in your recruitment "pitch," you would be wise to avoid the
following:
• Speaking with forked tongue.
In our desire to get prospects to say yes, we may say what we think they want to hear,
rather than what we really want of them. So we minimize the work to be done or the time
needed to do it, or we gloss over the less glamorous parts of the job. We know that we
aren't telling the "whole" truth, but we fudge a little to make volunteering sound more
appealing. As I've already said, this is a self-defeating approach.
A thought to consider: If you find yourself unable to tell the truth about a volunteer position,
diagnose why. Maybe your discomfort is an indicator that you should reconsider the assignment.
Re-design the job or address the problem (is it a gravy stain?) and you'll soon discover honesty
coming much easier.
• Playing on guilt.
This no-no is not as obvious as some of the others. It is evidenced by recruiting with messages
such as "our need is greater than theirs" or "what have you done to help the less blessed lately?"
You should not have to shame people into volunteering. This also tends to focus on noblesse
oblige, in which people help more to make themselves feel better than to empower others.
• Asking for a favor.
It is not a good approach to plead: "Do me a favor and help with this." People should want to
volunteer because the work itself is worthwhile, not to help you personally (spouses and children
excepted!). This is strongly connected to playing on guilt.
A great point to consider: Recruiting is never asking people to do you a favor. Instead, you are offering
them an opportunity to do something important and you don't want them to be left out!
Tone
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Be welcoming in your tone. It is possible to convey the seriousness of the work to be done and still talk
about the fun side of volunteering (the nice people, the camaraderie, etc.). Would someone want to join
you? Will it be a good use of free (recreational) time?
Tone is conveyed in a number of ways. The style of the speaker is one-level of formality, use of humor,
openness to questions, etc. Another element of tone is vocabulary-choose your use of jargon, complexity
of sentences, or academic words carefully.
You are setting the stage for this volunteer's ongoing interactions with your organization. So it is
important to be motivated yourself. People are attracted to genuine enthusiasm.
Face-to-face Recruiting
If we accept the truism that a majority of people volunteer because they were "asked," then we should
expect to do as much personal, one-to-one recruiting as possible. This means that once we have identified
prospective candidates, we need to frame our individual conversations so that we are successful in issuing
our invitation to volunteer.
Face-to-face recruitment offers people the opportunity to explore with you whether or not they fit into
your organization. As I have said several times before, you have not failed as a recruiter if someone
declines to volunteer with you. The decision to say no may be the right decision. For whatever reasons,
this prospect may not meet your qualifications or your organization may not be best for this person.
The key is to make sure that a "no" is indeed based on a valid assessment, rather than on misconceptions.
And even if this conversation does not lead to the person becoming a volunteer, you can still make a
friend for your organization. People who have been approached to help can become supporters in many
ways, from giving money to being community advocates. The process of recruitment is one of education.
Each person who talks with you should come away with a good feeling about your organization, and with
more information than s/he had before.
Many recruiters do fine in giving speeches or disseminating written materials, but freeze at the thought of
direct confrontation with a recruit. The "ask" is hardest when it seems most intimate-or perhaps when
possible rejection seems the most personal. It should help to recognize that such individual contact is
always positive, even if the result is a no to the invitation to volunteer. Why? Because it is always
flattering to ask someone to participate. You are implying, if not actually saying, that this person has
talents that are wanted and needed. If you did not feel the person was a potentially good volunteer, you
would not be having this conversation. As just discussed, you are not begging, or twisting anyone's arm,
or asking someone to do you a favor. You are the bearer of a great opportunity-the chance to become
involved in important, enjoyable work.
The major benefit of one-to-one conversation as a recruitment technique is that you can tailor your
approach directly to the person in front of you. In addition to the details of the work, spend some time
explaining why you think this person is a good candidate for this role. Why did you ask him or her? Was
it her skills? His professional expertise? Her standing in the community? Did someone he respects
recommend him? While flattering, this is not "flattery." There should be a good reason why you are
asking this particular person to fill this particular volunteer position.
Your most important tools are listening and observation. Give the person a chance to ask questions and
react to what you have said. Does s/he seem interested? What aspects of your presentation are getting the
most attention?
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Face-to-face recruiting is related to the skills of interviewing in that you need to ask good questions.
There will be times, in fact, when you can combine recruiting and interviewing so that when you are done
with the conversation, you have actually signed up a new volunteer. Some possible queries:
•
•
•
•

Tell me if anything in your background seems relevant to this assignment.
Have you done any similar volunteer work before?
Is there something you would like to learn (a new skill) through your volunteer work?
Have you been concerned about the issues I've been describing?

I want to clarify that I recommend using the person's skills or talents as a conversation starter. It may
happen that this candidate is absolutely uninterested in doing volunteer work related to his or her job or
other "credentials." S/he wants to do something fun and different as a volunteer. That's fine and you can
work from there in your interview. But it still makes sense to start with what you know about the
prospect.
Re-read the section on why people do not volunteer on pages 24 to 28. Be prepared to answer questions
truthfully and to raise possible concerns yourself rather than make the candidate feel awkward about
having some fears. This is a balancing act, of course. You want to acknowledge that every opportunity
carries some negatives without introducing problems that aren't bothering the prospective volunteer!
Negotiating
As you explain what you expect from a volunteer, watch the prospect's reactions. Let him or her raise
questions or objections-don't jump the gun by changing your job description to elicit a nodding head. If
the candidate does ask how flexible you can be, consider carefully before compromising! But ... go ahead
and negotiate if you really can adapt without losing the essence of the assignment.
If the person expresses an interest but wants to make too many changes to the stated job description, be
prepared to offer other options for volunteering. Maybe another assignment altogether will be a better
match.
If the candidate seems hesitant, but interested, suggest a way s/he can "test the water." Is there a one-time
assignment that would allow him or her to be helpful while getting a feel for the way your organization
works? This is why having a variety of job descriptions is so useful.
In the chapter on why people do and don't volunteer, we talked about the common turn-down of "I'm too
busy." Sometimes this is a valid assessment of what is happening in the person's life at this moment. But
it is also a convenient way to say no without having to acknowledge that your organization or the
volunteer work itself is just not interesting enough to the candidate to "make time" to become involved.
When someone raises the issue of too little time, probe a bit more. Try a follow-up question, such as:
"Would you prefer me to call back in a month?" or "Is there another type of volunteer assignment that you
would prefer to do?" Another approach would be: "If you had the time, would this volunteer assignment
interest you?" If the answer is yes, you might negotiate a return call in the future. If the answer is no, you
can follow up with possible other ways the person can volunteer with your organization.
Don't Have Mental Conversations
One of the more self-defeating things recruiters do is have mental conversations with prospective
volunteers. Most of these silent exchanges go something like this:
Recruiter: "Gee, I'd love to have this person as a volunteer. But s/he is so busy ... and s/he
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probably won't want to work on Saturdays ... and s/he might feel this assignment isn't challenging
enough ... oh, I guess the answer will be no, so I won't even ask. "
Have you noticed the problems in the above conversation? First, it isn't a conversation at all, because it's
one-sided. The prospect is not doing any talking-and, in fact, hasn't even been asked. Yet the conversation
ends with a "no."
If you never ask the prospect, you cannot get a yes answer.
Since we have already decided that it is never insulting to ask someone to volunteer, give your prospect
the courtesy of a real conversation. She or he might actually say yes and become the volunteer you most
hoped to attract! If she or he says no, as you anticipated, you can still talk about other possible leads. Or,
as we have been discussing, you might be able to negotiate a smaller amount of help-something is better
than nothing.
If the Answer Really Is No
You will not succeed in recruiting everyone. But you can sometimes lay the foundation for future
contacts, win a new financial donor, or gain a referral source. Thank the prospect for her or his
consideration. Ask if s/he has any ideas as to where else you might look for a volunteer. Would s/he want
to be kept on your organization's newsletter mailing list? As we have said before, make a friend.
Turning a Candidate Down
Let's not assume that you will always be running after reluctant prospects. Sometimes the tables will be
turned and you will have an eager applicant about whom you have real reservations.
Good for you! There is no law that says every organization must accept every offer of help.
When you feel you have an inappropriate candidate, assess the reasons for your reaction. Is there a clear
lack of qualifications or is there something less tangible that is making you cautious? Just as in the hiring
of employees, the screening of volunteers is as much an art as a science. And all the techniques of
personnel management work here, too. For example, ask for and contact references. Involve others in
additional screening levels, asking candidates to participate in more than one interview.
Consider asking the person to come in for a one-time assignment as a test for you both. "If you help us on
Saturday afternoon, we can become better acquainted and talk afterwards more specifically about whether
volunteering here on an ongoing basis is right for you."
The subject of interviewing could fill another book, of course. For our purposes here, keep in mind that
the information you exchange with an applicant is another stage of the recruiting process and that even
now you want self-screening to occur, if necessary. It is vital, however, not to evade turning someone
down by saying "we'll call you" and then not doing so.
The potential need to turn someone down is why it is so important to make it clear as you recruit that
candidates must "apply." It is so much harder to screen someone out if you have implied that all comers
will be accepted. If each applicant knows that there is a screening process, you can turn people away with
neutral or even helpful statements such as:
• "We are interviewing a number of people and need to find the most qualified. "
• "There are only a limited number of openings. " (If this is true! Don't say this if you really
need 100 people and must keep recruiting for the next two months!)
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• "Given my knowledge of our agency and this conversation, I am not sure we meet your
needs-there is just not a good match here. "
• "Your talents deserve a home with an organization that really needs these particular skills.
Let me recommend that you keep hunting for the best volunteer assignment. Have

you contacted the Volunteer Center? How about Agency X?" (It is always good
public relations to give people additional places to contact to continue their search
for a volunteer role.)
If you must turn any applicants down, be clear about it. But you can still be supportive in their
search for the right volunteer placement for them.
It is possible that you are in an agency that has decided never to turn away a volunteer, especially
if the applicant is a program participant, resident, donor, or other stakeholder. Without debating
the merits of such a rule, you are still under no obligation to assign any applicant to whatever
specific volunteer job s/he wants. Just make sure you have a number of low-risk, low-peoplecontact assignments that can be used for volunteers who are not qualified for other positions.
This should not be busy work-but also not a role that will undercut all the other qualified
volunteers. (See pages 1234 on participant-volunteers.)
In an ironic twist, if your organization develops the reputation of setting standards and not
accepting every candidate who wishes to volunteer, you make being accepted as a volunteer a
status symbol. This is a big boost to your ongoing recruitment efforts.
Reacting to Offers of Help
So far we have focused almost exclusively on a proactive approach to recruitment: you
determine what you need and then find volunteers to match those needs. In real life, however,
once you have begun to advertise your interest in finding volunteers, you will never know who
might drop in out of the blue. How prepared are you to react if a prospective volunteer offers you
a skill you didn't expect?
First, remaining true to our ethic of never wasting a volunteer's time, if you really and truly
cannot find a way to utilize an offered skill, refer the person elsewhere! It is not our job to fit
square pegs into round holes, nor to devalue someone's skill by ignoring it.
Reacting to an offer of help requires some creativity. Keep a "wish list" handy at your desk at all
times. On it you record any statement you overhear that begins with: "I wish we had someone
who could. . . . " Write down simple and complex tasks, sublime and ridiculous ideas. The list
might include one-shot needs such as cleaning out the supply closet or taking old fundraising
premiums to a flea market for sale, plus full-fledged projects such as developing a five-year
marketing plan. The wish list can be very helpful when someone is at your desk with time and
skills to give, but who does not seem to fit any established volunteer job description.
Sometimes you might not be sure if a person's skill area can be used well. You can tell the
candidate that you will do some homework and let him or her know in a few days. Then you can
approach staff members with a "flash bulletin": "Can you put this skill to good use? A
prospective volunteer is offering us expertise in
and can work X hours a week starting now.
Please contact the volunteer office to discuss this further." Maybe you can stimulate some
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creative juices and end up with a great new volunteer job description-and a great new volunteer.
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Pointers on inviting People to Volunteer
• Be motivated yourself. Sincerity wins out over technique every time.
• Be clear on what you want people to do. Use written volunteer job
descriptions whenever possible.
• Use titles. The word "volunteer" is a pay category, not a function!
• Be honest. Tell prospective volunteers what the work entails, even if you
think it may sound like a lot. Avoid minimizing the work.
• Share deadlines up front. When does the work have to be finished?
• (Remember that it is better to live with a vacancy a little while longer than
to convince the wrong person to become a volunteer.)
• Define the training and supervision or support the volunteer will have.
This isn't sink or swim.
• Identify and express the benefits to the volunteer from accomplishing the
task. The best volunteering is when the giver benefits as well as the
recipient.
• Explain why you decided to ask this particular person to help-what skills
or personality traits make him or her a good candidate for the position.
• It may be just as important to discover what a prospective volunteer wants
to learn or try as a volunteer as it is to know his or her official credentials.
• Keep in mind that you can never insult people by asking them to
volunteer. In fact, you are usually flattering them by implying that they
have the talent to do the job.
• Paint an upbeat picture of the work. Volunteering should be fun.
• Hold the perspective that you are giving people the marvelous opportunity
to participate in an important project. You don't want them to be left out!
• The best way to recruit volunteers is to ask people to help.
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Doing It
I n the "Steps to Successful Volunteer Recruitment" (pages 5-7), 1 include, as a specific task, the
advice to do it. Once all is said and done, recruitment is an activity. Every element is important:
good volunteer job design, consideration of where to look for candidates, selection of the right
technique. But all of these take place at your desk. Only when you get out there and begin to
issue your invitation-to ask-can you get results.
As a consultant, I am frequently requested to evaluate an organization's recruitment strategies.
Before examining anything else, I ask for a list of where, specifically, recruitment messages have
been disseminated over the last three months. If the volunteer program leader cannot name at
least five distinct places in which active recruitment has been attempted, the primary problem is
clear: volunteer recruitment must be done, not just considered.
Wishing for applicants, praying for them, or trying magic spells occasionally produces resultsbut
these approaches leave a lot to Mother Nature. If you want more control over your volunteer
recruitment outcomes, you have to expend a little effort.
The McDonald's Quotient
Over the past few years, I've begun to exhort trainees in my recruitment workshops to evaluate
their recruitment efforts against what I have formulated as "The McDonald's Quotient." Simply
put, the Quotient works something like this:
It seems to me fair to assume that 99% of North Americans know about and most even like
McDonald's restaurants. This food store chain serves more meals in any given day than any other
entity on the planet except for the U.S. Army (an interesting piece of trivia you are welcome to
use at your next cocktail party).
Yet, in the past five or more years of my adult life, I cannot remember a single day in which I
have not heard or seen at least one commercial for McDonald's. (So far, this observation has held
true for every North American I have asked about his or her awareness of McDonald's
advertising.)
So ... if McDonald's feels that I have to be reminded, day after day, commercial by commercial,
to consider buying its hamburgers, maybe (just maybe) a local volunteer program needs to put
out its message about available volunteer opportunities more than once in awhile! And that is
what I have come to call "The McDonald's Quotient."
Never assume "everyone knows" about you, even if you represent a traditional and well-known
agency such as the Girl Scouts or the symphony orchestra or the municipal hospital. And if you
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represent an organization that is less recognized to start with (see Chapter 4 on image), it is even
more foolhardy to think that occasional publicity and periodic recruitment messages are enough
contact to make people remember you.
If you gave a speech to a civic club last spring, what can you do to remind them about you this
fall? If you registered your agency with the local community college student volunteer office
when they sent you their questionnaire last summer, can you revitalize that contact before the
students leave for winter break? Are you certain that the bulletin board poster you placed in the
senior center last month is still up?
Recruitment is a constant, year-round process of keeping your organization's name and its
available volunteer opportunities in front of people. Consider some of the reasons why repetition
makes sense:
• Competition of messages. Dozens, maybe even hundreds, of notices, announcements,
and invitations bombard people all the time. This is true at home, at the work place,
and at recreational venues. Some is what we call "junk mail," but much is valid and
even appealing information-all hoping for some action from the
recipient/listener/reader. "Do this," "buy this," "contribute money to this"-the demands
go on and on. How can your message about volunteering compete ... and be
remembered?
• Competition for volunteers. Many organizations are seeking volunteers and most are
worthy causes. What makes your message about openings in your setting more
memorable or appealing?
• Readiness of the prospect. In order to recruit someone as a volunteer, the opportunity
has to be a match not only between your organization's and the person's skills or
interests, but also with his or her availability. If your recruitment message arrives at a
bad time for the individual, the answer -at that moment-will have to be "no." But had
your message been delivered six months earlier or a year later, that same candidate
may well have become an active volunteer. Repetition of the invitation acknowledges
the importance of timing.
• Changing audiences. We live in a mobile society. The people who heard your
presentation two years ago are probably no longer members of that group and have
been replaced by new folks-who have not heard your presentation. For ENERGIZE,
this is proven over and over by our mailing list. Whenever we target a special mailing
at folks we have coded as customers (those who have bought books from us in the
past), we always include some older titles along with the new. Why? Because every
time we market to past buyers, we discover that some customers have changed jobs
and that their replacements have never seen a catalog from us. The agencies stay the
same but the personnel move around. So even when we think we are speaking to old
friends, we end up finding new ones. This applies to any outreach effort, including
volunteer recruitment.
• The general value of repetition. Advertising experts are fond of saying that they know
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one-half of all advertising dollars are wasted; now, if they only knew which half ...!
Another advertising truism is that it takes at least three contacts to make an impact.
Sure some people respond immediately to the first ad, but most people are only
subliminally aware of the first message sent. Only after repetition will someone be
moved to action (and remember that advertising is about buying, just as recruitment is
about volunteering). Repetition also implies credibility and stability, in that multiple
messages reflect the staying power of a product (in this case, your organization). It
isn't "fly-by-night"; it has continuity over time.
Maintaining a steady flow of recruitment messages throughout the year makes sense on every
level. It also recognizes that no one recruitment strategy alone will be enough to fill all your
needs. But the cumulative effect of consistent outreach should produce a steady flow of
applicants because you have sown so many seeds in so many ways. Veteran recruiters will tell
stories of new volunteers coming in with flyers that were distributed long ago, often to a friend
or relative who passed them along a circuitous path until they reached the candidate calling you
today.
Seasonal Efforts
Although I recommend continuous recruitment outreach, most organizations have found that certain times
of year produce more success than others. It should not surprise you to learn that September, January and
May are often effective recruitment periods. North American culture tends to organize itself around the
school calendar and even adults plan their lives in terms of fall, winterspring, and summer. So prospective
volunteers are most approachable as they establish their seasonal calendars.
This is not to say that you should not recruit at other times. But save your energy for launching new
campaigns just as a new season begins. Conversely, do not expect too many applications in December
before the holidays or in mid-summer when most folks are focused on playing. Unless your recruitment
strategy revolves around these very events. Finding volunteers to do holiday-related volunteering can be
accomplished even up to the last minute (in fact, some procrastinators find themselves searching in vain
for a way to express charitable holiday spirit if they have waited too long). Similarly, inviting volunteers
after Memorial Day to "do good while having fun this summer" may work to your advantage.
In some cases, the timing of your recruitment campaign can purposely work "against type." A political
organizer I know tired of being turned down by volunteers to do election day tasks such as poll watching.
Because he usually recruited help in October for election day, he could not argue with people who said:
"Gee, I'm sorry, but I won't have time on November X for anything except voting myself." So he hit upon
the idea of calling people in May, after the primaries, for November election day work. The people he
called were surprised to be asked so early but he effectively eliminated the excuse, of "I'm booked that
day." Instead, he elicited more honest responses such as: "I hate poll watching!" To such folks he could
offer alternative political volunteer work, sometimes over the summer. But for those who said: "Sure, I'll
help in November," he knew that he had placed himself on their calendars and they now needed
reminders instead of last-minute recruitment.
Who Should Recruit
Recruitment is, as we have repeated often here, an ongoing process of welcoming the involvement of
volunteers. Therefore, everyone in your organization shares an equal responsibility for recruitment. The
director of volunteers or leader of the volunteer committee needs to develop outreach strategies, design
recruitment materials, and coordinate formal recruitment efforts. But the issuing of individual invitations
to apply for volunteer work can be-and should be-done by every employee and volunteer already on
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board.
It is impossible for one person to make contacts in every site in a community. You therefore need the help
of everyone to make sure that your recruitment message is spread as widely as possible. Here's how:
1. Start with your executive director or president. Discuss how s/he can participate in the volunteer
recruitment effort . . . and then require everyone else to follow suit. The top administrator should
carry volunteer recruitment materials everywhere s/he speaks or has a meeting, requesting that
these materials be posted or distributed. (You can work with the administrator to create targeted
flyers or handouts for each site.) Note that it is important for you to know where such materials
have been left, both so that you can follow up and so that you can avoid duplication in your own
recruitment efforts.
2. Analyze brochures, newsletters, donor prospect literature, annual reports, and other materials
used to describe your organization. Are volunteers mentioned? Substantively or superficially? If
there are ways to incorporate more information about volunteers into agency publications, do so.
3. As we have already discussed, identify "missed opportunities" within your agency. Where can
messages about volunteer openings be advertised to clients, visitors, and staff? Can you set aside
a public bulletin board for information about volunteers (useful for recognition as well as for
recruitment)? Is there recruitment material in the reception area? Are clients given volunteer

4.

5.

6.

7.

opportunity information at exit interviews? Are financial donors told about ways they can
share their skills, too?
What is the Board of Directors doing to recruit volunteers? At least annually the board
should be asked to identify places and ways to spread the word about volunteer openings.
For example, if there is a corporate executive on the board, can you get an article in his or
her company's in-house newsletter? Can the clergyperson on the board arrange for you to
speak to some religious education classes?
Who else on staff has a job that requires community contacts? Again, anyone visiting
local settings should be helping to disseminate literature about the volunteer program and
mentioning the involvement of volunteers in oral presentations.
Note: for each of these representatives to be of most help, you need to keep them
informed about specific, current volunteer openings and supplied with updated
materials. They are not going to do your job for you. But it is their job to help the
agency by spreading the word about volunteers.
Current volunteers can be great recruiters, as we have already discussed. But you need to
ask them to recruit, and remind them to do so. Give them goals, deadlines, rewards, and
tools. As already suggested, run an open house so they can invite their friends in or ask
them to bring a non-related guest to the recognition event. At the very least, use the
creative thinking of active volunteers by engaging them in planning sessions to
brainstorm new sources of prospective volunteers, or new ways to reach them.
Current and past clients can be volunteer recruiters, too. As we discussed in the section
on spheres of influence (page 52), satisfied customers have relatives and friends who
might be interested in supporting you ... but they may not be aware that you want them as
volunteers.

In large volunteer programs needing to recruit many volunteers year round, it is common to
designate one staff position as "Recruiter." While giving the Recruiter the main responsibility for
outreach makes sense in terms of division of labor, be careful that this person does not end up
divorced from the rest of the volunteer program. It is very hard to invite people to volunteer
without a strong understanding of the placement process and what is happening in the
organization at any given time. Also, the Recruiter needs to be involved in volunteer job design,
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since this is so closely tied to appealing to various target audiences. Conversely, the danger of
having someone assigned to recruitment is that other volunteer program staff may no longer feel
it is their job to seek volunteers. Not so! Even with a full-time Recruiter, the work of keeping the
public informed about volunteer opportunities benefits from the attention of as many people as
possible.
Perhaps a better option (though less common) would be to rotate responsibility for
recruitmentallowing each volunteer program staff member several weeks a year to focus solely
on recruitment and then to return to his or her regular tasks. This would share the effort, keep
everyone fresh, and make sure that any "recruiter" is closely connected to the day-to-day work
volunteers will be doing.
Sincerity versus Technique
For all recruitment techniques requiring personal contact, the choice of who does the recruiting
matters a lot. Like it or not, there is a level of charisma involved in successfully motivating
people to volunteer. Prospective volunteers will respond more to a spokesperson who seems
warm, likeable, and enthusiastic than to someone going through the motions of giving
information. So the most important qualification for becoming a recruiter is the ability to convey
genuine commitment: as I have said before, sincerity wins out over technique every time.
This establishes something of an ethical dilemma for you as a recruiter. The people you motivate
to apply as volunteers are judging your organization by the tone you set. You serve as a
representative of your setting. Therefore, if in your heart of hearts you feel that, back home, most
staff are uncaring about volunteers and will be difficult to work with, are you misleading
recruits? After all, it is your reputation on the line. People are applying because they believed
your message. This
is another reason why it is so hard to recruit until the proper preparation is done first.
Matching the Audience
Two questions often posed are: 1) Can a paid staff member be an effective recruiter of volunteers?; and 2)
Can a person recruit volunteers who are different from him or her in terms of race, age, or other
characteristics?
Some paid staff feel a degree of discomfort in asking other people to work for no pay while they
themselves receive a salary. For the most part, this is more of a problem in the mind of the employee than
in the minds of prospective volunteers and it is based on lack of understanding of what motivates people
to volunteer. The fear of being confronted about some sort of double standard tends to make a recruiter
apologetic from the start ("Gee, I know that I get paid and you won't, but please listen to my plea anyway.
...").
While occasionally a person may remark on the perceived unfairness of paying some workers but asking
others to be volunteers, the right candidate probably will not even think of such an objection. In most
cases, it is obvious that the employee gives forty hours, fifty- two weeks a year to the cause, while the
volunteer is going to provide much less time. In other words, for the employee the work is truly a job or
career, while for the volunteer the work is an important contribution apart from what s/he might do to
earn a living. Also, if the recruitment message is well designed, it will include an explanation of how
volunteers add unique abilities to the work of the paid staff (see pages 5-6).
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Recruiting for diversity is less clear cut. Certainly having recruiters who look like the target audience in
color, gender, age, or other characteristic sets a tone of inclusion. But is it necessary to have a man recruit
men or an African-American recruit other African-Americans? Is a woman or a white person doomed to
failure in such an effort? I say no.
Remember my axiom about sincerity. It is offensive, and perhaps proves that you do engage in
stereotyping, to assume that a listener will judge a recruiter only by his or her external appearance. Each
recruiter should be genuine in his or her appeal to the audience and needs to appear comfortable.
Don't try to be something you are not. Most especially do not try to use vocabulary or jargon with which
you are not familiar. If you are middleaged, no amount of references to the slang current on MTV will
convince a group of teenagers that you are "one of them"-and they don't want you to be! Dress for any
group as you would to represent your organization, not to appeal to this group. At the very least, never
"dress down." Be yourself. And if you sincerely feel welcoming to all types of people, that is the message
you will send. If, on the other hand, you are unsure of how this audience will be received in your agency,
or you feel uncomfortable or unsafe, don't make the presentation! Find another recruiter or pair up with
someone who is more comfortable.
As we will discuss in Chapter 11 on diversity, the key is to design work relevant to any target audience.
Show that they will not be tokens, but acknowledge if this is new outreach.
Being Ready
The fastest way to undercut a recruitment effort is lack of preparation for results! Do not schedule a
vacation one week after a media appearance. Do keep your calendar free for interviews with recruits.
Nothing is a bigger turn-off than hearing: "thanks for responding to our call for volunteers, but the first
time we can see you is next month."
It is a big step for someone to pick up the phone to offer him/herself as a potential volunteer. In fact, this
is the riskiest part of the recruitment process because the person is acting on initial motivation and is
making him/herself vulnerable to the unknowns of your organization.
So who is the most important link in the recruitment chain? The person in your organization who answers
the phone! Now picture who that is. How does s/he sound on the phone in general? Is this a pleasant
voice, helpful to all callers? Or is this a perfunctory, even abrupt gatekeeper who makes callers of any
kind feel like intruders? And what if your organization has moved to a voice mail system?!
Developing a plan for nurturing prospective volunteers the first time they telephone (or walk in) is

an absolutely critical element of your recruitment plan. If you have to deal with the Receptionist
from Hell, this will be a challenge.
I have learned something interesting over the years. In most organizations, the switchboard or the
reception desk is the first to field questions from the public, but the last to be informed about
what is happening in the agency! No wonder receptionists become resentful.
When you launch a recruitment effort, take the time to go (in person) and visit with the
receptionist, the switchboard operator, the guard at the door, and anyone else who is on the front
line of dealing with the public. Show them samples of your recruiting flyers and explain the
places you are reaching out for volunteers. Stress how important a warm first contact is to
success in recruitment-and therefore acknowledge what an important part of your team this
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employee is. I promise you that this will work wonders! Once these staff members feel
recognized and informed, they will understand their role.
What you want them to do is:
• Be pleasant at all times. (Everyone in the organization will thank you for assuring
that.)
• When someone identifies him/herself as seeking volunteer work, say: "Thank you for
your interest in volunteering here."
• Never say: "the volunteer director isn't in; call back." Instead, say: "the volunteer
director isn't in right now, but if you'll give me your name and number I assure you
that I'll pass along the message and you'll hear from him/her as soon as possible."
Keep in mind that this mini-training session may have to be conducted with more people than
receptionists and operators. In a small agency, the person taking messages for you may be
another professional worker at the next desk who doesn't see him/herself as a "secretary." Again,
explaining why it is important to take messages in a welcoming way will make a lot of
difference. (Parenthetical but important note: This is one of the reasons why the volunteer office
needs a secretary!)
The Phone in Your Office
Now I want to comment on an unmentionable. In many settings, the volunteer office relies on
volunteers themselves to answer the phone. All too often, it seems as though the least competent
volunteers are kept to work in the volunteer office! I am truly tired of trying to call a colleague
and getting someone (often aged or very young) who has absolutely no telephone skills at all-no
courtesy or friendliness, and seemingly no ability to take a message accurately. And then they
commit the worst sin of all. When asked something like, "do you know when the director is
coming back to the office?" responds with, "well, I'm just a volunteer here." Is that what being a
volunteer with your organization means?
The person (paid or not) who answers your phone represents the entire volunteer corps. If a
brand new prospect is confronted with incompetence and confusion, why would s/he want to
become a volunteer? Screen for those volunteers already skilled in answering the telephone and
take the time to train them to do it the way you need it to be done. Consider this a factor in your
recruitment campaign.
I further recommend that you test the system by calling in yourself and seeing what happens. Or
get a "spy" to make the call for you-ask several friends or colleagues to phone, some who sound
old, or young, or whatever.
Another related problem is the ubiquitousness of answering machines or voice mail. For
afterhours messages or when all lines are busy, such electronic devices are wonderful. But I'll
admit my prejudice that such impersonal systems can never substitute adequately for a
welcoming human being. Whenever possible, try for the personal touch and have someone
answer the volunteer office phone live. Failing this, be sure to record a friendly and informative
message-and always return calls promptly!
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INVITATION
The chapters in Section II examine the best ways to reach out to prospective volunteers choosing the right recruitment techniques and presenting your message in the most motivating
way.

Techniques of Recruitment
(Part One)
Now that we have identified all sorts of new places to look for volunteers, we are ready to figure
out the best ways to do the asking. There are no perfect, right or wrong ways to recruit, but the
most important thing is to match the technique to the source.
In this chapter we will examine common and less common techniques of volunteer recruitmenteverything except printed materials. In the next chapter we'll look more carefully at the range of
options you have for printing recruitment tools. In Chapter 9, we will consider the various ways
you can word and present your recruitment information.
For all the techniques, I'll give some pros and cons for you to appraise. But remember-every
recruiter has different experiences. While one person might swear by college bulletin boards,
another recruiter might swear at them! If you have developed a logical strategy for tapping a
source of prospective volunteers, give it a try. Similarly, even if someone else in your agency has
been unsuccessful with a technique in the past, be willing to try it again if the situation has
changed or if you think you have added a new twist.
Some recruitment efforts elicit immediate reaction from volunteer applicants. But don't be
daunted by initial lack of response. Recruiting volunteers is a process of "sowing seeds." Give
your outreach efforts a chance to take hold and seep through the grapevine. It will amaze you to
see how long people hold onto organizational brochures or your phone number. When they are
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ready, they will seek you out. Or they will pass along the information to other people. Time is on
your side.
Technique Options
We are about to look at a wide variety of recruiting techniques in some depth. This is your
"menu" of options from which to select the best way to tap a possible source of volunteers. So
that you know up front, here is an outline of the techniques we are about to discuss:
Mass media -Television and radio -Newspapers -Billboards
Special circulation publications
Public speaking
-Organized and random groups
-Speakers bureau
Slide shows and videotapes
Booths and exhibits
-Volunteer fairs
Direct mail
Referrals
Registering everywhere
Special events
-Piggybacking
-Creating events
Unclassifiable
Pre-application orientation programs
One-to-one
Modern technology
-800 numbers
-Computer bulletin boards
-Fax
And then, in Chapter 8, we will cover (with illustrations):
Printed materials
-Brochures
-Flyers
-Posters
-Inserts and special items
As you will see, there are endless variations within all these broad categories. For each technique, I will
try to present pluses and minuses to consider, and to offer some practical suggestions for making it work
for you.
Weighing the Costs
You will have to determine whether the costs balance the returns for any of the techniques in this chapter.
Costs include more than the cash expense of producing a recruitment tool or doing a mailing. How much
time will this technique require to plan, produce, and deliver? Your time? Other employee or volunteer
time? What is the energy expenditure needed?
Another variable is how many volunteers you require. If you have an opening for one volunteer, you
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clearly want to select a technique that does not demand a great deal of effort (yet that is successful). But if
you need fifteen volunteers, you can justify more time and expense.
One recommendation is never to do a recruitment task if it only serves one purpose. As a busy person,
you can rarely afford to put a lot of effort into a one-shot technique. But if you can adapt the same speech
for several audiences, or can use the same slides for both recruitment and new volunteer orientation, then
you can justify your time.
In the same vein, try not to approach volunteer recruitment presentations too narrowly. Because of the
"sowing seeds" reality discussed above, you may have to wait awhile for an applicant to emerge after a
presentation. Therefore, consider volunteer recruitment as a form of public education. You are building
the public image of your organization, informing people about the work you do, and laying the
groundwork for future advocacy, fundraising, and-yes-volunteer recruitment. So your activities do have a
long-term, significant purpose even if your monthly report does not tally a high number of new applicants
right away.
Let's look at each technique in depth.
The Mass Media
The "mass media" includes television, radio, newspapers, and billboards-but each category has important
subdivisions. You know this already, but it helps to be as clear as possible when considering whether any
part of the mass media will work for you as a recruitment technique.
Television and radio each have commercial broadcasting stations, either network-affiliated or local. There
are also public broadcasting stations. Television is now increasingly affected by cable and satellite dish,
through which stations from very far away can be brought into a local area.
Depending on the size of your community, there may be one or several major newspapers, both daily and
weekly. You may also have a number of community or neighborhood newspapers, as well as a wide array
of special audience papers such as those in foreign languages. Newspapers may be circulated on a
newsstand, by subscription, or even distributed free of charge.
Television, radio and newspapers offer the recruiter a number of options:
Feature stories: These are stories written/produced to inform or entertain the reader/viewer.
Usually a feature story is written by a reporter though some small stations or papers may consider
using something you have developed yourself, if it is well-written or produced. Cable television
might air a program you create entirely in-house, as part of its public access mandate (see below).
Feature stories should be current but usually are the type that could be aired or printed at any
time.
News stories: Similar to feature stories but must be "today's" event, i.e., the news.
Interviews: Usually broadcast, there are many talk shows seeking someone to interview who has
something interesting to share with an audience. The national shows like Donahue or Oprah are
very competitive (and probably won't find you many local volunteers!), but locally-originating
talk shows frequently seek new guests and have a surprisingly wide audience, even at the oddest
hours of airing.
In general, mass media is an avenue for publicity and can be used to make people aware of any
aspect of your organization and its work. Also, the public must become familiar with your
organization before you can ask people to give their time to it. But to make mass media work as a
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recruitment tool, you have to be explicit about your message: inviting people to volunteer.
Publicity and recruitment are connected, but they are not the same thing.
Pros and Cons
There are pluses and minuses in using the mass media as a recruitment technique. On the plus side:
4. The mass media allow you to get your message to many people at once, at low cost to you. But
you must be prepared to do the necessary screening that results from many inquiries.
5. If you select the right show or paper for your needs, the mass media is a way to speak directly to
the type of prospective volunteer you want to find. An appearance on daytime television will be
seen by people available in the daytime. A message delivered during a Spanish talk show will be
understood by people who speak Spanish. These are ways to "target" your audience using the
mass media.
6. Mass media is great for what I call the "needle in the haystack" search. Some skills are so rare
that you just can't brainstorm "where we can find people with this skill." So going "public" gives
you a fighting chance to cast your net and find the one or two people with that ability. A true life
example occurred in central Pennsylvania more than twenty years ago. Camp Indiantown Gap
was selected by the U.S. Government as a holding area for Vietnam and Cambodian refugees.
The social service agencies in that very rural area needed to locatequickly and for a three-month
period-volunteers able to speak Indochinese languages. The mass media spread the word
effectively and brought out surprising resources.
But the mass media also requires caution! While it can provide you with nice publicity, it is what I call
"indiscriminate" recruiting-you must screen candidates carefully because they will not be coming from a
known source. Because of this, for most situations, the mass media is not the technique of first choice. It
certainly is not the technique you want to use if you only need one or two volunteers to fill certain slots
(except for the "needle in the haystack" situation already mentioned).
Another concern is that you can rarely control what the media says about you. So any story presented by a
reporter or interviewer has the risk of sending the wrong message or one with inaccurate information. The
timing and placement of a story may also be factors that work against reaching the audience you most
want to address. (So if you want to reach people who can help you in the evening after work, it may not
be helpful to go on a morning talk show when those people are at work and can't be listening.)
The natural impulse is to make the most of mass media exposure and advertise too many options.
Listeners and readers cannot absorb a complicated message while skimming or channel surfing. If you do
use the mass media, discipline yourself to focus on one volunteer opportunity at a time. It is also
important to stress the volunteer assignment available, not the description of your agency.
In rural areas, your media choices are more limited-but then everyone reads or listens to the same
materials. In larger and urban communities, the largest media outlets may actually be the worst options
for volunteer recruitment. It is easy for your message to get lost. Instead, do some research on what might
be a myriad of neighborhood and special interest publications. These smaller venues often welcome new
material and like to help volunteer causes. If you have volunteers or members from the neighborhood the
publication covers, build a story around them. This doubles up some nice volunteer recognition with a
legitimate "see what our neighbors are doing" story.
There are a number of excellent books available to teach you how to write good press releases or to
design interesting news stories. Recruit a journalism student or a public relations consultant to work with
you in contacting the mass media. Develop relationships with reporters, editors, and general managers,
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especially in a smaller community. They might be willing to work with you to develop your
"newsworthiness."
The general wisdom is that photographs accompanying a story make it more appealing. Also, editors like
to know if a story produced any results-if you received a number of inquiries about volunteer openings
after a story came out, let the paper or station know. And always send a thank you note for any publicity
provided!
Creating News
Sometimes you can create a news story without actually doing anything new! The key is to piggyback
onto a news story gaining attention somewhere else. If you can show your local media that you are
involved in something that has captured the audience's attention, you will get coverage. For example, if a
missing child case is on the front page, point out that your organization is working every day to protect
the neighborhood or to give latchkey children a safe place to go after school.
If this sounds like ambulance chasing, realize that the same approach works for "good news" stories, too.
Is someone famous turning ninety today? Why not send a press release pointing out the two volunteers
who also turned ninety this year.
A similar technique is to connect with a national event. Arbor Day may sound old-fashioned, but if your
group plants trees you can give the local media a photo opportunity for this "holiday." When the national
media covers the White House Easter Egg Hunt, why not suggest your local television station or
newspaper cover the visit of the Easter Bunny to your nursing home? Do your best to make sure mention
of the ways volunteers are needed is added in to the general publicity attention.
To return to the current events theme, a local tie-in with a natural disaster half way across the country
(flood, earthquake, or any other attention grabber) might be to discuss how the emergency rescue squad
here is preparing for the worst ... and is looking for a few good volunteers.
Finally, you can make news with some sort of celebrity endorsement. Whether a sports figure, movie star,
or politician, some names will automatically get media attention. But fame is fleeting and you must be
careful to weigh all considerations: the reputation of this celebrity in his or her private and public life,
other causes to which s/he may be connected, if the endorsement is given as a volunteer or for money, and
whether the endorsement is one-time or ongoing (and whether you want it to be either).
Advertising in the Mass Media
There are several ways to use the mass media to advertise your message. An ad gives you more control
over content than an article or broadcast news story but, because of the short word count or brief air time,
advertising forces you to say your message succinctly. Here are your choices:
Public service advertising: There was a time when all commercial radio and television stations
were required by law to air public service advertising, usually known as "spots" or "PSAs." No
more. The good news, however, is that most stations see such ads as a valid community service
and want to air them-but not as frequently as before and not at times that paid advertising fills the
schedule.
Cable television, on the other hand, receives its license by local government contract and, in most
areas, the politicians have insisted on what is called "public access" time. Community bulletin
boards (yes, those that air the high school lunch menu for the week) abound, as do locallyproduced shows. The key is that most cable companies are required to loan out video equipment,
teach you how to use it, and air your productions-providing you represent a bona fide nonprofit
organization! So you might consider recruiting some volunteers with video production skills to
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create a half-hour show for you that will have several purposes: to be aired on the cable station,
but also to be used as part of your public speaking repertoire (see below), to orient new
volunteers, and as volunteer recognition. Even though cable public access channels have low
viewership, you can be certain that you are speaking to local people.
Paid advertising: If you buy publication space or airtime, you have complete control over the
content and placement of your ad. Some volunteer programs have had good success using the
classified section of the newspaper. This is useful if you are looking for someone to fill an
intensive volunteer assignment. Do not advertise under "V" for "Volunteer." Place the ad under
its relevant job title: Project Coordinator, Library Organizer, Computer Consultant. In the text of
the ad, note clearly that this is a volunteer or unpaid position.
Shared ad space: One way that a local business can help your cause would be to donate part of its
ad space to your appeal for volunteers. For example, a pharmacy with a lot of senior customers
might be willing to say: "Smith's Drugs applauds Meals on Wheels and reminds you that many of
our customers depend on their neighbors for a daily hot meal. Might you be willing to volunteer?
Call 555-4321 for more details." The rest of the ad would be devoted to the ordinary selling of
products and services. Like celebrity endorsements, you need to pick your business partners
carefully. But this is one way to reach a wide audience at no cost to you.
Regular volunteer recruitment "columns": Sometimes coordinated by a Volunteer Center but
sometimes run by the newspaper itself, many communities have a weekly or monthly regular
feature that is a great help to volunteer recruiters. Generally five to ten organizations are
permitted to submit a short description of a volunteer opportunity. So this is like a specialized
want-ad column. Readers tend to become familiar with the feature and glance it over regularly. If
you have the chance to participate in such a column, remember the guideline about focusing.
Select one volunteer job description and highlight that one well.
Special media campaigns: Usually organized by a national organization or by an umbrella group
such as the United Way, periodically there are mass media campaigns designed to raise
awareness about volunteering among the general public. Recent examples are the Independent
Sector's "Give Five" campaign or the Points of Light Foundation's 800-number spots. As one
agency, you will probably have little input about what is said or when it is aired. But you might
be able to get access to the campaign's logo or literature and produce your own material
piggybacking upon the campaign. Or see if the local station will do a feature on your agency as a
way to "personalize" the national message.
Billboards range from the massive signs along the side of a highway to small placards in buses
and trains. They can be commercially rented or privately posted. Remember the "Uncle Sam
Wants You" wartime figure? Billboards can communicate! This is generally an expensive
recruitment technique, unless someone donates both the space and the sign(s) themselves. Also,
you will need a professional designer to help you get your message across in one picture and only
a few words. But for some situations, such ads can be effective.
Special Circulation Publications
While the mass media is fraught with frustrations, a much more fruitful avenue to consider is special
circulation publications. These are newsletters and other regularly-produced items that are published for
specific audiences. So if you choose the right forum for your message, the people who read it will all be
possible volunteer candidates. Special circulation publications include:
• In-house newsletters (house organs) published as internal documents for corporations and
large nonprofits reaching all employees or sometimes even targeted to specific departments or
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•
•
•
•

groups within the company.
Foreign language newspapers.
Association newsletters and bulletins reaching all the members of a group.
School newspapers.
Professional newsletters and journals.

Just as with the mass media, you can seek feature stories or ads from such special publications. Usually
you start by contacting the editor and discussing why you think your message is of particular interest to
his/her readers. If the editor agrees, you can work together to decide the best way to spread the word.
Some newsletters already have a "community bulletin board" column or classified section that can be
adapted to your recruitment information.
It is helpful to develop short articles and even succinct paragraphs that could be printed as is by a busy
editor. Well-worded press releases get attention, too. Also, develop some eye-catching "camera-ready"
ads of different column widths that could be inserted into any newsletter.
Public Speaking
Volunteer recruiters can easily fill their schedules with speaking engagements. In every community there
are all sorts of organizations seeking luncheon and dinner speakers-eager Program Committee Chairs are
always searching for interesting topics to offer at a monthly meeting. Your challenge is to accept or elicit
only the most fruitful speaking engagements that have potential to lead you to the volunteers you want to
recruit.
Do your homework! Be sure you know who will be in your audience and why you are there. Remember,
you won't find black men at a Swedish women's club! So be sure to ask your contact person:
•
•
•
•

Who will be in the audience? What are their ages, sex, race, religion, background, etc.?
How many people are expected?
What other speakers have they heard recently?
Do members of this group have a history of volunteering, either as individuals or as part of an
organization-sponsored group community service project?

Also ask logistical questions to help you prepare your presentation:
• Exactly how much time will you have? Where will you fit on the agenda? What will happen
before and after you speak?
• What will the room be like? Should you expect a dark, formal auditorium? a bright, noisy
lunchroom?
• Where will you speak? Will you have a podium? be on a stage?
• Will you have access to a microphone? To an overhead projector or slide projector (or any
other audiovisual equipment you may need to bring if it is not available on site)?
• Will there be a table on which you can display anything? Can someone help to distribute
handout materials?
• Is there some place you can stay behind and meet with interested people after the meeting?
Most groups are happy to accommodate your needs as a speaker-if you specify them in advance. Never
assume that you know the details of a speaking engagement. The time it takes to discuss the questions
listed above will be very well spent.
If you are uncomfortable or unfamiliar with public speaking, work in tandem with a volunteer or other
colleague who can help you out. Read some of the books on the subject ... or take a workshop or
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community college course. This is a life skill that is worthwhile to learn, whatever your career goals.
Where to Speak
Select your speaking engagements with care. There are two types of groups to which you can speak:
organized groups and random or "unaffiliated" groups.
Organized groups include churches and other religious congregations, civic clubs such as Rotary or
Soroptimists, professional societies such as associations of CPAs or Public Relations Directors, and
special interest clubs such as horticulture societies. All of these groups share the following characteristics:
• They are made up of members-people who joined the group to be with peers and friends and
for whom the meetings, and therefore the speakers, are simply an interesting aspect of group
involvement. These organization or club members may not be looking for additional
volunteering to do. Be careful that you are not just this week's nice luncheon speaker.

• They have their own recruitment needs to find new members and to encourage current
members to become more active. Your recruitment needs may, in fact, conflict with
theirs.
• They may be approached numerous times throughout the year by recruiters such as
yourself and therefore have developed creative ways of saying "no" to requests for
help.
• They will respond to project ideas that serve their needs while also serving the needs
of others. So if you want to get an organized group to help you, figure out how to
engage them as a group (even though individual members are always free to become
interested in volunteering for you as well).
Random groups can be found at a variety of sites. You are looking for places where a group of
people are gathered, have time to listen, share some common interest that brought them together,
but are "unaffiliated" with each other beyond that particular event. Examples of random groups
are participants in a workshop or conference, students in a classroom, visitors at an open house,
or people attending a lecture, film, or sporting event. For volunteer recruitment purposes, the
"unaffiliated" group may hold more potential than the organized group because the
characteristics are flipped around:
• Listeners are not necessarily already committed to something as a member or
volunteer and therefore might be open to hearing about their opportunities to become
involved.
• If you have targeted the right event, you are speaking to people who share an interest
in the topic under consideration that day. So if you speak at an animal rights
conference about volunteering with the Humane Society, there is a logic to your
approach.
Designing Your Presentation
One very important tip: do not bill yourself as a speaker about volunteer opportunities! It sounds
boring (and probably is) to come hear someone talk about volunteering. Also, advertising
that you plan to recruit volunteers is likely to have a reverse-psychology effect! You are warning
people to sit on their hands and be very careful not to get "sucked in"! Remember that most
people feel over-extended and tend to subscribe to the old military stereotype of "never
volunteer."
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So what do you speak about? It's simple. You will speak about your organization and its work,
with the goal of being an informative and even provocative presenter. Think about the trends and
issues your organization addresses or is affected by. Build your presentation around those, with
special attention to things that might be a surprise to your audience. Then, within the context of
your remarks, mention the things volunteers are doing.
When I spoke on behalf of the Family Court volunteer program, I included topics such as:
• Statistics on juvenile crime in Pennsylvania and in Philadelphia; an overview of the
types of youngsters seen by the Court and the delinquency and dependency issues that
might bring them there.
• How probation services work and what the challenges are.
• The greatest needs of the clients the volunteer program sees.
• How the Philadelphia media affects juvenile crime.
• What the average citizen can do to help the problem of families in trouble.
In other words, I was a speaker about juvenile crime in Philadelphia. I was engaged in
community education first and volunteer recruitment second. If someone in my audience was not
interested in the information I had to share, then that person was an unlikely candidate to be a
prospective volunteer. Conversely, someone who found my presentation of great interest would
be more likely to be intrigued by the opportunity (often unexpected) to become personally
involved.
So a speaking engagement allows audience members to self-screen their interest. Recruitment
occurs as a natural extension of people's attraction to the subject-and that means that not
everyone (in fact only a minority) will respond as prospective volunteers.
I want to clarify that you are welcome to end your presentation with a "recruitment pitch." You might
say: "During my talk I mentioned a number of ways volunteers are helping our organization to do its
work. Let me take a moment to tell you about some of the needs we currently have for more volunteers.
I'll be happy to discuss these with you individually afterwards."
Unscientifically, my anecdotal research over the years has led me to believe that a speaking engagement
is successful as a volunteer recruitment technique if you get one volunteer from the effort! So view the
activity from a broader perspective or you will quickly get very frustrated.
An Exception to the Rule
One of the reviewers of the manuscript of this book, Maggi Davern, made a margin note in response to
the preceding recommendation not to concentrate your speeches on the subject of volunteering. She noted
that she is increasingly being invited to speak about volunteer opportunities at her agency (Catholic Social
Services in Minneapolis), particularly when the audience is students. And, of course, she is right. In
Chapter 5 we discussed the growing trend of school-based community service. As people (of any age)
become aware of the potential of volunteer service, you may well be asked to do overt recruiting at a
school, senior group, or any other setting. Go for it! However, the point I made above is still relevant to
many speeches, especially if you are the one seeking out the chance at the podium.
If you are planning to deliver a speech about volunteerism-especially if you are representing a Volunteer
Center or other organization trying to influence the public's concept of who volunteers are and what they
do-surprise your listeners with facts and stories not often shared. Use reports such as the Gallup Poll data
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about statistical trends in volunteering.' Recount historical anecdotes about the achievements of
volunteers, many of which are not identified as such. (Who created the Boston Tea Party? Who ran the
Underground Railroad? Who funded the renovation of the Statue of Liberty? Volunteers!) Katie Noyes
and I wrote By the People: A History of Americans as Volunteers (Jossey-Bass, 1990) for exactly this use
by public speakers.
More Public Speaking Tips
In general, sincerity wins out over technique every time. Audiences have an uncanny ability to hear
genuine enthusiasm, warmth and commitment, even from a nervous speaker. But there are ways to help
yourself along. You can increase the impact of your presentation with slides (see below) or by bringing
along a current volunteer who can give personal testimony as to the value of being a volunteer with your
organization.
Come prepared to discuss options for involvement with any organized group. This is sometimes more
effective than asking a group if they are willing to accept a specific assignment. The answer to that
question has a 50% chance of being "no." Instead, if appropriate, engage the full group in the question:
"What are some ways your organization might help our clients/organization?" By asking an open-ended
question like this, you are collaborating with the group. They may think of ways to help that you have not
considered. At a minimum, they might write you a check.
Always have handouts to leave with people after your speech that contain your name and telephone
number. People hang on to these things for an amazing period of time, or they pass them along to others,
and so you will be sowing those seeds for the future by putting such paper into circulation. When time
and money permit, make handouts specific to that particular audience. Start with something like: "To
participants in the October 3 Workshop." Computers help a lot these days-keep basic handouts in a data
file and alter them with a few keystrokes.
Stick around after your speech to talk to audience members individually. Speak to the group's officers and
keep discussing what they might like to do as a group to help out.
Speakers Bureaus
If you feel that live presentations are an effective technique for your recruitment effort and if there are
many groups to whom you hope to speak, you will either have to clone yourself or form a "speakers
bureau"! Whether you give it such a fancy name or not, the concept of a speakers bureau is to develop a
pool of people who are skilled in public speaking and trained to make consistent presentations on your
behalf.
Current volunteers who are good at sharing their personal experiences can be effective recruiters. But you
can also utilize people whose major volunteer job is being on your speakers bureau. Handling one or two
speaking engagements for you may be a great way to keep people involved even if other commitments
require them to reduce other volunteer activities with you. Current and past board members and other
agency employees are candidates for the bureau, too.
It is imperative that you train speakers bureau participants. Never assume you know what someone will
say or that each person will say the same thing every time. Work together to create a consistent outline
(try to avoid a fully-written speech). Talk to each other before each presentation to discuss how to adapt
the speech to that particular audience.
Volunteer speakers can go out alone or in pairs. But if two people go together, be sure they decide in
advance who will do which part of the presentation.
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Slide Shows/Videotapes
A picture is worth a thousand words. Pictures reflect your image: people of all races and both sexes
enjoying their work, productive activity, etc. Visual materials also tell your story, demonstrate what goes
on in your organization, and answer questions. Do people wonder what your facility looks like? Show
them.
One clever director of volunteers at an urban hospital diagnosed correctly that prospective volunteers
were concerned about their personal safety outside of the hospital after dark. She obtained permission
from neighboring buildings to go up to their roofs and photograph the hospital from all around. Then, in a
matter of fact way, she incorporated slides of the hospital's adjacent, well-lit parking lot into her
recruitment presentation. People commented to her that they were relieved to learn they could walk to and
from their cars with security.
Slides are quite inexpensive to produce and have great flexibility. You can mix and match them for
whatever audience you are addressing, and you can keep adding updated shots. You can change the
narration as you go along, or you can script the presentation so that anyone can deliver it consistently. Or,
someone with a wonderful speaking voice can tape record the narration for a more professional sound.
If you have the right equipment, a slide/tape show can be "orchestrated" with automatic slide cues and
even multi-projector effects. Also, you can purchase a self-contained system that runs continuously by
itself and can be used on a tabletop display.
Carry a camera with you as often as possible and capture volunteer activities as they occur. Slides have
the most uses, but photographs can end up on displays and on printed materials. Recruit one or more
volunteers to be official program photographers. Recruit a professional photographer to create a "starter
set" of slides as a special project for you. Of course you will be happy to add a closing slide listing the
names of everyone who contributed their efforts. Offer to pay for the film and the developing-the real
donation here is time and skill.
Videotapes are far more complicated and expensive. Also, people have increasingly high expectations
these days about video quality. If you have the chance to have a video made for you, by all means say yes,
but you may not need to be this sophisticated with your audiovisual tools. As already noted, cable
television stations can be a great resource for producing your own videos at little cost. But it takes much
more skill to shoot and edit a good videotape than to create nice slides.
The real drawback of a videotape is its lack of flexibility. The scenes must be shown in the same sequence
every time, taking the same number of minutes each time. If something changes or is outdated, you're
stuck with it.
On the other hand, a "home" video can be quite effective if it is presented in context. So show a brief tape
of last month's tutor/student party just to capture its flavor. Then move on to more polished material.
See if you can recruit a community group or business to underwrite the cost of creating your slide show or
video, or try to recruit an advertising firm or student class to actually produce one for you. Larger
corporations have media departments that might help, as do larger nonprofit organizations. Is there

something you might barter with your local hospital or university in exchange for access to their
editing equipment?
Keep in mind that audiovisual materials you create for volunteer recruitment purposes have other
valuable uses. You can show them during new volunteer orientation or training events. And they
are marvelous at volunteer recognition events, especially if you keep adding new slides that
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serve as sort of a "year in review." People love to see themselves in pictures. Aim to show as
many volunteers in the shots as possible each year, use all the slides at the recognition event, and
then edit the set down for recruitment purposes.
Booths and Exhibits
Every community has opportunities for setting up some sort of exhibit in a public place. You
might be
exhibiting alone or with many other booths. In order to make use of this recruitment option, you
must create an exhibit that represents you well. Although you can spend a great deal of money on
display boards, it is possible to design a low-cost exhibit that does the job for you. As with the
other techniques we have been discussing, start by looking for a volunteer with some experience
in creating exhibit booths and you will not have to struggle alone.
Most of the time you will be using table-top exhibits. Here are some things to consider:
• Will you be staffing the exhibit all the time or will the materials be unattended? If
unattended, do you want a passive exhibit or something more interactive such as a
selfrunning slide show?
• How can you make the materials portable, lightweight and durable? (You will want to
use the basic exhibit materials as often as possible.)
• Will the public be walking all around the exhibit or just in front?
• How can you get some height in the materials so that the display will be visible from a
distance?
• How can you create banners or posters that are adaptable to different ways of being
mounted?
• Which parts of the exhibit will be considered permanent versus those parts that can be
changed to suit each venue?
Obviously budget, time available, and artistic talent will affect all of your choices.
Once you have determined your physical format, your biggest challenge (as always) is to focus
your message. Is this exhibit trying to accomplish more than one thing? For example, it is
common to use a booth to explain an organization's services to prospective clients as well as to
do volunteer recruitment. So you need to design the exhibit to communicate as clearly as
possible. For example, perhaps you can divide the space so that your volunteer recruitment
message is separated from the other information.
It is vital to have printed materials that visitors to your table can take away with them. Rarely
will people take the time to read everything on the spot. You can also give people the option of
signing up for more information to be sent later. This gives you the benefit of obtaining their
names and addresses for more personal outreach and followup.
The benefits of an exhibit depend on where you place it. If you participate in community-wide
events such as shopping mall fairs, you can hope for increased visibility but have to accept the
fact that the majority of people will care little about your work. If you have found a spot within
an event targeted to your interests (such as the car rally we discussed earlier), you will be
meeting a large number of people with great potential to fill your needs. Because staffing a booth
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takes enormous time, this recruitment option may be too costly (in the time and energy to staff it)
when weighed against the likely payback.
So your most important decision is selecting the right place to put your exhibit. As discussed in
the chapter on where to look for volunteers, you can ask to include a volunteer recruitment table
at an already-scheduled community event, "piggybacking" on the work of others to get out a
crowd. The variety of such events is endless, from Job Opportunity Expositions for high school
seniors to Home Shows for do-it-yourselfers. Work with your potential source of volunteers to
determine the best type of exhibit, timing, etc. for that location.
Then adapt your exhibit as much as possible to each location, such as changing photographs to show
scenes of greatest interest to that audience.
Volunteer Fairs
Exhibiting can be directly focused on volunteer recruitment if you participate in a "Volunteer Fair" with
other agencies. Such an event is often sponsored by a local Volunteer Center or by a host company or
college. The idea is to generate interest in community service by a neighborhood, group of employees, or
student body. Although you will be one booth among many, all of whom are trying to recruit volunteers,
the "competition" is actually less than it seems. Visitors to the fair will usually self-screen the booths they
visit based on their personal interests. So if you have volunteer opportunities for working with children,
people who really prefer helping seniors will bypass you while those wanting to work with children will
stop and visit.
Direct Mail
There are three types of direct mail volunteer recruiting. You can send a mass mailing to a targeted
mailing list, you can enclose a special letter or flyer in a mailing being produced by someone else, and
you can send personalized letters to selected individuals.
Mass mailings can be expensive and only make sense as a recruitment option if you have faith in the
quality of the mailing list. For example, if you want to recruit volunteers to prepare income tax returns for
senior citizens and you can obtain the addresses of all retired CPAs in your county, a mailing might
produce results. It may not make any difference if the letters are sent first class or third class, so stretch
your budget accordingly.
More useful and less expensive for you is an enclosure in a mailing already being sent for other reasons.
Here you avoid the postage costs and get the benefit of an implied endorsement from the initiating
organization. As always, you will get the best results if you know exactly whom you want to reach and
focus your letter or flyer to that audience. So when all the members of the literary society open their
quarterly mailing, they will find
a letter from you explaining how they can translate their love of books into helping others to learn how to
read.
Personalized letters, always sent first class, are usually used as step one of a two-step approach. You send
only as many letters each week as you can follow up with a personal phone call the next week. Personal
letters introduce your organization to the recipient. You can either be trying to recruit that person directly
or you may want that person to be a conduit for you to a larger group of prospective volunteers. This
leads us to the technique of "referrals."
Referrals
Key community leaders can be invaluable allies in your recruitment efforts. These are people in a position
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to identify likely prospective volunteers for you to contact. In some cases, your referral sources may even
make the initial contact for you. So your challenge is to enlist the support of the person in the leadership
position-you must show her or him how helping you will also help the group for which the leader is
responsible.
Here are some examples:
• Clergy can find appropriate congregation members to volunteer for you if they see the link
between such service and a chance to foster lay ministry or do new member outreach.
• Association officers may organize groups of their members to help you if the projects also
meet the goals of their organization or give them visibility in the community.
• Public affairs personnel of corporations will identify skilled employees for your needs if such
involvement will give the company a good reputation or make employees feel recognized.
• College professors will encourage their students to volunteer for you if they see how students
will gain a practical understanding of classroom theory.
Meet your referral sources half way by giving them tools to use in recruiting for you. Along with your
cover letter or during your meeting, give the person a set of flyers to distribute or post on bulletin boards.
A variation on the idea of referrals that requires less commitment on the part of your community contact
is simply gaining access to potential recruits through that contact. Can the person arrange for you to speak
briefly at a meeting? Is there a bulletin board on which you can post a flyer? Is there a place to leave
brochures where people might have the time to read them (waiting rooms in doctors' offices, vestibules of
churches, etc.)? In essence, such contact people are endorsing your organization by permitting this access,
so their help is tangible.
Registering Everywhere
In Chapter 6 on "Where to Look for Volunteers," we discussed listing your volunteer opportunities with
every possible clearinghouse and directory, making maximum use of referral systems already in place.
Such volunteer referral services are potential sources of volunteers-keeping yourself listed with them all is
a technique of recruitment.
Special Events
We have already praised the virtues of piggybacking onto a special event occurring in your community.
Another technique is to create an event designed to gain visibility for volunteer opportunities in your
organization. These can range from car washes to balloon launches. The idea is to generate enthusiasm
and attention, while finding ways to distribute literature or explain the volunteer assignment openings.
Select an event with some logical connection to your volunteer needs: car washes for finding drivers, craft
shows for resident knitting circle leaders, etc. Is your event likely to attract young people? Families? Is
this the audience you want to reach?
A more focused variation of this idea is holding an open house, sponsoring a lecture or workshop, or
convening a public forum-all designed to educate the public about issues important to your organization.
The event becomes an end unto itself, in that everyone attending should gain knowledge and
understanding. As a volunteer recruitment technique, this type of event draws out people who selfidentify their interest in the subject-which makes them a candidate to become a volunteer. Place an
exhibit about volunteer opportunities in the lobby, distribute special flyers, and use the podium to make a
brief presentation at the end of the program. Or, be sure there is an attendance list with names and
addresses and send a personal note to everyone afterwards, welcoming them to inquire about volunteering
opportunities.
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The time and effort required to plan and carry off special events can be enormous, so be sure you know
what message you want to convey. Set goals for the type of people you want to reach, in what numbers,
and with what follow-up.
Unclassifiable
Because I cannot predict the results of your brainstorming session on the best places to look for
volunteers, I also cannot guess the many unique ways you may invent to get your recruiting message to
the prospects at a particular source. You and your contact person at that site will have to be creative.
For example, if you have decided that a local supermarket has potential as a recruitment site for the type
of volunteer you need, there are any one of a number of ways to attract the attention of shoppers. You
could use some of the techniques we've already discussed, such as: have cashiers stuff a message into
grocery bags, post a flyer on the market's community bulletin board, or ask the market to print your
recruitment message in its weekly "specials" newspaper insert. But you might also consider:
• Having volunteers in tee-shirts with your organization's logo pack groceries, take the bags to
people's cars, and then hand out a flyer.
• Staff a table just outside or inside the door with free hot coffee and tea (winter) or cold drinks
(summer), with a banner saying something like: "We wanted to do something nice for you ...
can you do something nice for us?"
A number of years ago, in an attempt to recruit volunteer drivers, a social service agency in a small town
engaged the help of the two gas stations on Main Street. First, the agency hung a banner across the road
announcing their campaign to find drivers (of course they got permission from the township to do this).
Then, on one Saturday, they placed teenaged volunteers in logo tee-shirts at both gas stations to wipe car
windows (front, back, and sides). Because this was a small community, many of the drivers recognized
some of the teens. Conversations happened naturally. And everyone drove off with a flyer describing the
volunteer position of driver.
The day required a lot of work to plan and execute. Some volunteers were indeed recruited, but the
agency also gained a great deal of positive publicity. The kids kept the tee-shirts as a thank you and the
unexpected result was that they kept wearing them! So the public relations effort extended over more
months than had been planned.
What "unclassifiable" technique might you dream up to match the potential of a source of prospective
volunteers? A Volunteer Center might plan a parade for next year's recognition eventfloats would
describe the things volunteers do in the community and the marchers would be volunteers themselves.
This would certainly show the sheer numbers of citizens involved! Now, if every one of the marchers was
given ten recruitment flyers to distribute to spectators en route ...!
Pre-application Orientation Programs
Some volunteer programs have had success in recruiting volunteers by scheduling regular "ori
entation" programs to which anyone expressing an interest in volunteer opportunities is invited.
While normally an orientation occurs after a screening interview and just before actual place
ment, the technique of offering the session before an application is filed is useful if prospects may
have misconceptions about the agency or its clients, or many questions about the work. The ori
entation session then becomes a way for people to self-screen prior to requesting an application form.
If you use this technique, you can use general press releases or more targeted materials to "announce"
orientation dates and times-and then see who shows up. But it is important to clarify that attending the
session creates neither an obligation to apply for a volunteer position nor a guarantee of acceptance as a
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volunteer.
One-to-One
As we have already discussed under "referrals," sometimes a well-worded letter or phone call to a key
contact person will result in just the right referral. This idea leads us to what some believe to be the most
significant recruitment technique of all: one-to-one recruiting by satisfied volunteers of their friends and
contacts. There is no substitute for personal conviction. A person with direct experience as a volunteer
can communicate enthusiasm in a believable way.
If you want current volunteers to recruit more volunteers, ask them to do so! Don't just passively hope for
their help. Create opportunities for volunteers to introduce their circle of contacts to you and give them
the tools to spread your message. For example, invite current volunteers to bring their friends or relatives
to a special event (an open house or a presentation by a guest lecturer) to learn more about your
organization. No obligation implied! This is important. Volunteers may be willing to introduce their
friends to you, but may not want to "make the pitch." Conversely, you must clarify that you will screen all
applicants. Just because a volunteer recommends a friend should not mean automatic acceptance into the
position.
Consider combining a recognition event with a recruitment opportunity. Hold an ice cream sundae party
for volunteers to which they may bring up to three friends, if they wish. Use the time to give genuine
thanks to the volunteers (it may be even nicer for them to shine in front of their friends), and add a few
words to "our guests" about volunteering at your organization. Then give all guests an informational flyer.
Volunteers are not your only one-to-one asset. As appropriate, ask current clients to talk to their family
and friends about the work of your organization-and give them flyers to take home that describe your
search for volunteers. As we discussed already in Chapter 6, your "sphere of influence" is greater than it
seems and you may be missing opportunities to give people the chance to help.
Do special outreach to alumni, either past volunteers or past participants/clients. Perhaps you can invite
them to do something specific for you, such as participate in a one-time volunteer activity, rather than
asking in a vague way for "support." Separate volunteer recruitment from fundraising.
Finally, be aware of the main danger of relying on one-to-one recruitment: it tends to keep the volunteer
corps homogeneous. People are related to people who look like themselves, have similar world views and
backgrounds, and come from similar neighborhoods. And the same is likely true of their friends and work
colleagues. So if you want to diversify your volunteer corps, you must first do active outreach to new
ages, races, or whatever group is not yet represented. Once you have recruited enough representatives
from different populations, you can then use the oneto-one approach to keep expanding your numbers.
(For more on diversity, see Chapter 11.)
Telephone Technology
As time goes on, new techniques of recruitment present themselves. This is why it is so important to
focus on the rationale for recruitment and not look for standard answers on "how" to recruit. When I first
started doing workshops on recruitment nineteen years ago, cable television did not exist. Now it is an
emerging player in the mass media arena and a viable recruitment option.
Ten years ago, the capability to launch a national media campaign using a toll free 800 number was piein-the-sky and expensive. Today this mass media/telephone technology is within reach, even for a
statewide campaign. Whether by television, radio, or some other mass market distribution mechanism
such as corporate-sponsored messages printed on products, viewers/listeners/consumers are urged to call
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a central telephone number to learn more about a volunteer opportunity in their local community.
People do indeed respond to 800-number campaigns, but that is not the hard part! The biggest challenge is
having an efficient system in place to handle a national phone-in campaign - enough phone lines,
knowledgeable and pleasant people to answer the calls and, most important, real work available for
prospective volunteers to do (not to mention local level capability to deal with an increased but
unpredictable number of calls). Nothing turns people off from volunteering more than making a call that
leads nowhere. Unfortunately, too many 800-number campaigns concentrate on the grand total of
inquiries and not on whether people actually get connected to real assignments. Another concern is that
national media "spots" highlight the most interesting types of volunteer work, implying that all volunteers
will cuddle abandoned babies or be assigned to a lively youngster. The prospective volunteer responds to
this appeal and then discovers that the actual assignments available locally are quite different.
There are many variations on national recruitment campaigns that have not yet been tried (and possibly
not yet imagined). There is certainly potential for this to become a viable form of recruitment. If you are
with a local affiliate of a national organization, I predict increased attention to such centralized
recruitment in the future.
Recruiting by fax machine is another new technological idea. You can even use computer faxing or
purchase a fax with "broadcast" abilities, sending one message to tens or hundreds of fax numbers
simultaneously. Fax recruiting can be annoying because it is unsolicited and uses the prospects' paper
stock. But if you fax to targeted people who perhaps have already indicated some interest in your work,
you will indeed get their attention. It is therefore a good way to mobilize members or donors to take some
specific action for you.
In general, the use of a fax indicates urgency So use it only for immediate needs, close to deadline, as a
way to galvanize one-time volunteer actions: "Tomorrow morning is the deadline for delivering your
canned goods for the Thanksgiving baskets" or "Join us at City Hall for the big protest on Wednesday!"

Cyberspace
Computer technology is itself so new that, in the first edition of this book-a not-so-long six years
ago-I could only predict briefly that it was an evolving volunteer recruitment technique that
deserved to be watched. The main reason for the second edition and now this third one is that
cyberspace has developed so quickly and dramatically that it demanded enlarged attention.
Please turn to the new Appendix following page 140 for a full discussion of this amazing new
recruitment technique.
The key point is that cyberspace is here to stay. E-mail, commercial online services, the Internet,
the World Wide Web, and other electronic networks are all attracting literally millions of
subscribers. Once the domain of hackers and academics, average folks are gaining affordable
access to this form of communication. And, just as businesses are exploring commercial uses of
this new marketplace, organizations seeking volunteers (and donors) are discovering how to get
their message electronically to the most targeted audience. We're all learning together.
The Unknown Future
All of this leads us to...? None of us can predict the best volunteer recruitment techniques of
the future. But the most successful recruiters will stay alert to all the trends.. .and might even
pioneer a few ideas!
Another trend that has emerged since the first edition of this book (remember, only two short
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years!) is the growing number of national and state conferences of all types that are building in a
community service opportunity for their conferees. The idea is to give something back to the host
community, build esprit de corps among participants (a different way of getting acquainted), and
offer a "practice what we preach" opportunity. Some service projects are brief, intensive bursts
of activity scheduled around workshops at the conference. Sample activities might be children's
book repair or park clean up. Other conferences will set aside a full day to complete a larger
project such as building a playground. Be one of the first agencies to reach out consciously to
such conference planners. Get on the calendar mailing list of your local Tourist Bureau or
Chamber of Commerce for advance notice of scheduled conferences. Then contact the organizers
and proactively offer a service project that seems to match their focus of interest.
Clearly the future will bring other emerging trends that evoke new or adapted recruitment
techniques. Always remember that there are no rules, just possibilities!
_________________________
'The Independent Sector commissions periodic Gallup Poll surveys about giving and
volunteering. Contact IS at 1828 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036.
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Techniques of Recruitment (Part
Two) Printed Materials
Printed materials are the basic tools of your recruitment campaign. In some cases these materials
must stand alone and convey your message directly. Other times you will be using printed
materials to support or follow up more personal contacts. But remember my earlier observation
that the inexperienced recruiter prints 5,000 brochures and then asks, "where should I put these?"
Be sure that you do not waste time and money on unfocused recruitment tools. Go to print only
when you know exactly how you will be using that piece of paper when it rolls off the press.
First let's examine the range of printed materials available for you to use.
Brochures: "Brochures" are formal, general descriptions of your entire program, filling several
panels or pages in a typeset and printed format on heavier paper stock. This makes a brochure
rather costly, so you want to have one that you can live with for at least a year or two. Because a
brochure is general and lengthy, it is not a recruitment tool in and of itself. It is not flexible or
adaptable for different targeted audiences. But a good brochure supports your outreach efforts,
verifies that you are running a credible program, and works as a "response piece" when someone
asks for more information. It is also very useful during prospective volunteer interviews, when
you want to give candidates a feel for the scope of your program.
Flyers: "Flyers" are informal, single sheets of paper, generally inexpensively off-set printed or
even photocopied, that you can target at specific sources of volunteers and/or to highlight
specific volunteer
assignments. Flyers are meant to be distributed and read individually. They should have some
headline and be visually appealing. You can combine graphics with several paragraphs of text or
even a response coupon. Flyers can be used on bulletin boards, as inserts in mailings, as giveaways at exhibit tables, and in hundreds of other ways. A flyer might be created for one occasion
only to follow up a speech, or might have a longer lifespan.
Through the magic of computers, you can develop a series of templates for basic flyers. Some to
consider are:
• Handouts for after a presentation. Each time you can "personalize" the flyer with a
current date and a headline such as "To the members of XYZ fraternity.'! The rest of
the flyer might not change.
• Materials used at a tabletop exhibit. Again, you may only need to change the date and
headline.
• Flyers "pitched" to students or to employees of a particular work site or to any other
special target group.
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Posters: "Posters" are signs ranging in size from small to very large, designed to catch the eye of
the passer by and convey a brief message. Therefore, posters have limited usefulness as a
recruitment tool because you cannot put much information on them. They can be placed in such
places as store windows or on bulletin boards. Because schools use posters as educational tools,
these are especially effective in reaching younger, student audiences.
Inserts and Special Items: "Inserts" are a specialized form of flyer that you tailor-and shapeas needed,
such as bookmarks for use in libraries or bookstores, envelope stuffers, attachments to a factory's
paychecks, etc. There are lots of variations! Depending on where you plan to spread your message, you
can also print specialty items such as placemats, coasters, or other readable materials.
As with so many of these techniques, you will have to work with your source to develop the actual
printed tool. For example, if you want to recruit by using the drive-in window of the local bank branch,
you will want to let the bank determine what type of literature will work best at the window. If the
department store is willing to include your message with their next advertising or billing to customers, the
store will know what size piece you should design.
Guidelines for Printed Materials
For all printed materials, use the following guidelines:
13. Remember that it does not have to cost a lot to look neat and appealing. Also, your goal is to look
good, not expensive.
14. Find someone with graphics talent to lay out your text, select type style, and help you to present
the nicest look. Even with the tremendous asset of today's computer desktop publishing programs,
there is no substitute for art talent and graphics expertise. (A word of caution, however: be honest
with any artist, whether paid or volunteer, about your right of final approval. Not everyone will
be able to convey the right tone or look and you have to feel comfortable turning down a design,
even if it has been donated.)
15. Illustrations reflect on your organization. If you are using photographs, examine them carefully
for the messages they convey. Are the people diverse in terms of age, race, sex? Do they look like
they are having fun? working hard? posing for the camera? If you use drawings, weigh the
different impressions made by cartoon-like characters versus more formal figures.
16. Avoid the word "volunteer" in a headline. As we discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, stereotypes about
volunteering will interfere with getting your message across if the word "volunteer" is the first
thing people see. Instead, use phrases like "get involved," or "become a part of." Even better are
headlines that "grab" the reader-arousing curiosity to keep reading. Mention the volunteer job
title, as in "be a tutor" or "drive people happy."
17. Do not imply that all candidates will be accepted into the volunteer position. Instead, ask people
to "apply" or "call to talk about it."
18. Be upbeat. Stress what the volunteer will get as well as give.
19. Vocabulary sends a message, too. If you use lots of long words or formal language, you
demonstrate the expectation that volunteers need some literacy or education. If you oversimplify
your message, you may seem as if you are talking down to volunteers. Jargon or use of
abbreviations implies that volunteers should already know something about your cause.
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20. Color choice counts, both in paper stock and ink. Pink, while a lovely color, perpetuates the
stereotype of volunteering as feminine. Day-glo brights might indicate a young, teenoriented
program. Gray, burgundy, and navy blue are more formal, serious colors. Your printer can
explain the impact that colors have.
21. If you are going to print photographs, black ink on white paper makes them crisp and clear. Try to
avoid printing photos in colored ink. The extra cost of a second color ink for headlines and
highlighting will make the piece more attractive. (If your target audience is seniors, remember
that black and white has a funereal look.)
22. Legibility must take priority over creativity. Your goal is to communicate, so avoid overlyartistic
type styles that are hard to read. Size of type also affects legibility, of course. If your target
audience is seniors, you may have to use somewhat larger or bolder type-and keep strong contrast
between the color of ink and the color of the paper (note that red ink on pink paper is almost
impossible for some older people to read).
23. The size of the finished piece must meet your needs. Will it be mailed and so should fit a
standard-sized envelope? Should it match or contrast with the size of other agency brochures? In
the illustrations section to come, note how Reading Urban Ministry selected a size to fit the
literature racks in church vestibules.
24. Most prospective volunteers would prefer to telephone you for more information, so be sure to
include your number (with area code). But if you supply some sort of response coupon or card for
those prospects who want to start with more privacy, it is most effective to keep the message and
amount of information requested short. This is not an "application." It is an indicator of interest or
a request for further contact. Leave space for name, address, and day/evening phone numbers.
Make the card a self-mailer or show the agency address prominently. (Then be sure you have a
system for responding back!)
A good rule of thumb is to spend as much time mulling over the above decisions as you will be spending
money on your printed item. So for your program brochure-probably the most expensive tool you
develop-you should take all the time necessary to find artistic help, refine your text, and select the nicest
look. For a one-time only flyer as a handout to thirty students after your classroom lecture, having almost
anything will do the job! Except that it is never acceptable to have typographical errors or to look sloppy
... and therefore uncaring. All printed materials must be welcoming if they are to succeed as volunteer
recruitment tools.
A Word on Bulletin Boards
You will undoubtedly be placing your flyers on bulletin boards in many places. Select your location with
care. It may seem like common wisdom to put your flyer on the bulletin board in the highest traffic area.
But that may mean that your message will get lost among the hundreds of other notices posted there as
well-or even get covered up by another layer of flyers. This is especially true on college campuses.
Try to find a bulletin board that will indeed be passed by the right target audience of potential volunteer
recruits, but that has less visual competition. The board on the third floor may be seen by only half the
people than the one in the main lobby, but your flyer upstairs has a fighting chance of actually been read!
Whenever possible, get permission to staple your flyer to the bulletin board instead of using thumb tacks.
That way no one can abscond with your tacks for their flyer!
One useful idea is to include some type of tearoff coupon with the flyer. This might be a "pocket" with
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response forms people can send to you (though most people will prefer to telephone). Or you can use the
old college trick of "fringing" the bottom (see the illustrated flyer headed "I'm 17. ..") with your
organization's name and phone number, allowing people to tear off one segment. This way, ten people can
walk away with something in their hands to remind them to call youwithout defacing or removing the
flyer itself.
Just remember to keep posting fresh flyers periodically. This is good advice for just about any bulletin
board you may want to use. Some places routinely purge their boards of anything that has been up for a
few weeks. Keeping flyers current gives you the chance to update information as it changes (new
vacancies in volunteer positions, for example). Date the flyer and use the fact that it is "fresh news" to
gain attention.
Illustrations
The illustrations that follow were designed for a wide variety of volunteer settings, assignments, and
target audiences. There is, of course, no such thing as a "perfect" recruitment tool and one can quibble
with the details of any piece shown here. However, I have selected each because it illustrates (usually
successfully) one or more of the points I have been discussing here and in Chapter 7. So I'll draw your
attention to the things I like the most about each.
All are reprinted with permission of their source, unless the source could no longer be identified or
located. Thanks to everyone for sharing their materials.
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Courtesy Rom and Haas, Philadelphia PA
Photocopied on 81/2” x 11” white paper
This was a bulletin board flyer used to announce the company’s on-site Volunteer Fair. The headline,
“Give Us a Break…,” Fits the audience perfectly: employees who must choose to attend the fair during
their afternoon break time.
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Inviting, Not Pleading
You have a set of volunteer job descriptions and have brainstormed where to look for the most
qualified volunteer for each assignment. You have selected a recruiting technique from the
previous two chapters to match the most likely sources. You are now ready to word your
message.
Crafting Your Message
"We need help. "
This is the common message of volunteer recruitment. Even more common is the implication:
"We need cheap help. "
While this approach may grab some attention, it certainly does not differentiate you from a
hundred other agencies in town-all under-staffed and over-demanded. The truth is, everyone
needs help. Your job as a volunteer recruiter is to invite potential volunteers to select the
opportunities in your organization that are the best match for them. Put another way, your
message is:
"We are worth your time and effort. We offer you the opportunity to become involved
with us so that we can utilize your talents and you can feel like you're making a real
contribution. "
A bit longer to convey subliminally, but much more successful! Note, too, that you are saying
"we want you if we're right for each other" instead of "we'll take anyone if they'll work for free."
Whether you are recruiting in person or through written materials, the manner in which you
present the invitation to become involved is very important. You are trying to strike a balance
between providing enough information to interest a prospective volunteer and furnishing too
much data that over-sells your case. You also want to sound welcoming to newcomers without
implying that every applicant will be immediately accepted.
So, what should you say?
First, remember that your initial goal is to encourage people to express interest in volunteering
with your organization. Once someone has applied, you can provide many more details about
your setting and about the specific volunteer work assignment. At the recruitment stage, explain
only the basics:
• Introduce your organization as succinctly and clearly as possible. What do you do?
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•
•
•
•
•

Whom do you serve? What have been your successes? And don't forget to include the
vital facts such as where you are located.
Explain how volunteers contribute to the work of the organization. What have
volunteers achieved in the past? What kinds of people volunteer?
Explain what work needs to be done and why a volunteer may be well suited to do itgo over the major elements of the volunteer job description.
Speak to your successes because people like to join in enterprises that accomplish
something.
Use your data-how many clients have you helped? how many teenagers have you
placed into jobs? etc.
On the other hand, another appealing idea is to volunteer as part of a new venture. If
yours is a pioneering effort, use that fact, too.

Helping People to Choose
Now you are ready to speak to the issues of greatest interest to the individuals weighing whether
or not they might want to pursue a volunteer placement with you: what will be expected of a
volunteer. You want candidates to do selfscreening, whether they are reading your literature,
hearing your speech, or facing you across the interview desk. As clearly-and truthfully-as
possible, describe:
8. The tasks that need to be done: Is this a job requiring lots of creative thinking? Some
physical labor? Has the work already been designed or will the volunteer participate in
determining how the job is to be done?
9. The context of the work: What will be accomplished? Is the volunteer one of many filling
the same assignment or is this a special job? Will the volunteer work alone or with
others? Are there deadlines to meet? Are other projects occurring concurrently that will
affect the volunteer assignment? How will the volunteer know that the work is
successful?
10. Time considerations: How much time will this take weekly or monthly? What schedule
would be best and is there room for flexibility in when the work has to be done? What are
you hoping for as an initial commitment in terms of duration? Do not be afraid to request
what you need! If this assignment really requires a minimum of six months, one year, or
even more-say so at the recruiting stage.
Let me re-emphasize our recurring theme: your goal is to find the best candidates for your vacant
volunteer assignments. Rather than making the work sound easy, it is much better to challenge
prospects from the beginning. If someone does not apply because the job sounds too demanding,
you have succeeded in screening out someone who would not have done the job anyway!
Conversely,
the person who wants to learn more about the assignment even after hearing your full
expectations is likely to be willing to do the work. Some people are more intrigued by something
that sounds difficult than by something that sounds as though just anyone can do it.
It may be hard to accept that it is better to live with a vacancy than to compromise and put the
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wrong volunteer into that assignment-but it is true. You can always negotiate and possibly
compromise much later in the game. But at the start, ask for what you want-no matter how
demanding it may sound.
Back to our list ...
11. Explain any possible out-of-pocket costs to the volunteer and what, if anything, will be
reimbursed.
12. Highlight training that you offer. Remember our discussion about why people don't
volunteer? Fear of failure and uncertainty about their ability to do the job are frequent
concerns. Simply indicating that you offer training makes recruiting easier because it
implies that you do not expect newcomers to arrive with full-blown skills.
13. Tell what qualifications or characteristics would be ideal.
14. Indicate the benefits (tangible and intangible) volunteers can expect in return for their
service. Talk about the impact or result of the volunteer's effort on your cause or client
group. But also point out how the volunteer will learn new things, gain new insights, etc.
As you consider what to include in your recruitment "pitch," you would be wise to avoid the
following:
• Speaking with forked tongue.
In our desire to get prospects to say yes, we may say what we think they want to hear,
rather than what we really want of them. So we minimize the work to be done or the time
needed to do it, or we gloss over the less glamorous parts of the job. We know that we
aren't telling the "whole" truth, but we fudge a little to make volunteering sound more
appealing. As I've already said, this is a self-defeating approach.
A thought to consider: If you find yourself unable to tell the truth about a volunteer position,
diagnose why. Maybe your discomfort is an indicator that you should reconsider the assignment.
Re-design the job or address the problem (is it a gravy stain?) and you'll soon discover honesty
coming much easier.
• Playing on guilt.
This no-no is not as obvious as some of the others. It is evidenced by recruiting with messages
such as "our need is greater than theirs" or "what have you done to help the less blessed lately?"
You should not have to shame people into volunteering. This also tends to focus on noblesse
oblige, in which people help more to make themselves feel better than to empower others.
• Asking for a favor.
It is not a good approach to plead: "Do me a favor and help with this." People should want to
volunteer because the work itself is worthwhile, not to help you personally (spouses and children
excepted!). This is strongly connected to playing on guilt.
A great point to consider: Recruiting is never asking people to do you a favor. Instead, you are offering
them an opportunity to do something important and you don't want them to be left out!
Tone
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Be welcoming in your tone. It is possible to convey the seriousness of the work to be done and still talk
about the fun side of volunteering (the nice people, the camaraderie, etc.). Would someone want to join
you? Will it be a good use of free (recreational) time?
Tone is conveyed in a number of ways. The style of the speaker is one-level of formality, use of humor,
openness to questions, etc. Another element of tone is vocabulary-choose your use of jargon, complexity
of sentences, or academic words carefully.
You are setting the stage for this volunteer's ongoing interactions with your organization. So it is
important to be motivated yourself. People are attracted to genuine enthusiasm.
Face-to-face Recruiting
If we accept the truism that a majority of people volunteer because they were "asked," then we should
expect to do as much personal, one-to-one recruiting as possible. This means that once we have identified
prospective candidates, we need to frame our individual conversations so that we are successful in issuing
our invitation to volunteer.
Face-to-face recruitment offers people the opportunity to explore with you whether or not they fit into
your organization. As I have said several times before, you have not failed as a recruiter if someone
declines to volunteer with you. The decision to say no may be the right decision. For whatever reasons,
this prospect may not meet your qualifications or your organization may not be best for this person.
The key is to make sure that a "no" is indeed based on a valid assessment, rather than on misconceptions.
And even if this conversation does not lead to the person becoming a volunteer, you can still make a
friend for your organization. People who have been approached to help can become supporters in many
ways, from giving money to being community advocates. The process of recruitment is one of education.
Each person who talks with you should come away with a good feeling about your organization, and with
more information than s/he had before.
Many recruiters do fine in giving speeches or disseminating written materials, but freeze at the thought of
direct confrontation with a recruit. The "ask" is hardest when it seems most intimate-or perhaps when
possible rejection seems the most personal. It should help to recognize that such individual contact is
always positive, even if the result is a no to the invitation to volunteer. Why? Because it is always
flattering to ask someone to participate. You are implying, if not actually saying, that this person has
talents that are wanted and needed. If you did not feel the person was a potentially good volunteer, you
would not be having this conversation. As just discussed, you are not begging, or twisting anyone's arm,
or asking someone to do you a favor. You are the bearer of a great opportunity-the chance to become
involved in important, enjoyable work.
The major benefit of one-to-one conversation as a recruitment technique is that you can tailor your
approach directly to the person in front of you. In addition to the details of the work, spend some time
explaining why you think this person is a good candidate for this role. Why did you ask him or her? Was
it her skills? His professional expertise? Her standing in the community? Did someone he respects
recommend him? While flattering, this is not "flattery." There should be a good reason why you are
asking this particular person to fill this particular volunteer position.
Your most important tools are listening and observation. Give the person a chance to ask questions and
react to what you have said. Does s/he seem interested? What aspects of your presentation are getting the
most attention?
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Face-to-face recruiting is related to the skills of interviewing in that you need to ask good questions.
There will be times, in fact, when you can combine recruiting and interviewing so that when you are done
with the conversation, you have actually signed up a new volunteer. Some possible queries:
•
•
•
•

Tell me if anything in your background seems relevant to this assignment.
Have you done any similar volunteer work before?
Is there something you would like to learn (a new skill) through your volunteer work?
Have you been concerned about the issues I've been describing?

I want to clarify that I recommend using the person's skills or talents as a conversation starter. It may
happen that this candidate is absolutely uninterested in doing volunteer work related to his or her job or
other "credentials." S/he wants to do something fun and different as a volunteer. That's fine and you can
work from there in your interview. But it still makes sense to start with what you know about the
prospect.
Re-read the section on why people do not volunteer on pages 24 to 28. Be prepared to answer questions
truthfully and to raise possible concerns yourself rather than make the candidate feel awkward about
having some fears. This is a balancing act, of course. You want to acknowledge that every opportunity
carries some negatives without introducing problems that aren't bothering the prospective volunteer!
Negotiating
As you explain what you expect from a volunteer, watch the prospect's reactions. Let him or her raise
questions or objections-don't jump the gun by changing your job description to elicit a nodding head. If
the candidate does ask how flexible you can be, consider carefully before compromising! But ... go ahead
and negotiate if you really can adapt without losing the essence of the assignment.
If the person expresses an interest but wants to make too many changes to the stated job description, be
prepared to offer other options for volunteering. Maybe another assignment altogether will be a better
match.
If the candidate seems hesitant, but interested, suggest a way s/he can "test the water." Is there a one-time
assignment that would allow him or her to be helpful while getting a feel for the way your organization
works? This is why having a variety of job descriptions is so useful.
In the chapter on why people do and don't volunteer, we talked about the common turn-down of "I'm too
busy." Sometimes this is a valid assessment of what is happening in the person's life at this moment. But
it is also a convenient way to say no without having to acknowledge that your organization or the
volunteer work itself is just not interesting enough to the candidate to "make time" to become involved.
When someone raises the issue of too little time, probe a bit more. Try a follow-up question, such as:
"Would you prefer me to call back in a month?" or "Is there another type of volunteer assignment that you
would prefer to do?" Another approach would be: "If you had the time, would this volunteer assignment
interest you?" If the answer is yes, you might negotiate a return call in the future. If the answer is no, you
can follow up with possible other ways the person can volunteer with your organization.
Don't Have Mental Conversations
One of the more self-defeating things recruiters do is have mental conversations with prospective
volunteers. Most of these silent exchanges go something like this:
Recruiter: "Gee, I'd love to have this person as a volunteer. But s/he is so busy ... and s/he
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probably won't want to work on Saturdays ... and s/he might feel this assignment isn't challenging
enough ... oh, I guess the answer will be no, so I won't even ask. "
Have you noticed the problems in the above conversation? First, it isn't a conversation at all, because it's
one-sided. The prospect is not doing any talking-and, in fact, hasn't even been asked. Yet the conversation
ends with a "no."
If you never ask the prospect, you cannot get a yes answer.
Since we have already decided that it is never insulting to ask someone to volunteer, give your prospect
the courtesy of a real conversation. She or he might actually say yes and become the volunteer you most
hoped to attract! If she or he says no, as you anticipated, you can still talk about other possible leads. Or,
as we have been discussing, you might be able to negotiate a smaller amount of help-something is better
than nothing.
If the Answer Really Is No
You will not succeed in recruiting everyone. But you can sometimes lay the foundation for future
contacts, win a new financial donor, or gain a referral source. Thank the prospect for her or his
consideration. Ask if s/he has any ideas as to where else you might look for a volunteer. Would s/he want
to be kept on your organization's newsletter mailing list? As we have said before, make a friend.
Turning a Candidate Down
Let's not assume that you will always be running after reluctant prospects. Sometimes the tables will be
turned and you will have an eager applicant about whom you have real reservations.
Good for you! There is no law that says every organization must accept every offer of help.
When you feel you have an inappropriate candidate, assess the reasons for your reaction. Is there a clear
lack of qualifications or is there something less tangible that is making you cautious? Just as in the hiring
of employees, the screening of volunteers is as much an art as a science. And all the techniques of
personnel management work here, too. For example, ask for and contact references. Involve others in
additional screening levels, asking candidates to participate in more than one interview.
Consider asking the person to come in for a one-time assignment as a test for you both. "If you help us on
Saturday afternoon, we can become better acquainted and talk afterwards more specifically about whether
volunteering here on an ongoing basis is right for you."
The subject of interviewing could fill another book, of course. For our purposes here, keep in mind that
the information you exchange with an applicant is another stage of the recruiting process and that even
now you want self-screening to occur, if necessary. It is vital, however, not to evade turning someone
down by saying "we'll call you" and then not doing so.
The potential need to turn someone down is why it is so important to make it clear as you recruit that
candidates must "apply." It is so much harder to screen someone out if you have implied that all comers
will be accepted. If each applicant knows that there is a screening process, you can turn people away with
neutral or even helpful statements such as:
• "We are interviewing a number of people and need to find the most qualified. "
• "There are only a limited number of openings. " (If this is true! Don't say this if you really
need 100 people and must keep recruiting for the next two months!)
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• "Given my knowledge of our agency and this conversation, I am not sure we meet your
needs-there is just not a good match here. "
• "Your talents deserve a home with an organization that really needs these particular skills.
Let me recommend that you keep hunting for the best volunteer assignment. Have

you contacted the Volunteer Center? How about Agency X?" (It is always good
public relations to give people additional places to contact to continue their search
for a volunteer role.)
If you must turn any applicants down, be clear about it. But you can still be supportive in their
search for the right volunteer placement for them.
It is possible that you are in an agency that has decided never to turn away a volunteer, especially
if the applicant is a program participant, resident, donor, or other stakeholder. Without debating
the merits of such a rule, you are still under no obligation to assign any applicant to whatever
specific volunteer job s/he wants. Just make sure you have a number of low-risk, low-peoplecontact assignments that can be used for volunteers who are not qualified for other positions.
This should not be busy work-but also not a role that will undercut all the other qualified
volunteers. (See pages 1234 on participant-volunteers.)
In an ironic twist, if your organization develops the reputation of setting standards and not
accepting every candidate who wishes to volunteer, you make being accepted as a volunteer a
status symbol. This is a big boost to your ongoing recruitment efforts.
Reacting to Offers of Help
So far we have focused almost exclusively on a proactive approach to recruitment: you
determine what you need and then find volunteers to match those needs. In real life, however,
once you have begun to advertise your interest in finding volunteers, you will never know who
might drop in out of the blue. How prepared are you to react if a prospective volunteer offers you
a skill you didn't expect?
First, remaining true to our ethic of never wasting a volunteer's time, if you really and truly
cannot find a way to utilize an offered skill, refer the person elsewhere! It is not our job to fit
square pegs into round holes, nor to devalue someone's skill by ignoring it.
Reacting to an offer of help requires some creativity. Keep a "wish list" handy at your desk at all
times. On it you record any statement you overhear that begins with: "I wish we had someone
who could. . . . " Write down simple and complex tasks, sublime and ridiculous ideas. The list
might include one-shot needs such as cleaning out the supply closet or taking old fundraising
premiums to a flea market for sale, plus full-fledged projects such as developing a five-year
marketing plan. The wish list can be very helpful when someone is at your desk with time and
skills to give, but who does not seem to fit any established volunteer job description.
Sometimes you might not be sure if a person's skill area can be used well. You can tell the
candidate that you will do some homework and let him or her know in a few days. Then you can
approach staff members with a "flash bulletin": "Can you put this skill to good use? A
prospective volunteer is offering us expertise in
and can work X hours a week starting now.
Please contact the volunteer office to discuss this further." Maybe you can stimulate some
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creative juices and end up with a great new volunteer job description-and a great new volunteer.
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Pointers on inviting People to Volunteer
• Be motivated yourself. Sincerity wins out over technique every time.
• Be clear on what you want people to do. Use written volunteer job
descriptions whenever possible.
• Use titles. The word "volunteer" is a pay category, not a function!
• Be honest. Tell prospective volunteers what the work entails, even if you
think it may sound like a lot. Avoid minimizing the work.
• Share deadlines up front. When does the work have to be finished?
• (Remember that it is better to live with a vacancy a little while longer than
to convince the wrong person to become a volunteer.)
• Define the training and supervision or support the volunteer will have.
This isn't sink or swim.
• Identify and express the benefits to the volunteer from accomplishing the
task. The best volunteering is when the giver benefits as well as the
recipient.
• Explain why you decided to ask this particular person to help-what skills
or personality traits make him or her a good candidate for the position.
• It may be just as important to discover what a prospective volunteer wants
to learn or try as a volunteer as it is to know his or her official credentials.
• Keep in mind that you can never insult people by asking them to
volunteer. In fact, you are usually flattering them by implying that they
have the talent to do the job.
• Paint an upbeat picture of the work. Volunteering should be fun.
• Hold the perspective that you are giving people the marvelous opportunity
to participate in an important project. You don't want them to be left out!
• The best way to recruit volunteers is to ask people to help.
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Doing It
I n the "Steps to Successful Volunteer Recruitment" (pages 5-7), 1 include, as a specific task, the
advice to do it. Once all is said and done, recruitment is an activity. Every element is important:
good volunteer job design, consideration of where to look for candidates, selection of the right
technique. But all of these take place at your desk. Only when you get out there and begin to
issue your invitation-to ask-can you get results.
As a consultant, I am frequently requested to evaluate an organization's recruitment strategies.
Before examining anything else, I ask for a list of where, specifically, recruitment messages have
been disseminated over the last three months. If the volunteer program leader cannot name at
least five distinct places in which active recruitment has been attempted, the primary problem is
clear: volunteer recruitment must be done, not just considered.
Wishing for applicants, praying for them, or trying magic spells occasionally produces resultsbut
these approaches leave a lot to Mother Nature. If you want more control over your volunteer
recruitment outcomes, you have to expend a little effort.
The McDonald's Quotient
Over the past few years, I've begun to exhort trainees in my recruitment workshops to evaluate
their recruitment efforts against what I have formulated as "The McDonald's Quotient." Simply
put, the Quotient works something like this:
It seems to me fair to assume that 99% of North Americans know about and most even like
McDonald's restaurants. This food store chain serves more meals in any given day than any other
entity on the planet except for the U.S. Army (an interesting piece of trivia you are welcome to
use at your next cocktail party).
Yet, in the past five or more years of my adult life, I cannot remember a single day in which I
have not heard or seen at least one commercial for McDonald's. (So far, this observation has held
true for every North American I have asked about his or her awareness of McDonald's
advertising.)
So ... if McDonald's feels that I have to be reminded, day after day, commercial by commercial,
to consider buying its hamburgers, maybe (just maybe) a local volunteer program needs to put
out its message about available volunteer opportunities more than once in awhile! And that is
what I have come to call "The McDonald's Quotient."
Never assume "everyone knows" about you, even if you represent a traditional and well-known
agency such as the Girl Scouts or the symphony orchestra or the municipal hospital. And if you
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represent an organization that is less recognized to start with (see Chapter 4 on image), it is even
more foolhardy to think that occasional publicity and periodic recruitment messages are enough
contact to make people remember you.
If you gave a speech to a civic club last spring, what can you do to remind them about you this
fall? If you registered your agency with the local community college student volunteer office
when they sent you their questionnaire last summer, can you revitalize that contact before the
students leave for winter break? Are you certain that the bulletin board poster you placed in the
senior center last month is still up?
Recruitment is a constant, year-round process of keeping your organization's name and its
available volunteer opportunities in front of people. Consider some of the reasons why repetition
makes sense:
• Competition of messages. Dozens, maybe even hundreds, of notices, announcements,
and invitations bombard people all the time. This is true at home, at the work place,
and at recreational venues. Some is what we call "junk mail," but much is valid and
even appealing information-all hoping for some action from the
recipient/listener/reader. "Do this," "buy this," "contribute money to this"-the demands
go on and on. How can your message about volunteering compete ... and be
remembered?
• Competition for volunteers. Many organizations are seeking volunteers and most are
worthy causes. What makes your message about openings in your setting more
memorable or appealing?
• Readiness of the prospect. In order to recruit someone as a volunteer, the opportunity
has to be a match not only between your organization's and the person's skills or
interests, but also with his or her availability. If your recruitment message arrives at a
bad time for the individual, the answer -at that moment-will have to be "no." But had
your message been delivered six months earlier or a year later, that same candidate
may well have become an active volunteer. Repetition of the invitation acknowledges
the importance of timing.
• Changing audiences. We live in a mobile society. The people who heard your
presentation two years ago are probably no longer members of that group and have
been replaced by new folks-who have not heard your presentation. For ENERGIZE,
this is proven over and over by our mailing list. Whenever we target a special mailing
at folks we have coded as customers (those who have bought books from us in the
past), we always include some older titles along with the new. Why? Because every
time we market to past buyers, we discover that some customers have changed jobs
and that their replacements have never seen a catalog from us. The agencies stay the
same but the personnel move around. So even when we think we are speaking to old
friends, we end up finding new ones. This applies to any outreach effort, including
volunteer recruitment.
• The general value of repetition. Advertising experts are fond of saying that they know
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one-half of all advertising dollars are wasted; now, if they only knew which half ...!
Another advertising truism is that it takes at least three contacts to make an impact.
Sure some people respond immediately to the first ad, but most people are only
subliminally aware of the first message sent. Only after repetition will someone be
moved to action (and remember that advertising is about buying, just as recruitment is
about volunteering). Repetition also implies credibility and stability, in that multiple
messages reflect the staying power of a product (in this case, your organization). It
isn't "fly-by-night"; it has continuity over time.
Maintaining a steady flow of recruitment messages throughout the year makes sense on every
level. It also recognizes that no one recruitment strategy alone will be enough to fill all your
needs. But the cumulative effect of consistent outreach should produce a steady flow of
applicants because you have sown so many seeds in so many ways. Veteran recruiters will tell
stories of new volunteers coming in with flyers that were distributed long ago, often to a friend
or relative who passed them along a circuitous path until they reached the candidate calling you
today.
Seasonal Efforts
Although I recommend continuous recruitment outreach, most organizations have found that certain times
of year produce more success than others. It should not surprise you to learn that September, January and
May are often effective recruitment periods. North American culture tends to organize itself around the
school calendar and even adults plan their lives in terms of fall, winterspring, and summer. So prospective
volunteers are most approachable as they establish their seasonal calendars.
This is not to say that you should not recruit at other times. But save your energy for launching new
campaigns just as a new season begins. Conversely, do not expect too many applications in December
before the holidays or in mid-summer when most folks are focused on playing. Unless your recruitment
strategy revolves around these very events. Finding volunteers to do holiday-related volunteering can be
accomplished even up to the last minute (in fact, some procrastinators find themselves searching in vain
for a way to express charitable holiday spirit if they have waited too long). Similarly, inviting volunteers
after Memorial Day to "do good while having fun this summer" may work to your advantage.
In some cases, the timing of your recruitment campaign can purposely work "against type." A political
organizer I know tired of being turned down by volunteers to do election day tasks such as poll watching.
Because he usually recruited help in October for election day, he could not argue with people who said:
"Gee, I'm sorry, but I won't have time on November X for anything except voting myself." So he hit upon
the idea of calling people in May, after the primaries, for November election day work. The people he
called were surprised to be asked so early but he effectively eliminated the excuse, of "I'm booked that
day." Instead, he elicited more honest responses such as: "I hate poll watching!" To such folks he could
offer alternative political volunteer work, sometimes over the summer. But for those who said: "Sure, I'll
help in November," he knew that he had placed himself on their calendars and they now needed
reminders instead of last-minute recruitment.
Who Should Recruit
Recruitment is, as we have repeated often here, an ongoing process of welcoming the involvement of
volunteers. Therefore, everyone in your organization shares an equal responsibility for recruitment. The
director of volunteers or leader of the volunteer committee needs to develop outreach strategies, design
recruitment materials, and coordinate formal recruitment efforts. But the issuing of individual invitations
to apply for volunteer work can be-and should be-done by every employee and volunteer already on
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board.
It is impossible for one person to make contacts in every site in a community. You therefore need the help
of everyone to make sure that your recruitment message is spread as widely as possible. Here's how:
8. Start with your executive director or president. Discuss how s/he can participate in the volunteer
recruitment effort . . . and then require everyone else to follow suit. The top administrator should
carry volunteer recruitment materials everywhere s/he speaks or has a meeting, requesting that
these materials be posted or distributed. (You can work with the administrator to create targeted
flyers or handouts for each site.) Note that it is important for you to know where such materials
have been left, both so that you can follow up and so that you can avoid duplication in your own
recruitment efforts.
9. Analyze brochures, newsletters, donor prospect literature, annual reports, and other materials
used to describe your organization. Are volunteers mentioned? Substantively or superficially? If
there are ways to incorporate more information about volunteers into agency publications, do so.
10. As we have already discussed, identify "missed opportunities" within your agency. Where can
messages about volunteer openings be advertised to clients, visitors, and staff? Can you set aside
a public bulletin board for information about volunteers (useful for recognition as well as for
recruitment)? Is there recruitment material in the reception area? Are clients given volunteer

opportunity information at exit interviews? Are financial donors told about ways they can
share their skills, too?
11. What is the Board of Directors doing to recruit volunteers? At least annually the board
should be asked to identify places and ways to spread the word about volunteer openings.
For example, if there is a corporate executive on the board, can you get an article in his or
her company's in-house newsletter? Can the clergyperson on the board arrange for you to
speak to some religious education classes?
12. Who else on staff has a job that requires community contacts? Again, anyone visiting
local settings should be helping to disseminate literature about the volunteer program and
mentioning the involvement of volunteers in oral presentations.
Note: for each of these representatives to be of most help, you need to keep them
informed about specific, current volunteer openings and supplied with updated
materials. They are not going to do your job for you. But it is their job to help the
agency by spreading the word about volunteers.
13. Current volunteers can be great recruiters, as we have already discussed. But you need to
ask them to recruit, and remind them to do so. Give them goals, deadlines, rewards, and
tools. As already suggested, run an open house so they can invite their friends in or ask
them to bring a non-related guest to the recognition event. At the very least, use the
creative thinking of active volunteers by engaging them in planning sessions to
brainstorm new sources of prospective volunteers, or new ways to reach them.
14. Current and past clients can be volunteer recruiters, too. As we discussed in the section
on spheres of influence (page 52), satisfied customers have relatives and friends who
might be interested in supporting you ... but they may not be aware that you want them as
volunteers.
In large volunteer programs needing to recruit many volunteers year round, it is common to
designate one staff position as "Recruiter." While giving the Recruiter the main responsibility for
outreach makes sense in terms of division of labor, be careful that this person does not end up
divorced from the rest of the volunteer program. It is very hard to invite people to volunteer
without a strong understanding of the placement process and what is happening in the
organization at any given time. Also, the Recruiter needs to be involved in volunteer job design,
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since this is so closely tied to appealing to various target audiences. Conversely, the danger of
having someone assigned to recruitment is that other volunteer program staff may no longer feel
it is their job to seek volunteers. Not so! Even with a full-time Recruiter, the work of keeping the
public informed about volunteer opportunities benefits from the attention of as many people as
possible.
Perhaps a better option (though less common) would be to rotate responsibility for
recruitmentallowing each volunteer program staff member several weeks a year to focus solely
on recruitment and then to return to his or her regular tasks. This would share the effort, keep
everyone fresh, and make sure that any "recruiter" is closely connected to the day-to-day work
volunteers will be doing.
Sincerity versus Technique
For all recruitment techniques requiring personal contact, the choice of who does the recruiting
matters a lot. Like it or not, there is a level of charisma involved in successfully motivating
people to volunteer. Prospective volunteers will respond more to a spokesperson who seems
warm, likeable, and enthusiastic than to someone going through the motions of giving
information. So the most important qualification for becoming a recruiter is the ability to convey
genuine commitment: as I have said before, sincerity wins out over technique every time.
This establishes something of an ethical dilemma for you as a recruiter. The people you motivate
to apply as volunteers are judging your organization by the tone you set. You serve as a
representative of your setting. Therefore, if in your heart of hearts you feel that, back home, most
staff are uncaring about volunteers and will be difficult to work with, are you misleading
recruits? After all, it is your reputation on the line. People are applying because they believed
your message. This
is another reason why it is so hard to recruit until the proper preparation is done first.
Matching the Audience
Two questions often posed are: 1) Can a paid staff member be an effective recruiter of volunteers?; and 2)
Can a person recruit volunteers who are different from him or her in terms of race, age, or other
characteristics?
Some paid staff feel a degree of discomfort in asking other people to work for no pay while they
themselves receive a salary. For the most part, this is more of a problem in the mind of the employee than
in the minds of prospective volunteers and it is based on lack of understanding of what motivates people
to volunteer. The fear of being confronted about some sort of double standard tends to make a recruiter
apologetic from the start ("Gee, I know that I get paid and you won't, but please listen to my plea anyway.
...").
While occasionally a person may remark on the perceived unfairness of paying some workers but asking
others to be volunteers, the right candidate probably will not even think of such an objection. In most
cases, it is obvious that the employee gives forty hours, fifty- two weeks a year to the cause, while the
volunteer is going to provide much less time. In other words, for the employee the work is truly a job or
career, while for the volunteer the work is an important contribution apart from what s/he might do to
earn a living. Also, if the recruitment message is well designed, it will include an explanation of how
volunteers add unique abilities to the work of the paid staff (see pages 5-6).
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Recruiting for diversity is less clear cut. Certainly having recruiters who look like the target audience in
color, gender, age, or other characteristic sets a tone of inclusion. But is it necessary to have a man recruit
men or an African-American recruit other African-Americans? Is a woman or a white person doomed to
failure in such an effort? I say no.
Remember my axiom about sincerity. It is offensive, and perhaps proves that you do engage in
stereotyping, to assume that a listener will judge a recruiter only by his or her external appearance. Each
recruiter should be genuine in his or her appeal to the audience and needs to appear comfortable.
Don't try to be something you are not. Most especially do not try to use vocabulary or jargon with which
you are not familiar. If you are middleaged, no amount of references to the slang current on MTV will
convince a group of teenagers that you are "one of them"-and they don't want you to be! Dress for any
group as you would to represent your organization, not to appeal to this group. At the very least, never
"dress down." Be yourself. And if you sincerely feel welcoming to all types of people, that is the message
you will send. If, on the other hand, you are unsure of how this audience will be received in your agency,
or you feel uncomfortable or unsafe, don't make the presentation! Find another recruiter or pair up with
someone who is more comfortable.
As we will discuss in Chapter 11 on diversity, the key is to design work relevant to any target audience.
Show that they will not be tokens, but acknowledge if this is new outreach.
Being Ready
The fastest way to undercut a recruitment effort is lack of preparation for results! Do not schedule a
vacation one week after a media appearance. Do keep your calendar free for interviews with recruits.
Nothing is a bigger turn-off than hearing: "thanks for responding to our call for volunteers, but the first
time we can see you is next month."
It is a big step for someone to pick up the phone to offer him/herself as a potential volunteer. In fact, this
is the riskiest part of the recruitment process because the person is acting on initial motivation and is
making him/herself vulnerable to the unknowns of your organization.
So who is the most important link in the recruitment chain? The person in your organization who answers
the phone! Now picture who that is. How does s/he sound on the phone in general? Is this a pleasant
voice, helpful to all callers? Or is this a perfunctory, even abrupt gatekeeper who makes callers of any
kind feel like intruders? And what if your organization has moved to a voice mail system?!
Developing a plan for nurturing prospective volunteers the first time they telephone (or walk in) is

an absolutely critical element of your recruitment plan. If you have to deal with the Receptionist
from Hell, this will be a challenge.
I have learned something interesting over the years. In most organizations, the switchboard or the
reception desk is the first to field questions from the public, but the last to be informed about
what is happening in the agency! No wonder receptionists become resentful.
When you launch a recruitment effort, take the time to go (in person) and visit with the
receptionist, the switchboard operator, the guard at the door, and anyone else who is on the front
line of dealing with the public. Show them samples of your recruiting flyers and explain the
places you are reaching out for volunteers. Stress how important a warm first contact is to
success in recruitment-and therefore acknowledge what an important part of your team this
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employee is. I promise you that this will work wonders! Once these staff members feel
recognized and informed, they will understand their role.
What you want them to do is:
• Be pleasant at all times. (Everyone in the organization will thank you for assuring
that.)
• When someone identifies him/herself as seeking volunteer work, say: "Thank you for
your interest in volunteering here."
• Never say: "the volunteer director isn't in; call back." Instead, say: "the volunteer
director isn't in right now, but if you'll give me your name and number I assure you
that I'll pass along the message and you'll hear from him/her as soon as possible."
Keep in mind that this mini-training session may have to be conducted with more people than
receptionists and operators. In a small agency, the person taking messages for you may be
another professional worker at the next desk who doesn't see him/herself as a "secretary." Again,
explaining why it is important to take messages in a welcoming way will make a lot of
difference. (Parenthetical but important note: This is one of the reasons why the volunteer office
needs a secretary!)
The Phone in Your Office
Now I want to comment on an unmentionable. In many settings, the volunteer office relies on
volunteers themselves to answer the phone. All too often, it seems as though the least competent
volunteers are kept to work in the volunteer office! I am truly tired of trying to call a colleague
and getting someone (often aged or very young) who has absolutely no telephone skills at all-no
courtesy or friendliness, and seemingly no ability to take a message accurately. And then they
commit the worst sin of all. When asked something like, "do you know when the director is
coming back to the office?" responds with, "well, I'm just a volunteer here." Is that what being a
volunteer with your organization means?
The person (paid or not) who answers your phone represents the entire volunteer corps. If a
brand new prospect is confronted with incompetence and confusion, why would s/he want to
become a volunteer? Screen for those volunteers already skilled in answering the telephone and
take the time to train them to do it the way you need it to be done. Consider this a factor in your
recruitment campaign.
I further recommend that you test the system by calling in yourself and seeing what happens. Or
get a "spy" to make the call for you-ask several friends or colleagues to phone, some who sound
old, or young, or whatever.
Another related problem is the ubiquitousness of answering machines or voice mail. For
afterhours messages or when all lines are busy, such electronic devices are wonderful. But I'll
admit my prejudice that such impersonal systems can never substitute adequately for a
welcoming human being. Whenever possible, try for the personal touch and have someone
answer the volunteer office phone live. Failing this, be sure to record a friendly and informative
message-and always return calls promptly!
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Outreach in
Cyberspace
Internet technology is so new that, in the first edition of this book in 1994, I could only
predict briefly that it was an evolving volunteer recruitment technique that would probably become more important over time. Two years later I added an Appendix entitled
“The Potential of Cyberspace,” in which I said: “This Appendix outlines various
electronic recruitment options available today, with the caveat that things are changing
so fast that no one can anticipate what the situation will look like in the future - or even
next year!” Wow, was I right! Both the capacity and the complexity of this global
communication tool multiply continuously and Internet knowledge becomes obsolete all
too quickly. The key point for volunteer recruiters is that cyberspace is irrevocably in
our lives and we are all learning together how to get our messages electronically to the
most targeted audience.
You can boost your own education by recruiting a volunteer who loves this
technology! Many people are immersed in electronic communication and, like all “true
believers,” welcome the chance to help others get connected. Note that the type of
person attracted to the volunteer position of “cyber deputy” or “Internet consultant” may
be quite different in age, skills, or perhaps gender from your other applicants, already
expanding the pool of talent your organization can tap. On the other hand, the Internet
has become attractive to diverse populations, way beyond teenage boys! Seniors
(driven by the realization that grandchildren will send e-mails) have come into
cyberspace in droves. The gender gap is also rapidly closing. The “digital divide” is
still real and the electronic world is not equally available to all income levels, but access
to free computers in libraries, schools, and other sites is increasing quickly.
In 1996, I stressed:
[First, if your organization does not yet have an e-mail address, get one.
This piece of advice is going to look incredibly archaic to readers perhaps
only a few years from now when having e-mail will be matter of fact. But
today it still needs to be said. You cannot effectively use the wonders of
cyberspace if people cannot reach you electronically.]

Yes, this does indeed sound archaic in 2002! While the majority of North Americans
today have an e-mail address at work and possibly access to e-mail at home (and it is
fast expanding on other continents, too), it is not the case that volunteer program
managers are using the power of e-mail in their recruitment outreach. Sure you can
post messages online giving your telephone number. But the whole point of this new
communications vehicle is that anyone can react instantly to a piece of information. So
getting people online excited about joining your efforts without giving them an e-mail
address is like opening an office without a road leading to your door.

If Not Your Home Page, Then Where?
If I surfed to your agency's Web site right now, would I immediately see - on the
home page - that volunteers are involved in any aspect of your work? Would I find
information on what volunteer positions are open and how to apply if I'm interested? Is
there an online application form? Would I at least find the name, e-mail address, and
telephone number of someone to contact about volunteering? If not - you have work to
do!
Your organization’s Web site is the most effective recruitment tool at your
disposal. Yes, it's useful to register your volunteer opportunities with the online
registries proliferating on the Web (more on those in a moment), but ultimately even
those sources will direct prospective volunteers to your organization's own Web site.
Will a visit to your site continue the recruitment process or become a dead end with no
information?
Spend some time thinking about the design of a specific space for volunteer
news and recruitment on the Web site. The beauty of cyberspace is that you can post
absolutely everything you want to share with the public at no cost for paper printing, and
those who enter your site can choose to access as much or as little information as they
please. The person who looses interest in your material will exit; the prospective
volunteer can read on.
When someone takes the time to click the button about volunteers on your home
page, you are communicating with someone who wants more details. Provide them!
Then the person will be well-informed and eager to express interest in volunteering.
Use the multi-layered approach:
1. Home page: Mentions volunteer involvement and has a hotlink button for
"more about volunteers."
2. Volunteer main page: An introduction to volunteers at your organization:
what they do, who they are, how they are chosen. For each point, offer the
choice to "learn more."
3 to ?. Further clicking might show:
• actual job descriptions for volunteer positions available now
• a wish list of skills or schedules needed
• photos of volunteers at work (showing diversity of age, race, gender)
• data on volunteer achievements
• personal testimonials from volunteers in certain assignments

•
•

specific community service ideas for students
specific ideas for groups or teams

Make sure that there are links to your volunteer information pages on every other page
of the organization’s Web site. Also take the step of registering your volunteer
opportunities/information page with Web search engines and directories (your
Webmaster or cyber deputy should be able to explain how).
Include the Web address on all printed materials (business cards, letterhead,
brochures, newsletters, fax cover sheets, etc.). Remember to mention that there is
volunteering information on your Web site in any newsletters, newspaper
announcements, press releases, PSAs, etc. Why? Because most people in your target
audiences who visit your Web site do so because of something they have read on paper
or been told over the phone, not because they were surfing the Web.
For Membership Recruitment
If yours is an all-volunteer membership organization, then “how to join” will
probably already be an option on the Web site. If not, it ought to be! But is the rest of
the site’s material presented in a way that is welcoming to newcomers? Or is it
designed for current members who already know your goals, projects, and jargon?
Consider posting pages directly addressed to non-members. Some topics might be:
•
•
•
•
•

Why We Want You to Become a Member
How getting more members will help your organization to reach its goals
or have an impact through projects.
Who We Want as Members
Express your wishes about finding people with specific skills, or clarify that
all ages, genders, family groups, etc. are all wanted (or not).
What Are the Benefits of Joining?
Share both the tangible (discounts) and intangible (friendship) perks.
What Is Expected of New Members?
If you want members to work as well as to “join,” say so!
The Membership Process
Explain the steps (and timetable) from expressing interest to becoming a
full-fledged member.

Immediate Response
It is crucial that you offer a way for interested people to respond immediately.
Ideally, you'll have some sort of response mechanism right on the Web page, so that an
interested person can click on "I'm interested, let's go to the next step..." and get a
screen with a message form that is delivered electronically back to you. You can also
offer an online application form.
Two important issues: timely response and updating your site. Cyberspace is a
here-and-now environment. When someone sends an e-mail or a Web message, it is
delivered to you instantly. So Netiquette demands a reasonably quick response or at
least acknowledgment if not a complete answer. Check and deal with your e-mail often.

Here is another great assignment for a volunteer who likes computers!
The humorous but ironic term for a Web site that never changes is a “cobWeb.”
Be sure you are not gathering virtual dust! The whole point of cyberspace is to go
beyond the limits of the print media. Your Web page is not simply another newsletter.
Once you print a newsletter on paper, it is permanent until replaced by the next edition.
Not so on the Web. You can - and should - update postings frequently to make it useful
for people to enter your site often. There is a lot of competition on the Web today as
new sites appear. What would make someone want to return to your site to see if any
new volunteer opportunities are posted?
Recruitment of new volunteers is not the only reason to design pages on your
Web site. Think about the possibilities for recognition! For example, post photographs
of volunteer activities immediately after they occur (or during - if you have a digital
camera). Not only does this make those individual volunteers feel appreciated right
away (why wait until the banquet months later?), but it reinforces the idea of volunteers
as active, year-round contributors for any site visitor, including paid staff, donors,
clients, and – yes - prospective volunteers. This changing kaleidoscope of photos also
enlivens the site, avoiding stagnant pages.
Resistance from the Webmaster
It’s at this point that some readers will be thinking that the Red Sea will part
again before their agency’s Webmaster or MIS staff will give this much Web space - and
programming time - to volunteer involvement. So, as with many other tasks of volunteer
program management, you may have to do some in-house education.
First, be prepared with a detailed list of the pages and content you are
requesting. Don’t expect the Web designer to know what to say or how to recruit.
Present your material on a disk or as an e-mail attachment. If you arrive with the
content in hand, then the work you require from the Webmaster is mainly page design
and posting. Don’t walk away! Stay involved in choosing illustrative material, colors,
etc. This is what you would do with a printer and the same principle applies to Web
work.
Second, if you feel that you are being put lowest on the totem pole for work
priority, offer to recruit a volunteer to design the pages for you. The Web master will
legitimately want to do the actual posting (making the pages show up online) and have
approval of anything that goes on the Web site. But that doesn’t mean someone else
can’t program the text and pictures into HTML or other Web formats. Another great job
for a volunteer cyber deputy.
You may have to take this issue all the way up to your top executive. Web
masters do not set priorities for the organization. They take their orders from agency
decision makers. You need to make your case to administration that time spent now on
building the volunteer area on the Web site is important for the long run. If the site
already asks for donations of money, note that “people raising” and “fund raising” go
together.
Finally, spend some time online to find good examples of Web sites that present
volunteer involvement in a way you like. This not only gives you "ammunition" against
resistance, but also models to follow.

If all else fails and you are unable to get online through your organization, obtain
permission to post a Web site specifically for the volunteer program. This is not hard,
nor very expensive, to do. And there are sites online that will host a nonprofit
organization’s Web pages for free.

Other Online Recruitment Opportunities
Recruiting on the Internet has amazing potential to attract endless numbers and
types of applicants, but electronic outreach can be time-consuming, both to post
opportunities and to keep the information updated and current. This is why you should
start by recruiting volunteers who are intrigued by searching the Web for sites that list
volunteer opportunities or targeted places to post recruitment messages. Here are
some of the ways the Internet and especially the World Wide Web can become
recruitment tools for you.
Research
Your ability to locate vast amounts of information electronically is limited only by
your time and your creativity. Learn about the work of other organizations that might
become sources of volunteers or collaborative partners, from businesses to nonprofit
agencies, to all-volunteer service clubs - whether you contact them online or off-line.
Discover the ways other volunteers are doing their work that might be applied to your
situation. Locate other people who share your interests or concerns, or who are willing
to answer your questions (via e-mail, usually) on any subject. Find interesting tidbits to
enliven your newsletter. Searching for information online is most fruitful if you can
formulate specific questions to answer, rather than going on a “fishing expedition”
without a goal.
Online Volunteer Opportunity Registries
New Web sites are springing up with the goal of assisting the nonprofit
community in general and volunteering in particular. We have not even begun to
imagine the possibilities. They all share several things in common right now. They are
free, and you can post and update your entries at will. They allow prospective
volunteers to search for opportunities by zip/postal code and by interest. They are
growing in popularity as people become aware of the accessibility of this sort of
information online.
Unfortunately, they also share another characteristic: most of the postings are
too general and many are out of date. Remember that the Web allows you to be as
specific as necessary. Better to post ten detailed position descriptions that really help
people to self-screen their interest than to post one “Hometown Agency Needs Help” ad
that gives no real information at all. And return to the site and delete assignments no
longer available or update those that are.
As of this book’s third edition, the most popular online registry in the United
States is VolunteerMatch: www.volunteermatch.org. It’s a great place to start testing
online directories, especially as it is the database used by other philanthropy Web sites
such as Network For Good (www.networkforgood.org). Registries have developed in
many other countries, too, including Canada (www.voe-reb.org/welcome.jhtml), the
United Kingdom (www.thesite.org/do-it/), Australia (www.govolunteer.com.au/), and also

in non-English speaking countries. Some sites encourage international postings,
recruiting volunteers from one country to help organizations anywhere in the world.
Look at Action Without Borders (www.idealist.org) as one example. For the most
current list of all such sites, go to the Energize, Inc. Web site page:
www.energizeinc.com/prof/volop.html
The commercial online services, such as America Online and CompuServe, have
created special interest areas devoted exclusively to community involvement and
nonprofit organizations. Recruit links to each of the various commercial services by
asking volunteers and employees who subscribe to any online service at home to
search for community involvement sites and describe these to you. Give them disks with
your recruitment messages and e-mail address and ask that they post these for you.
As time goes on, more people will grow accustomed to turning to the Internet for
information about volunteering and therefore it is smart to make use of any and all
online registries. Of course, no national site can ever hope to contain all the volunteer
opportunities available in a country - the list is far larger than any paid job bank might be
and no one expects to find all employment openings in one place. For this reason, a
growing number of Volunteer Centers are also posting their databases of local volunteer
opportunities online. Various community Web sites also welcome information about
volunteering alongside other public notices about events, recreation, and other social
activities occurring in a region. If you are seeking volunteers only for one location, it
may be more fruitful to post openings on a local site rather than on a national database,
although anecdotal reports from colleagues claim that prospects do respond to such
postings. Certainly, if you need volunteers at a number of locations, or if someone can
help you without having to come on site, the national registries provide one more way to
spread the word.
Online Discussion Groups
People with mutual interests can communicate amazingly quickly and cheaply in
cyberspace. Through “listservs” and similar vehicles, a host or sponsor group can
maintain a literally limitless number of names and e-mail addresses and send the same
messages simultaneously (and almost instantly) to everyone - anywhere on the globe.
When you “subscribe” to an online discussion or electronic publication, your e-mailbox
receives all the messages sent that day. If you choose to reply to one of the messages,
your response will similarly be sent to everyone on the list. There is usually no charge
for being on the subscriber list and you can “unsubscribe” just as quickly.
“Newsgroups” or “message boards” operate very much like online discussion
forums, but are not “delivered” directly to your e-mailbox. They are an electronic form
of the old-fashioned thumbtack bulletin board on which members interact by posting
queries and replies. You read through these at a specific Web site or through your
Internet browser.
Listservs and newsgroups span a mind-boggling array of subjects and therefore
are wonderful for finding the specific skills and interests that match your volunteer
position openings. The point for a recruiter is that such groups gather like-minded
individuals who might be candidates as volunteers. It is target marketing heaven!
Looking for people who can teach bicycle safety to your teens? Find a bicyclist
newsgroup. Want to find an architect with experience in designing tree houses? Dip into

an architecture or an outdoor recreation listserv.
It’s always a good idea to spend some time “listening in” (also called “lurking”)
before joining in the virtual conversation. That way you will learn about the culture and
type of messages each group attracts. Some lists reject postings that read like an
advertisement. But if you explain who (and where) you are and why you are using this
format to locate someone with these particular skills, you should not have a problem
posting your message. If in doubt, take the trouble to introduce yourself courteously to
the group hosts first and ask how best to access their group.
Remember that board users can be located anywhere, so add your city to the
subject line of your posting, so that when someone is browsing the board, it is easy to
open or pass by the message headed:
“Apply your editing skills in Baltimore!”
“Toronto youth seek soccer coach”
A good place to look for appropriate newsgroups and listservs is via these Web
sites:
http://www.liszt.com
http://www.tile.net
http://groups.google.com
E-mail Newsbriefs and Communiqués
Even without a Web site, you can generate electronic communication and send it
to a long list of interested people at no printing or postage cost at all. Keep an "address
book" of e-mail addresses and develop regular news updates to keep your organization
on people's minds. Remember that the instant nature of cyberspace allows you to
advertise a volunteer assignment the same day it becomes open. Whenever you send
out a press release to the traditional media, make an electronic copy and e-mail it out,
too.
This type of low-cost, immediate communication makes it possible for the first
time for a national headquarters to share information with and request action from
members at all levels of the organization. Further, when combined with an available
message board, members can be encouraged to deal directly with each other to
exchange views, share suggestions, and find support. This removes the middle layer of
interaction - no longer do people have to go through a national or state office to identify
and reach their colleagues.
Intranets
Many larger corporations and national organizations maintain “intranets.” So do
colleges and universities. These are internal communication systems that operate just
as regular e-mail but only within that setting. Access is denied to anyone not in the
company, organization, or school. However, such in-house systems often have
electronic newsletters and other regular announcements of activities of interest to
employees or members. See if you can contact the person responsible for running the
intranet and offer an electronic recruitment message. This is very similar to working

with the editor of a printed in-house newsletter.
Some intranets allow members to post messages themselves. In that case, ask
volunteers who work in companies with this type of system or who are students at a
university to advertise volunteer opportunities for you. This has the added bonus of
serving as an endorsement of the organization from a work/study colleague already
involved as a volunteer.
Cross-Linking
Many supporters of your organization will have Web sites of their own, both for
their businesses and for personal use. Possibilities include donors, vendors,
volunteers, employees - even clients. Ask them if they would like to show their support
by publicly linking to your site. This is an easy and cost-free way for them to help you
and for you to increase your outreach to whole new circles of people.
Design an electronic “button” or “banner” with your logo and a brief message that
can easily be posted and hotlinked. Some simple ideas are:
[I am a proud volunteer at XYZ Agency. To learn more, click here.
See why I support XYZ Agency. Click here.]
You can even make this a part of volunteer recognition. Design the button to look like
an award or medal, saying:
[XYZ Agency applauds _______ for her excellent volunteer service this year.
Learn more.
Volunteer Achievement Award to ____________ for service to XYZ Agency.
Want to join him? Click here.]
Of course it should be any volunteers’ choice as to whether or not to post this, but you
at least are giving them the means to make their service visible.
Another idea is to approach for-profit businesses to post information about your
organization on their Web sites as a “public service” or a donation of space. Because of
“hot link” technology, this brief mention can allow the intrigued user to click instantly to
your Web pages to learn more.
Similarly, cooperating nonprofits can cross-link their organizations on all their Web
sites. This can be an effective public outreach tool for special events or in times of
emergency. For example, after the terrorist attack on New York City on September 11,
2001, several Web sites immediately responded with information from many sources on
how concerned citizens could help. These collective postings were of benefit to people
in many other locations as well as to New Yorkers.

Be Ready to Respond
Asking for volunteers but not having a method to immediately place them into
your volunteer program is like advertising a product you don't really have, and it can
cause hard feelings about your agency on the part of potential supporters. If your

organization cannot or does not answer e-mail within 48 hours of receipt, don't include
your e-mail address as a way for potential volunteers to contact you. Instead, in your
online announcements, direct volunteers to telephone you. Make sure those who
answer your agency's phone know you are posting information to the Internet, in case
there is an increase in phone calls regarding volunteer opportunities or in people
referring to "that e-mail you posted."
When providing volunteer information online, whether in the form of an
announcement or a Web page, remember to include your organization's name, postal
address, phone number, and e-mail address.

Broader Application of Cyberspace
This book is focused on volunteer recruitment, but cyberspace has implications
for other aspects of volunteer program management as well. In fact we have coined a
whole new term, “virtual volunteering,” to refer to ways that people (the volunteers are
real) can offer help via their computers (the activity is virtual). For example, there are
many ways that technical assistance can be given through e-mail and downloaded files,
from the sharing of legal or real estate expertise, to editing of press releases, to
explanations of how a colleague handled a similar problem. Virtual volunteering can
also involve “friendly visiting” by computer, self-help support groups online, or playing
computer games with hospital-bound youngsters. Much more information about online
service can be found at www.serviceleader.org/vv and through The Virtual Volunteering
Guidebook (Ellis & Cravens, 2000), available for free download at:
www.energizeinc.com/art/elecbooks.html
Fundraising by electronic means is tantalizing many with its possibilities. The
potential of “distance learning,” in which students or trainees log online for a “class”
taught by an instructor who can be miles away is easy to imagine. Think about the
applications to providing orientation and training to off-site volunteers.
For the record, recognize that almost all the transactions in cyberspace are a form of
mutual assistance by people who do their keyboarding in their leisure time: volunteers!
Many online hosts and Web site managers, and millions of people posting information
and responding to e-mail, do all this because they really like it and also like serving
others. Certainly commercial interests have gotten into the act, but right now this wild
West, new frontier of communication is a prime example of volunteers as pioneers. So
someone recruiting should feel right at home!

